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ABSTRACT 
This thesis aims to offer a literary-historical analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî (Morals 
of Sultân Ahmed), an early seventeenth-century Ottoman treatise on ethics prepared for 
Sultan Ahmed I (r. 1603-1617). This work of ethics was originally written in Persian in 
1494-5 under the title, Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî (Morals of Muhsin), by Hüseyin Vâiz Kâşifî, a 
renowned Timurid scholar and intellectual. This work of ethics was dedicated to the 
Timurid ruler, Hüseyin Baykara (r. 1469-1506), but the main adressee was his son 
Ebu‘l-Muhsin Mirza. In around 1610, Ahmed I ordered a translation of this Persian 
work into Ottoman Turkish, a task which was completed, with some critical additions, 
in 1612 by Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi (d. 1618), the fourth son of the famous Hoca 
Sadeddin Efendi (d. 1599). Overall, this thesis is an attempt to provide a critical 
examination of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî particularly with respect to the question of how 
such a translated book on ethics was used as a tool to create as well as to legitimize a 
powerful image of the Ottoman sultan at a time of crisis and change in the Ottoman 
imperial and dynastic establishment. The main contention is that the production of 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî should be understood as part of a much larger political agenda 
carried out by Ahmed I, who, as a young and ambitious ruler, tried hard to present his 
reign and rule as a recovery from the turbulent years of wars and rebellions since the 
late 1590s. 
Key Words: Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, Sultan Ahmed I, Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi, 
Books on Ethics, Süleymanic Image, Patronage.  
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ÖZ 
Bu tez 17. yüzyılda Sultan I. Ahmed (hük. 1603-1617) adına hazırlanmış bir Osmanlı 
ahlak kitabı olan Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî‘nin edebi-tarihsel analizini yapmayı 
amaçlamaktadır. Şimdiye kadar üzerine detaylı bir tarihsel çalışma yapılmamış olan bu 
Osmanlı ahlak kitabı, aslında, ünlü bir Timurlu âlim olan Hüseyin Vâiz Kâşifî 
tarafından Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî başlığıyla Farsça olarak 1494-5 yılında kaleme alınmıştır. 
Eser Sultan Hüseyin Baykara‘ya (hük. 1469-1506) ithaf edilmesine rağmen, aslen 
Sultan Baykara‘nın oğlu Ebu‘l-Muhsin Mirza‘ya hitap etmektedir. 1610 civarında 
Sultan I. Ahmed sözkonusu Farsça eserin kendisi adına Osmanlı Türkçesine 
çevrilmesini emretmiş ve eserin çevirisi meşhur Hoca Sadeddin Efendi‘nin (öl. 1599) 
oğlu Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi (öl. 1618) tarafından bazı eklemelerle 1612 yılında 
tamamlanmıştır. Bu tez, genel olarak, padişah adına çevrilmiş bir ahlak kitabının 
Osmanlı İmparatorluğu‘nun kriz ve dönüşüm zamanında sultanın güçlü imajına nasıl 
katkıda bulunduğu sorusuna bağlı olarak Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî‘nin eleştirel bir 
çalışmasını öngörmektedir. Tezin ana argümanı, Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî‘nin 
yazılmasının, genç ve azimli bir padişah olarak bilinen Sultan I. Ahmed‘in saltanatını 
1590‘lardan beri süregelen karmaşık savaş ve isyan zamanlarının ardından gelen bir 
iyileşme dönemi olarak sunma yönünde yürütmüş olduğu politik ajandasının bir parçası 
olarak algılanması gerektiğidir.  
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, Sultan I. Ahmed, Hocazâde Abdülaziz 
Efendi, Ahlak Kitapları, Süleyman İmajı, Hamilik.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1494-5, Hüseyin Vâiz Kâşifî, a renowned Timurid scholar and intellectual of the 
fifteenth century, penned down a Persian treatise on ethics, Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî (Morals of 
Muhsin). Although it was dedicated to the Timurid ruler, Hüseyin Baykara (r. 1469-
1506),
 1
 it was mainly addressed to his son Ebu‘l-Muhsin Mirza.2 Later, in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, Kâşifî‘s work was translated into Ottoman Turkish a few 
times, mostly under the patronage of the Ottoman sultans. One of these Ottoman 
translations was made in 1612 during the reign of Sultan Ahmed I (r. 1603-1617) and it 
was re-named after its patron as Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî (Morals of Sultân Ahmed). This 
particular translation of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was completed, with some critical additions, by 
Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi, who beloged to the famous Hoca Sadeddin (d. 1599) 
ulema dynasty. 
This thesis aims to offer a literary-historical analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî 
within the context of Ottoman political writings in an age of imperial crisis. In other 
words, this study is an attempt to provide a critical examination of Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî particularly with respect to the question of how such a translated book on ethics 
was used as a tool to create as well as to legitimize a powerful image of the Ottoman 
sultan at a time of crisis and change in the Ottoman imperial and dynastic establishment 
in the early seventeenth century. My main contention is that the production of Ahlâk-ı 
Sultân Ahmedî should be understood as part of a much larger political agenda carried 
out by Ahmed I, who, as a young and ambitious ruler, tried hard to present his reign and 
rule as a recovery from the turbulent years of wars and rebellions since the late 1590s. 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî can be seen as an example of the Ottoman advice 
(nasîhatnâme) literature which flourished in the seventeenth century. 3  Thus, my 
                                                          
1
 Ann Lambton, ―Justice in the Medieval Persian Theory of Kingship,‖ Studia Islamica 17 (1962), pp. 91-
119, at p. 115.  
2
 Maria Eva Subtelny, ―A Late Medieval Persian Summa on Ethics: Kâşifî‘s Ahlâq-ı Muhsinî,‖ Iranian 
Studies 36 (2003), pp. 601-614, at p. 602. 
3
 Maria Eva Subtelny considers Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî among the Timurid/Persian works on ethics and political 
advice in her, ―A Late Medieval Persian Summa on Ethics: Kâşifî‘s Ahlâq-ı Muhsinî,‖ p. 601. Also see 
Lambton, ―Justice in the Medieval Persian Theory of Kingship,‖ p. 439. On the other hand, 
Marcinkowski uses the term Islamic administrative literature in his, ―An Introduction to the Twofold 
Character of Islamic Administrative Literature: Observations on the 'Practical' and 'Non-Practical',‖ 
Islamic Studies 41/2 (2002), pp. 271-294. For the naming of this literary genre in the Ottoman context, 
see Coşkun Yılmaz, ―Osmanlı Siyaset Düsüncesi Kaynakları ile Yeni Bir Kavramsallaştırma: 
Islahatnâmeler,‖ Türkiye Arastırmaları Literatür Dergisi 2/2 (2003), pp. 299-337. In this study, I will use 
the terms, ―nasîhatnâme,‖ ―book of advice,‖ ―book on ethics‖ and ―mirror for princes‖ interchangeably 
when referring to Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî.  
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discussion of this work is in effect a part of the ongoing historiographical debates on the 
Ottoman seventeenth-century crisis and its narratives. Until the 1980s, most scholars 
writing on the late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Ottoman history had typically 
depicted this period within a ―decline paradigm,‖ while basing their arguments on the 
writings of the contemporary Ottoman intellectuals. According to this ―declinist‖ view, 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries actually marked the beginning of a long 
period of steady decline in the fortunes of the Ottoman Empire, a problem which several 
contemporary political writers also considered along similar lines.
4
 Thus, as Fatih 
Çalışır puts it, ―this declinist position places the Ottoman Empire in the framework of 
three and a half centuries of political, military, economic, social and cultural decline 
with a special reference to the accounts known as nasîhatnâmes (advice for kings).‖5 
Indeed, Bernard Lewis can be easily counted as the best representative of such declinist 
scholars. By relying on the accounts of nasîhatnâme writers, Lewis depicted the 
Ottoman Empire as a constantly declining entity from the early seventeenth century 
onwards.
6
  
However, since the 1980s, as an alternative to this traditional understanding of 
the post-1600 Ottoman history, several revisionist scholars criticized the decline 
paradigm for its failings to explain the complexities of the problems that the Ottomans 
had experienced from the 1580s onwards. They, for instance, posed the question of how 
a massive political, economic and military entity such as the Ottoman Empire could 
have sustained over three-and-a-half century of constant decline.
7
 Furthermore, and 
perhaps more critically, they argued that the Ottoman books of advice used by earlier 
scholars to explain the Ottoman imperial decline were written by contemporary 
intellecuals and literati who should have had their own agendas and biases in producing 
such texts, as will be explained below. Overall, to be able to examine such political 
texts in an unbiased way, it is crucial to take into account the way they were written and 
when they were written and by whom they were written. The dynamics and problems of 
their time should not be ignored. The question of whether words like inhitât (decline), 
                                                          
4
 Halil İnalcık, ―The Decline of the Ottoman Empire‖ in The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age, 1300-
1600, trans. Norman Itzkowitz and Colin Imber (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973), pp. 41-52. 
5
 Fatih Çalışır, ―Decline of a ―Myth‖: Perspectives on the Ottoman Decline,‖ The History School 9 
(2011), pp. 37-60, at. p. 40. 
6
 See Bernard Lewis, ―Some Reflections on the Decline of Ottoman Empire,‖ Studia Islamica 9 (1958), 
pp. 111-127 and idem, ―Ottoman Observers of Ottoman Decline,‖ Islamic Studies 1 (1962), pp. 71-87.   
7
 Çalışır, ―Decline of a Myth,‖ p. 37. 
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or ifsâd (corruption/deterioration) were the announcement of the decay or were literary 
devices to convey the Ottoman nasîhatnâme writers‘ personal agendas should be kept in 
mind.  
Being inspired by the above-mentioned historiographical discussions, this study 
aims at interpreting a seventeenth-century Ottoman nasîhatnâme from a rather different 
perspective; I will try to read the underlining conceptions behind the lines to understand 
how such a book could become a tool to present the kingly virtues of the sultan.  
Deterioration and Decline in Contemporary Ottoman Accounts 
The genre of ―mirrors for princes‖ enjoyed considerable popularity in many pre-
modern Islamic societies. They were produced in Muslim Spain, Muslim India, and the 
Ottoman Empire.
8
 Ann Lambton, in one of her articles, defines the ―mirror for princes‖ 
as an ―important and characteristic branch of Persian belles letters.‖ She gives the 
characteristics of the genre as follows: ―Written in elegant and pleasing prose and 
illustrated by anecdotes and stories … revealing pictures of contemporary society.‖9  
Islamic ―mirrors for princes‖ appealed to the Ottoman world as well. Many 
authentic works were composed by Ottoman writers, while leading examples of the 
genre were translated into Ottoman Turkish.
10
 As Virginia Aksan observes, Ottoman 
mirror writers had many models to draw on. They frequently cited the Qâbûsnâme by 
Kaykavus b. İskender, the Siyâsetnâme (The Book of Politics) by Nizâmü‘l-Mülk, and 
the Nasîhat al-Mulûk (Counsel for Kings) by Gazâlî. At the end of the fifteenth century, 
all these three works were available in Ottoman Turkish.
11
 Following the Islamic 
―mirrors for princes‖ tradition, Ottoman ―mirrors for princes‖ were generally composed 
by the members of the ulema or bureaucratic elite since the reign of Sultan Süleyman I 
(r. 1520-1566) to give their rulers advice and warnings on issues mostly related to 
political and administrative matters. The quantity of the Ottoman nasîhatnâmes 
considerably increased in the second half of the sixteenth century and continued well 
into the eighteenth century. Having witnessed the political and financial hardships of 
their times, the writers of many contemporary Ottoman mirrors depicted what they 
                                                          
8
 Ann Lambton, ―Islamic Mirrors for Princes.‖ La Persia nel Medioeva (1970), pp. 419-442, at p. 420. 
9
Ibid., p. 419. 
10
 Yılmaz, ―Osmanlı Siyaset Düsüncesi Kaynakları ile Yeni Bir Kavramsallaştırma,‖ p. 299. 
11
 Virginia Aksan, ―Ottoman Political Writing,‖ International Journal of Middle East Studies 25/1 (1993), 
pp. 53-69, at p. 53. 
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regarded as important problems facing their empire and thus offered remedies for each 
one. 
To illustrate, one may give the example of Âsafnâme of Lütfi Pasha, who was 
the grand vizier of Sultan Süleyman between 1539 and 1541. Lütfi Pasha‘s work is 
considered as the earliest account in this genre.
12
 In his work, completed in 1541, Lütfi 
Pasha mentions some of the pressing problems at the time, though the reign of Sultan 
Süleyman is traditionally considered as the ―Golden Age‖ by many successive 
nasîhatnâme writers.13 For instance, Lütfi Pasha says that when he was appointed to the 
grand vizierate, he realized the behaviors of the high officials were immoral and the 
laws governing the whole imperial administration were deteriotated as opposed to the 
previous times, so he wrote this book to give good council to the future viziers.
14
 One 
may speculate that, by writing such a treatise, Lütfi Pasha was in fact reacting to the 
new realities of contemporary political and imperial system which underwent 
significant changes during the first decades of Sultan Süleyman‘s reign.15 
Another writer is Koçi Bey, who is perhaps the most popular Ottoman 
intellectual for his nasîhatnâme written during the reign of Sultan Murad IV (r. 1623-
1640). Koçi Bey wrote his work, popularly known as Koçi Bey Risâlesi around 1630. 
The book is about the chief reasons for the disarray and possible solutions.
16
 In his 
work, Koçi Bey discusses the ideal rules of the previous times in order to show the 
problems of the period he lived in. According to Koçi Bey, Ottoman sultans were 
personally dealing with the business of ruling and attending to the divân meetings to be 
informed on the affairs of the state until Sultan Süleyman.17 Furthermore he notes that 
                                                          
12
 Mübahat Kütükoglu, ―Lütfi Pasa Âsafnâmesi (Yeni Bir Metin Tesisi Denemesi)‖ in Prof. Dr. Bekir 
Kütükoğlu‟na Armağan (İstanbul: İstanbul Üniversitesi Tarih Araştırma Merkezi, 1991), pp. 49-99. Lütfi 
Paşa, Âsafnâme, ed. Ahmet Uğur (Ankara: Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı, 1982) 
13
 Cemal Kafadar, ―The myth of the Golden Age: Ottoman Historical Consciousness in the Post 
Süleymanic Era‖ in Süleyman the Second and His Time,  eds. Halil İnalcık and Cemal Kafadar (İstanbul: 
The Isis Press 1993), pp. 37-48, at pp. 38-39. 
14
 Mübahat Kütükoglu, ―Lütfi Pasa Âsafnâmesi,‖ p. 59-60: “Vaktâ ki bu hakîre vezîr-i â„zamlık mansıbın 
fermân buyurduklarında zamânede ba„zı âdâb u erkân ve kânûn-ı dîvânîyi evvel gördüklerime muhâlif ü 
perîşân gördüğüm içün vizâret-i „uzmâ hıdmetine tasaddur iden karındaşlarıma yâdgâr olmağıçün âdâb-ı 
vizâret-i „uzmâ mühimmâtını derc ve bu risâleyi te‟lif idüp ismini âsafnâme kodum.” 
15
 Cornell Fleischer, ―Preliminaries to the Study of the Ottoman Bureaucracy,‖ Journal of Turkish Studies 
10 (1986), pp. 135-141, at p. 136. 
16
 Koçi Bey, Koçi Bey Risalesi, ed. Ali Kemali Aksüt, (İstanbul: Vakit Matbaası, 1939), p.18 (hereafter 
Koçi Bey Risalesi): “Bâis-i ihtilâl-i „âlem ve sebeb-i tegayyür-i ahvâl-i beni âdem ne idüğü ve bi-
„inâyetillâh ne vechile salâh-pezîr olacağı mücmelen ma„lûm-u hümâyûn-u pâdişâhi olub ânen feânan 
âsâr-ı cemîle-i şâhâne zuhûra gele” 
17
 Koçi Bey Risalesi, p. 61. 
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in previous times, and the order of the world (nizâm-ı „âlem) was preserved; the re„âyâ 
(tax-paying subjects), artisans, soldiers and officials remained in their proper place. 
However, after Sultan Süleyman, the order of classical devşirme (child levy) and land 
tenure systems (tîmâr) could not be preserved because foreigners (ecnebi) began to be 
welcomed. The land and offices began to be granted to the undeserving. The ulema 
were also corrupted.
18
 It should be noted that Koçi Bey was a personal advisor to Sultan 
Murad IV and that he clearly wanted to enhance the sultanic authority of his master 
while arguing for a harsher measurements in military and administrative matters.
19
 
Another well-known example of the Ottoman ―mirror for prince‖ literature is 
Mustafa Âlî‘s Counsel for the Sultans, a masterfully crafted piece written in 1581 for 
Sultan Murad III (r. 1574-1595). Unlike Lütfi Pasha, the criticisms are very harsh in 
Âlî‘s Counsel. He explains the reason why he wrote this text; according to him, the truth 
had to be told without any fear to enable the sultan to see the things out of his sight:  
 
All creatures that possess speech are bound to help their kings by counsel and 
advice … when they see them in growing trouble because of disasters and 
catastrophes they should rush to their aid with word and deed, with (their) 
possessions and (good) intentions. They should put aside the fear and awe … 
they should embolden themselves to offer (the king) counsel and advice, secretly 
and openly.
20
 
 
Then, Âlî complains about how the government and provincial viziers oppressed 
the tax-paying population (re„âyâ) as well as how the ilmiye posts were filled with 
undeserving men, although there were many talented, educated people to be chosen. 
Moreover, he notes that the sultan had long abandoned the old principle of being in 
close contact with high and low; also personal interference by the sultan to stop 
oppression was no longer feasible.
21
 
These Ottoman books of advice have a specific organization to talk about the 
imperial disorder that they observed and then to evaluate the causes of the problems and 
                                                          
18
 Ibid., p. 20-22. 
19
 Ibid., p. 18-19. 
20 Mustafa Âlî‟s Counsel for Sultans, ed. and trans. Andreas Tietze, 2 vols. (Wien: Verlag der 
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1979), vol. I, p. 24.  
21
 Ibid., p. 25. 
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talk about their remedies. However, the authors could also write as a result of a personal 
disappointment or with an expectation to be appointed to better positions, so that they 
reflected their idealized visions for government. As Abou-El-Haj observes, the Ottoman 
nasîhatnâme is a genre with many formal characteristics; therefore, a piece of 
nasîhatnâme should be examined in view of its author, including his social status and 
the social group he represents. Following Abou-El-Haj‘ points, while examining an 
Ottoman nasihatname, the dynamics of the period must be searched for evidence about 
the author himself as well as political, social, and intellectual trends in the contemporary 
scene. The historical context for the reasons of its production must be reconstructed to 
be able to evaluate the validity of the observations and their social, economic and 
political meaning.
22
 
The Decline Paradigm in Ottoman Historiography: Revisionist Approaches 
In the seventeenth century, the Ottoman Empire, which was one of the most 
impressive imperial powers of the early modern period, went through a series of 
political, economic, military and social transformations. Declinist scholars were very 
much inclined to analyze this time as a period of deterioration and/or decline; on top of 
that they regarded these transformations as events peculiar to a long-lived Ottoman 
imperial establishment rather than situating it within the larger framework of other 
imperial organizations. As Abou-El-Haj argues, these historians were inclined to treat 
the Ottoman experience as ―incomparable‖ with the examples of other regions.23 
From the late sixteenth century and early seventeenth century onwards, the 
Ottoman Empire witnessed a period of crisis in which it faced a set of interrelated 
economic, political, military and social problems. Throughout the seventeenth century, 
a series of sultans were deposed. Earlier, the Ottomans witnessed the first large-scale 
political turmoil and unrest under Sultan Mehmed III (r. 1595-1603). Then, in the early 
seventeenth century, the deposition of Osman II (r. 1618-1622) and his murder signaled 
the deepening of such political problems. Overall, six Ottoman sultans were dethroned 
in the period between 1617 and 1703. Each time, while the deposed sultan was replaced 
by a member of the dynasty and the ―king-makers‖ did not ask for any alternatives to 
                                                          
22
 Rifa‗at Abou-El-Haj, ―Fitnah, Huruc Ala al-Sultan and Nasihat: Political Struggle and Social Conflict 
in Ottoman Society, 1560s-1700s‖ in Actes du VIe symposium du Comité International d‟Études Pre-
Ottomanes et Ottomanes, eds. Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont and Emeri van Donzel, Varia Turcica 4 
(İstanbul: Institute Francais d‘Études Anatoliennes, 1987), pp. 185-191, at p. 191.  
23
 Rıfa‗at Abou-El-Haj, Formation of the Modern State: The Ottoman Empire Sixteenth to Eighteenth 
Centuries(Albany: StateUniversity of New York Press, 1991), pp. 1-2. 
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the Ottoman dynasty, this choice clearly shows that the Ottoman dynasty did not have 
immunity against questions of legitimacy.
24
 Meanwhile, the empire had suffered from 
prolonged wars and several military defeats by Europeans. Moreover, a series of 
underage or mentally weak sultans occupied the throne, giving way to increasing 
influence of imperial women and royal favorites on the sultan and governmental issues. 
These political crises were followed by economic and social ones. Problems arose in the 
conventional tîmâr (land tenure) system with the introduction of monetary economy and 
were fused with continuing rebellions and uprisings that were called the Celâli revolts.25 
So, from the early years of the seventeenth
 
century onwards, the empire had fought 
against a series of serious political, social, military, and economic problems, effecting 
its power and prestige. Therefore, this period was labeled as a period of thorough 
decline by many conventional historians, as noted above.
26
 
However, some scholars in the field of Ottoman studies began to come up with 
new perspectives and perceptions on the political, economic, financial, military and 
social transformations in question. They came up with revisionist views on the decline 
paradigm; they recently began to interpret this period not as a constant, thorough 
decline but as a period of transformation and adaptation; and they try to show the 
empire‘s ability to adapt, to transform itself into a ―new‖ entity that was consistent with 
the requirements of the early modern world.
27
 The leading revisionist historians 
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criticized the decline paradigm and its conventional narrative for relying mostly on an 
uncritical analysis of a few narrative sources, namely the nasîhatnâmes, and thus for 
ignoring the biases of contemporary nasîhatnâme writers.28  This new generation of 
revisionist historians now discuss the post-1600 period in Ottoman history not as a 
period of inevitable decline but as a period of ―crisis and change.‖ They look from very 
diverse angles. While some historians look at military and fiscal transformation,
29
 others 
scrutinize how Ottoman provincial government and land tenure (tîmâr) system had 
transformed.
30
 These new perspectives have thus far proved to be successful in coming 
up with alternative frameworks and accordingly in locating the Ottoman Empire among 
other early modern empires, as Abou-El-Haj suggested.  
The Present Study: A Different Perspective 
The present study focuses on a piece of work written during the reign of Ahmed 
I. Several scholars consider the reign of Ahmed I as a watershed in this critical period of 
crisis and change.
31
 They observe that when Sultan Ahmed ascended to the throne, he 
was very young and politically untested as he had not served as a governor in one of the 
princely provinces. Moreover, the empire was caught up in continuous wars with the 
Habsburgs and Safavids and faced the Celâli revolts for long years. A year before his 
succession in 1603, Ahmed I witnessed the most bloody sipahi rebellion, which 
threatened the rule of his father Mehmed III, as well as the execution of his elder 
brother, Prince Mahmud. Ahmed was raised in such a politically instable environment, 
and eventually took the throne in the midst of this period of ―crisis and change.‖ These 
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turbulent events affected his character and actions such that he wanted to follow a very 
different path from that of his father. Ahmed I thought that the legitimacy of his father‘s 
rule had suffered from his sedentary style of rule. Therefore, he endeavored to become a 
active, pious, assertive, just, and generous sultan personally dealing with the affairs of 
the state. In the early years of his rule, his mother Handan Sultan (d. 1605) and his tutor 
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1607/8) helped Ahmed I in his endeavors to cultivate a powerful 
image, as the inexperienced ruler needed guidance.
32
 Also, throughout his reign, Ahmed 
I created many favorites who served as his patronage and power brokers helping him in 
the business of ruling. In Ottoman conventional historiography, the emergence of royal 
favorites and their increasing influence on policy decisions have been considered as 
evidences of the weakening power of the sultans and decline of the empire. On the 
contrary, in this study, I will try to examine how Ahmed I used such favorites to fashion 
a powerful sultanic image. 
In this context, we can observe that several books of ethics were written upon 
the request of the sultan or his patronage brokers. These books were mostly general 
treaties on kingly virtues and sultanic justice. Correspondingly, ideal sultans were 
depicted as just, powerful, warrior, and generous rulers personally dealing with the 
affairs of the state. Ahmed I probably shared the idea that a sultan who had these virtues 
was the most important component of a powerful empire. Therefore, he endeavored to 
create such an image of an assertive, dynamic, powerful, and just ruler. Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî was one of these books on ethics produced on behalf of Ahmed I.  
This study will focus on literary-historical analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî that 
is inspired by the above-mentioned discussions and by the works of leading modern 
Ottomanists who made seminal studies by relying on a corpus of texts, such as Cornell 
Fleischer‘s study on an Ottoman bureaucrat and intellectual, Gelibolulu Mustafa Âlî.33 
Also, this study benefits from Douglas Howard‘s leading article on the so-called 
Ottoman decline literature, as well as from Rıfa‗at Abou-El-Haj‘s Formation of the 
Modern State and his other important articles on the nasîhatnâme literature briefly 
mentioned above. Abou-El-Haj suggests a methodology evaluating each text by paying 
attention to its political, social, and intellectual contexts as well as the socio-political 
position of its author, a problem which should be kept in mind when interpreting any 
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text or document.
 34
 Likewise, Douglas Howard notes that ―the value of this decline 
literature consists in the degree to which it elucidates the intellectual climate of the era, 
in which traditional Ottoman concepts of legitimacy and sovereignty were the subject of 
intense debate.‖35 Howard basically says that these books of advice can uncover the 
historical context of the time in which they were written. They can reflect political, 
social, intellectual concerns and discursive preferences of their period. Cornell Fleischer 
similarly uses such a methodology when interpreting a large number of Ottoman 
manuscripts to give ―flesh and blood‖ to the Ottoman institutions by scrutinizing the 
intellectual and political climate of the period.
36
 By reading the inspiring work of 
Fleischer, one can easily realize that texts are not free from the political, intellectual, 
and social discourses of the period in which they were written.  
In the light of above-mentioned interrelated concerns, this thesis will be an 
attempt to provide a (con)textual analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. I will interpret 
contemporary discourses of power constructed in a nasîhatnâme written on behalf of 
Sultan Ahmed I to reveal how such books could be used as tools of positive propaganda 
for the powerful image of the sultan. 
This study is basically an attempt to make a textual analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî with a broad historical perspective and to situate it in the intellectual, political, 
and social context of the period. What did Ahmed I do to strengthen his position as the 
reigning sultan? How did he consolidate his image? What was the importance of 
patronage activities led by Ahmed I and his patronage brokers to create a powerful 
sultanic image? What was the role of the books on ethics for the sultan to create such an 
image for himself? I will try to study Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî in the light of these 
questions.  
The first chapter will thus deal with Hocazâde Abdülaziz‘s biography by 
considering the social, political, and intellectual tensions of the time. This chapter aims 
at uncovering the life of Hocazâde Abdülaziz, his network of relations and his rivalries 
with the ruling elite and other members of ulema. By exploring the network that 
Abdülaziz Efendi was involved in, the possible effects of his cultural environment on 
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the content and tone of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî will be underlined.  
The second chapter aims at unpacking the historical context within which Ahlâk-
ı Sultân Ahmedî was written. The first part of this chapter will focus on the personality 
of Sultan Ahmed I and his patronage activities. Ahmed I is known to have an obsession 
to imitate the achievements of his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman I.37 Many of his 
patronage activities were actually a reflection of his endeavor to create a powerful 
image resembling that of Sultan Süleyman.38 Studying the manuscript patronage and 
patrons at the court of Ahmed I will give a better understanding of the historical context 
within which the translation of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî (Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî) was produced. 
It will enable us to see the cultural, intellectual, and political concerns that were 
prevalent at the court of Sultan Ahmed.  
In this context, in the second part, I will focus on the patronage activities of 
Ahmed I‘s famous royal favorite, El-Hac Mustafa Agha, the chief eunuch of the 
imperial palace, and his relationship with Hocazâde Abdülaziz. These two figures 
worked together, with what seems a common political interest, in manuscript production 
and as a result, they produced three books in the name of Ahmed I. Accordingly, in the 
third part of this chapter, I will scrutinize the books commissioned by Ahmed I or by the 
royal courtiers in the name of the sultan. The aim is to have a better sense of the 
ideological functions lying behind the production of these books.  
The third and final chapter will be devoted to the literary-historical analysis of 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. I will examine the question of how Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî and 
other books commissioned by Ahmed I were used by the sultan to strengthen his image. 
To be able to give a feasible answer to this question, I will examine the arguments on 
kingly virtues of Ahmed I as it is constructed in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî by Abdülaziz 
Efendi. In addition, I will compare the themes on the kingly virtues of a ruler as 
expressed in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî with the ones on Ahmed I‘s kingly virtues as 
constructed by Sâfî Efendi‘s chronicle, Zübdetü‟t-tevârîh (Quintessence of Histories), in 
order to see the reflections of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî on Ahmed I‘s life.  
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An Overview of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî 
Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî, as Subtelny notes, ―represents a late medieval codification of 
Persian genre of ethical advice literature.‖39 It was written in an elegant prose and 
illustrated with anecdotes, verses and stories. It was written to give good advice on the 
issue of government and to reveal the exemplary moral characters of the ideal rulers of 
the past. Those advices are illustrated through the stories from the lives of prophets, the 
companions of Prophet Muhammed such as ‗Alî and Halid b. Velid, and historical 
figures such as Anushirvan, Alexander the Great, or Abbasid Caliph Me‘mûn. Also, the 
writer consulted the verses from the Qur‘an and sayings of Prophet Muhammed to 
illustrate his point and strengthen his argument.  
According to Subtelny, Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî ―was based in part on key philosophico-
ethical concepts expressed in Nasirü‘d-dîn Tûsî‘s (d. 1274) Ahlâk-ı Nâsirî (Morals of 
Nâsir), the work which exerted the single greatest philosophical influence on the 
Persian advice literature of the post-Mongol period.‖40 According to these fundamental 
concepts, justice is only preserved by maintaining the equilibrium in society which was 
hierarchically structured as the four classes in Persian tradition. Without the regulating 
force of the ruler, justice would not be preserved, and without justice these four classes 
would not remain in their proper place. The strong would oppress the weak, which in 
turn threatens the order and stability of the society. Therefore, the duty of the just ruler 
who is ―the shadow God on earth‖ is to keep these four classes in their proper place and 
prevent the dominance of one group over the other.
41
 The ideal ruler must possess 
justice („adl), bravery (şecâ„at), knowledge of the conditions of his people (sâhib-i 
haber), generosity, graciousness (sehâ ve ihsân) and so on.  
Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was originally written in Persian by Hüseyin Vâiz Kâşifî in 
1494-5.
42
 Kâşifî was a well-known preacher, thus his sobriquet Vaîzî. When he came to 
Herat to visit the tomb of the famous Nakşibendî Şeyh Sadeddîn Kaşgârî (d. 1456), he 
entered the Intellectual circles of Herat. There, he met with poets Câmî (d. 1492) and 
‗Alî Şîr Nevâyî (d. 1501), who were under the royal patronage of Sultan Baykara. In a 
very short time, Kâşifî became a famous figure in the intellectual circles of Herat, and 
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was sponsored by Sultan Hüseyin Baykara who created a very lively cultural 
environment in Khurasan.
43
 In such an environment, he wrote his book to give Sultan 
Baykara‘s son, Ebu‘l-Muhsin Mirza, counsel on ethics and good government; thus its 
title Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî.44  
Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was a popular work in other Islamic societies, especially in 
Mughal India. It was published several times in India, Iran, and elsewhere. However, as 
Wickens observes, none of the editions is really critical and some are arbitrarily 
selective in their use of material. It was translated into many languages, including 
Turkish. The book also attracted the attention of western intellectuals. The work has 
been translated, wholly or in part, into Urdu. A more recent translation came out into 
Tehran in 1949.
45
 Henry George Keene translated the book into English in 1850. Also, 
Ragıp İmamoğlu translated the first fifteen chapters of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî into Turkish in 
1965.
46
 
The book was translated into Ottoman Turkish in different periods before and 
after Abdülaziz Efendi‘s translation. As far as we know, the first translation was made 
by Firâkî Abdurrahmân Çelebi (d. 1582). Abdurrahman Çelebi translated this book for 
Prince Bayezid.
 47
 At that time, Prince Bayezid was serving as a princely governor in 
Kütahya where he created a very lively intellectual and cultural environment. Prince 
Bayezid sponsored celebrated intellectuals in his court in Kütahya. Abdurrahman Çelebi 
was one of these writers attending the court of the prince.
48
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 Another translation was that of Mehmed b. İdris Defterî (d. 1563/64) who 
performed as a treasurer under Süleyman I.49 Mehmed Ali Ayni writes in his Türk 
Ahlakçıları that Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî became a celebrated book in the Ottoman world right 
after its production, so people around Mehmed Defteri wanted him to translate this book 
into Ottoman Turkish so that those who did not know Persian would benefit from it. 
Mehmed Efendi denied this request; however, he did the translation when an important 
man wanted him to do it.
50
 It is not certain who this important man was, but he must 
have been an influential person from the state ranks since Mehmed Efendi could not 
deny his request.  
Yet, perhaps the best known translation of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was the one made by 
Pîr Mehmed Azmî Efendi (d. 1582). Azmî Efendi was the student of Kınalızâde ‗Alî 
Efendi from whom he received his teaching license. After performing as müderris in the 
illustrious medreses of the period, Mehmed Azmî became the tutor of Prince Mehmed 
between 1580 and 1582. He translated Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî in 1566 when Süleyman I died 
and Selim II (r. 1566-1574) ascended to the throne. He named his translation Enîsü‟l-
„Ârifîn (The Companion of the Erudites).51 There is limited information in the secondary 
literature about the reasons for the translation. Adem Ceyhan notes that Azmî Efendi 
translated the book upon his friends‘ request.52 However, Ceyhan does not specify who 
these friends were. An important point to note is that the time of the translation 
coincides with the production of the well-known work of his teacher Kınalızâde, Ahlâk-ı 
„Alâî (The Morals of the Uprights), which was also a book on ethics, written in ca. 
1563.
53
 Having this in mind, we can speculate that his teacher might also have been 
influential in his decision to translate the bookinto Ottoman Turkish. Enîsü‟l „Ârifîn, 
was clearly widely circulated among by the Ottoman literati and palace circles as 
evident by the number of its copies.  
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 Another translation was done by Rıdvan b. Abdülmennân around 1574 during 
Mehmed III‘s period.54 Yet, we lack any specific information on the reasons for this 
translation. It was also translated by Bosnavî Ömer Efendi in 1621 during Osman II‘s 
reign.
55
 
Another translation was produced by Osmanzâde Tâib Efendi (d.1724) on behalf 
of Sultan Ahmed III (r. 1703-1730). He named his translation after Ahmed III as Ahlâk-
ı Ahmedî. This translation was published in 1840. 56 
We can say that this book on ethics must have appealed to the Ottoman world as 
it was translated into Turkish around fifty years after its production. As can be seen 
from the above list, it was mostly translated on behalf of the sultans. In the light of these 
translations, it is safe to conclude that Kâşifî‘s Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was probably well 
suited to the Ottoman intellectual and political culture of the 16
th
 and 17
th
 centuries, as 
Islamic ―mirrors for princes‖ were increasingly appealed to the Ottoman world. Many 
authentic works were also penned by Ottoman writers, while leading examples of the 
genre were translated into Ottoman Turkish from the sixteenth century onwards.
57
 
Abdülaziz Efendi‟s Translation 
As noted above, Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi translated Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî in 1612 
upon the request of Ahmed I and named his translation under the title, Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî. Abdülaziz Efendi did not just make a translation; he also added his own 
sections, mostly in the form of kasîdes, on the virtuous personal qualities of Ahmed I. 
Hence, the translation was shaped by Abdülaziz Efendi‘s literary interventions to a 
certain extent.
58
  
This 1612 translation of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî has survived in three manuscript 
copies. One copy is currently preserved at the Süleymaniye Library‘s Nuruosmaniye 
section. This copy is crucial for its extended preface, revealing the royal patronage 
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behind its production. It is an ornamented manuscript consisting detailed sections on 
behalf of its royal patron, Ahmed I, and his patronage broker, El-Hac Mustafa Agha. 
Therefore, given its ornamentation and neat calligraphy, this copy seems to be the final 
version presented to Sultan Ahmed.
59
 For my discussions, I also use the manuscript 
copy currently preserved at the Süleymaniye Library‘s Fatih section.60 According to its 
colophon, this copy was written by Abdülaziz Efendi, yet it seems to be only a draft.61 
This copy composes of 276 folios. Another copy is currently preserved at the İstanbul 
University Library.
62
 
For most of the quotations from the original translated text, I relied on two 
master theses prepared by Hüseyin Altınpay and Osman Peker, particularly for the 
folios between 1a-165b.
63
 Yet, when necessary, I provided my own transcriptions as 
well as English translations. In this context, I should also note that these two studies by 
Altınpay and Peker mainly consist of two parts; the life story of Abdülaziz Efendi and 
the transliteration of the text. Such master thesis made by researchers in literature 
departments are no doubt very useful in that they enable researchers to work with a 
transliteration of primary textual sources. However, neither Altınpay‘s nor Peker‘s 
thesis offers a historical perspective as one would like to see. They instead focus on 
giving an academic transcription of the text, which lacks any detailed interpretation of 
the contents or they do situate the text within its historical context. In this study, I tried 
to scrutinize the political, social, and intellectual context of the period and to interprete 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî accordingly. 
In my study, I also tried to come up with a more detailed biography of Abdülaziz 
Efendi, for Peker and Altınpay do not talk about the power networks in which Hocazade 
family operated. Since they generally mention the posts that were occupied by 
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Abdülaziz Efendi without giving a broader historical perspective, I found it critical to 
discuss the ilmiye careers and the networks of the Hocazâdes in order to understand the 
historical context within which Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî was produced. 
An Overview of the Sources 
It will be useful to introduce other sources that will be used to write a reliable 
biography for Abdülaziz Efendi and to uncover Ahmed I‘s endeavors to create a 
powerful sultanic image.
64
 
A number of chronicles that were written by contemporary historians provide 
valuable insights into the period of Ahmed I and the life of the Hocazâde family and 
other top-ranking officials with whom the Hocazâdes had a connection, patronage 
relations or rivalries. The chronicle of Mustafa Sâfî, Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh, is the most 
detailed account of the reign of Ahmed I and a central source for the present study. Sâfî 
Efendi, who was the personal preacher of Sultan Ahmed I, wrote a two-volume history 
book upon the request of Ahmed I. The first volume is about the personal history of 
Ahmed I in which Sâfî Efendi portrays the virtuous character of his sultan. It describes 
the sultan‘s endeavors to terminate the Celâli rebellions, which had been a source of 
turmoil in the central lands of the empire for close to a decade, as well as Ahmed I‘s 
bitterness against those who were wrongdoers related to his care for justice and order. 
Moreover, one can find long passages on Ahmed I‘s passion for hunting, revealing not 
only his personal eagerness to go to war, but also his ambition to re-project the military 
might of his empire vis-à-vis his enemies just like in times of Sultan Süleyman. 
According to Sâfî, furthermore, the sultan was a very religious figure; for instance, the 
sultan‘s personal attention for always praying on time was a topic of one long chapter.  
Sâfî‘s history can also be used for a discussion of the life and career of 
Abdülaziz Efendi as well as other members of his family. For instance, Sâfî‘s chronicle 
gives important clues about the environment within which the members of the 
Hocazâde family gained their top ulema positions. More importantly, Zübde is very 
crucial for the arguments of the second chapter. It should be kept in mind that Sâfî, 
being the preacher of the sultan, wrote and spoke for the sultan. His voice was coming 
from within the palace; he was very close to Ahmed I. Indeed, Sâfî Efendi endeavored 
to advertise a very positive image for his sultan emulating that of Sultan Süleyman. His 
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chronicle helps me provide a detailed portrait of Sultan Ahmed I, who indeed worked 
hard to create a powerful sultanic image. Zübde will be used in the third chapter as well, 
as a point of comparison when examining how Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi contributed 
to the creation of a powerful sultanic image for the sultan in his Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. 
Other contemporary sources that will be used in this study are Mehmed b. 
Mehmed‘s (d. 1640) Târîh-i Âl-i Osmân 65  and Nuhbetü‟t-Tevârîh ve‟l-Ahbâr. 66 
Mehmed b. Mehmed‘s account is crucial as he was a contemporary historian. He wrote 
a history of the Ottoman Empire covering the period between the reigns of Murad III 
and Murad IV (r. 1623-1640). Since he witnessed the period of Ahmed I, his accounts 
related to the members of the Hocazâde family are highly crucial particularly in 
delineating the problem of how they actually reached the top-ranking positions in the 
ilmiye hierarchy. Sâfî Efendi‘s Zübde has a complicated style giving the events without 
a chronological order and in a sententious use of language. Unlike Sâfî, Mehmed b. 
Mehmed put the events in chronological order and he had a smooth style. In Nuhbe, we 
can find the information considering the events about the appointments and dismissals 
of high-ranking ulema that Sâfî did not cover in Zübde.  
 In his Târîh, Mehmed b. Mehmed has entries about the sultans, şeyhülislâms 
(chief mufti), kadıaskers (chief judge), kadıs (judge) and several other important 
political figures. of the period. The important issue is that Mehmed b. Mehmed got 
acquainted with most of these people about whom he wrote. Therefore, his account is 
very valuable for the present study as he gives detailed information about the high-
ranking officials who lived in the period of Ahmed I. We can rely on this source to find 
valuable information about Ahmed I, as well as to detect the career paths of the 
Hocazâdes. Mehmed b. Mehmed mentions the influential figures and their appointments 
whenever he felt necessary. Therefore, we can discover some of the network/intisâb 
relations among these important actors by resorting to his account. In addition, this 
study has benefited from other chronicles and biographical sources, such as Peçevî 
Tarihi, Selânikî Tarihi, Hasan Beyzâde Tarihi, Topçular Kâtibi Abdülkâdir Efendi 
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Tarihi and Kâtip Çelebi‘s Fezleke in many instances in order to have a better 
understanding of the period.
67
 
We can mention a variety of primary sources covering the lives of important 
men ranging from şeyhulislâms to kadıaskers as well as from kadıs to medrese teachers. 
First of all, Nev‘izade Atâ‘î should be mentioned. Atâ‘î‘s (d. 1635) biographical 
dictionary of Otoman ulema, Hadâ‟iku‟l-Hakâ‟ik fi Tekmileti‟ş-Şakâ‟ik, 68  is an 
important source for those who are looking for the life stories of people who belonged 
to the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Atâ‘î gives information on the family roots and 
careers of ulema.
 69
 He mainly indicates who took which posts in place of whom, but he 
does so in a way that enables us to see possible relations between the learned people. 
Therefore, it is a useful source for those who seek to uncover the power networks in 
which the learned Ottomans were involved. However, the book only gives the account 
of their careers, as if they were ―competing careerists‖70 eager to fill important posts. As 
Baki Tezcan asserts, ―Atâ‘î‘s presentation of these men reads much more like a history 
of Ottoman aristocrats than a history of Ottoman professors.‖71 Still, Atâ‘î‘s work is a 
very crucial source for this study in order to comprehend the nature of the relations 
between these ―Ottoman aristocrats‖ and can help us see the power network built by the 
Hocazâde family.  
In several of the aforementioned primary sources, such as Hadâ‟ik and Fezleke, 
there is information on which posts Abdülaziz Efendi held, whom he replaced in office 
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and when he received his new position. His career path and his relations with other 
ulema can thus be followed by using these primary accounts. However, the distance by 
time and by culture makes it hard to give flesh to his life-story, because our sources are 
―full of stark factual information,‖ as Richard Cooper Repp puts it.72 Still, with some 
imagination of the period and with having in mind the reality of Abdülaziz Efendi‘s 
being a human, ―one can read of jealousies, of quarrels, of friendship, of instances of 
patronage, of pique and of loyalty which illuminate some aspects of a man‘s character, 
of the nature of the society in which he lived or of the system in which he worked‖ by 
delving into such cursory information.
73
 Also, these first-hand sources will be 
complemented by articles and encyclopaedic entries written by modern scholars.  
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CHAPTER 1 
THE HOCAZÂDES: ABDÜLAZİZ EFENDİ AND HIS FAMILY 
This chapter offers a detailed discussion of the lives, professional careers and 
power networks of Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi and his brothers with the goal of 
elucidating the historical context within which Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî was written. A 
close examination of the life story of Abdülaziz Efendi, the political and social 
networks within which he moved, the ulema (singular, âlim/scholar jurist) posts 
occupied by him as well as by other members of his family, and of the marriage ties his 
family established with other powerful ulema families of the time will all serve to 
illustrate how the political, social and intellectual environment around Abdülaziz Efendi 
shaped his literary concerns. Overall, the aim of this chapter is to provide a meaningful 
portrait of Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi in relation to the social, political and intellectual 
realities of the period he lived in. It is useful to examine the careers of the Hocazâde 
brothers in two periods: the period during the lifetime of their father, Hoca Sadeddin 
Efendi, and the period after his death in 1599. The first section will discuss how Hoca 
Sadeddin prepared a bright future for the members of his family by giving a good 
education to his sons and using his political power to appoint them to important ilmiye 
positions at early very ages. The second section will examine how the Hocazâde 
brothers continued to expand their web of relations after the demise of their father. A 
third section will scrutinize the career of the Hocazâdes under Sultan Ahmed I to shed 
light on how they secured the highest ilmiye positions for themselves by using the 
power networks that were dominated by the favorites of Ahmed I. Finally, a fourth 
section will be devoted to the question of how the Hocazâde brothers maintained their 
relationship with the students of Hoca Sadeddin as part of their extended network. 
I.1. A Powerful Father and His Sons: The Beginning of a Heady Career for 
the Hocazâde Brothers  
Abdülaziz Efendi (d. 1618)74  belonged to one of the most prominent ulema 
families in Ottoman history. He was born in İstanbul in 1574/7575 as the fourth son of 
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi (d. 1599),
76
 the famous tutor of Sultan Murad III and Mehmed 
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III. Hoca Sadeddin, as the tutor of the sultans, was powerful enough to influence 
appointments and prepare a good future for his sons. Thanks to his father‘s position at 
the sultan‘s court, Abdülaziz Efendi, just like his elder brothers, would quickly turn into 
an influential figure within the Ottoman ilmiye hierarchy, particularly during the reign 
of Sultan Ahmed I. In sum, to understand Abdülaziz‘s career as a member of the 
Ottoman high-ranking ulema, we need to examine the environment created for him and 
his brothers by their father. Therefore, it is necessary to first talk about Hoca Sadeddin‘s 
ulema career and political power. 
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi served as a professor in Bursa until he was appointed to a 
professorship at Sahn-ı Semân Medresesi in İstanbul in 1572.77 When Hoca İbrahim 
Efendi, the tutor of Prince Murad, died in 1573, Hoca Sadeddin became the new tutor of 
the prince and went to princely province of Manisa where Prince Murad was acting as 
governor.
78
 According to Baki Tezcan, when Hoca İbrahim Efendi died, Ebussuud 
Efendi, the mufti of the time and Sadeddin‘s teacher, had given his student‘s name as a 
candidate to fill this post, which would eventually change Hoca Sadeddin‘s life.79 
Sadeddin Efendi had always been favored by his royal student, Prince Murad. 
When Murad III ascended to the Ottoman throne in 1574 upon the death of his father 
Selim II, he took his tutor with him to İstanbul. Soon, Sadeddin Efendi came to be 
known as Hâce-i Sultânî (the tutor of the sultan), and he gained a very influential place 
in the ilmiye hierarchy.
80
 
Sadeddin Efendi was the son of Hasan Can, a well-known courtier of Sultan 
Selim I (r. 1512-1520). Hasan Can was a highly respected figure at the Ottoman court. 
After the death of his royal patron Selim I, he continued to be favored by the next 
sultan, Süleyman I.81 Sadeddin Efendi must have used the privilege of being son of such 
a trusted courtier and probably had no difficulty in building a network of alliances for 
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himself and his sons. Following the same path, as will be seen, Hoca Sadeddin‘s sons 
used their father‘s reputation and prestige to extend their own networks so much so that 
they eventually turned into very influential figures in contemporary politics.  
As Rhodes Murphey observes, ―proximity to the sultan meant proximity to the 
seat of absolute power as well as privileged access to a share in the wealth and power 
wrested in the person of the sultan.‖82 Hoca Sadeddin‘s proximity to Murad III as royal 
tutor enabled him to act as a highly effective power-broker both in the imperial court as 
well as among the high-ranking ulema. As the contemporary chronicler Selânikî 
testifies, Sadeddin Efendi was actively involved in the decisions considering state 
affairs. His influence on the sultan was so deep that the sultan relied on his ideas even if 
the issue in question was war. Sadeddin Efendi gained so much power under Sultan 
Murad that he could ―procure the dismissal of muftis.‖ 83 
When Murad III died in 1595, Hoca Sadeddin lost his royal patron as well as the 
prestige he gained as the teacher of the late sultan. Selânikî openly writes that upon the 
death of Murad III, Hoca Sadeddin‘s good fortune came to an end. Moreover, some of 
Hoca Sadeddin‘s clients wanted back the gifts they had previously presented to 
Sadeddin Efendi, for the powerful tutor was accused of committing injustice against the 
people.
84
 
The new sultan Mehmed III had brought his own household attendants from 
Manisa, where he had been serving as a princely governor since 1583, and thus he did 
not need Hoca Sadeddin since he had his own advisors. Upon his enthronement in 1595, 
Mehmed III appointed his ailing tutor Lala Mehmed Efendi as a government vizier 
while keeping him as one of his chief advisors. However, the tide soon turned in Hoca 
Sadeddin‘s favor again because Lala Mehmed Pasha died ten days later, depriving 
Mehmed III of one of his royal favorites on whom he relied for political advice.
85
 
Hence, Lala Mehmed‘s death became a chance for Sadeddin Efendi as Mehmed III 
looked for someone who had the right vision and valuable ideas to discuss state affairs. 
Safiye Sultan recommended her old friend, Hoca Sadeddin, for this position. According 
to the queen mother, there was no one but Sadeddin Efendi who deserved to be intimate 
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with the sultan in royal gatherings.
86
 It seems that Safiye Sultan and Hoca Sadeddin 
were members of the same court faction, and that the queen mother probably wanted a 
trusted client to be in the immediate circle of her son. Upon this advice by the queen 
mother, Mehmed III apparently did not hesitate to make Sadeddin Efendi his tutor in 
1595. 
Hoca Sadeddin once again came to the fore as a powerful figure in court politics. 
He was deeply involved in decisions involving the state affairs as well as the 
appointments of ulema, as being, in the words of a contemporary writer, ―re‟y-i sâ‟ib ve 
fikr-i sâkıb sâhibi” (someone who has right opinion and right vision).87 A few days after 
this event, Sadeddin‘s eldest son Mehmed was appointed as the judge of İstanbul upon 
the dismissal of Şemseddin Efendi.88 We do not know whether Sadeddin Efendi had a 
bearing on the dismissal of Şemseddin Efendi, but this appointment proves that he 
regained his power as soon as he went into the assembly of the sultan, and began to take 
necessary measures to strengthen his web of alliances. He tried to guarantee important 
positions not only for the members of his family but also for the people in his extended 
network of patronage. 
In such political and social web of relation, Abdülaziz and his brothers received 
their education as well as their licenses to teach in a medrese from their father. In the 
sixteenth-century Ottoman medrese system, Islamic sciences were central to the 
education of any student. Following the same path, they probably had fıkıh 
(jurisprudence), kelam (Islamic theology), hadis (study of prophetic traditions), logic 
and oratory courses as well as they learned Arabic and Persian. As we know from many 
accounts, Hocazâde Abdülaziz had the ability to write poems in Arabic, Persian, and 
Turkish.
89
 Most probably, without following the established curriculum of the medrese 
education as other students did, Abdülaziz Efendi took his first training from his father. 
Probably he studied under private tutors and did not receive a formal education before 
entering the teaching career thanks to his position as a member of a strong ulema 
family.
90
 Abdülaziz took his teaching license from his father around 1595. 91 After 
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receiving icâze, he probably obtained his mülâzım status (a period of assistantship to a 
professor after the student received icâze) also from his father. As will be seen later, 
mülâzemet system was a determining factor in the creation of networks. 
Thanks to Hoca Sadeddin‘s powerful position at the court, Abdülaziz Efendi 
took important posts as a medrese teacher at a very young age.
92
 Abdülaziz Efendi had 
the good fortune of being the son of the sultan‘s teacher, who had a strong place among 
the top-ranking ulema; hence, he was appointed to a high position without exerting too 
much effort. A medrese graduate who did not have powerful patrons would have done 
more than waiting for his turn to be appointed as a teacher to a medrese. As Ali Uğur 
notes, by the late sixteenth century the length of waiting for a teaching position in an 
Ottoman medrese changed due to several factors, such as the number of graduates, the 
number of available posts or the nature of the patronage relations and even the 
bribes/gifts being offered could be decisive in gaining a post.
93
 
A student who gained admission to a medrese would begin with the study of the 
elementary works of Islamic Learning. The medreses were classified by the level of 
instruction they offered. A student who completed his basic training in Islamic learning 
would proceed to medreses of higher levels.
94
 If there were no high-level medreses in 
his hometown, the student would come to İstanbul to continue his studies. A medrese 
student who had the desire to have a place in ilmiye ranks would end his way in 
İstanbul, which was the center of Islamic learning for the Ottoman elite. Moreover, 
İstanbul would give the chance of having association and building relations with those 
high-ranking ulema who could grant mülâzemet. 
A student who successfully completed the highest medreses; Sahn-ı Semân or 
Süleymâniye Medresesi, he could receive his license to teach and be graduated with the 
status of danişmend; therefore, he would be eligible to apply for entry into the teaching 
career. The formal inscription of the name of a danişmend in the register of ulema on 
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government payroll was known as mülâzemet.95 After completing his mülâzemet, he 
could enter the duties of the judicial or teaching career. 
As Uğur notes, ―the practice of mülâzim was designed to give a medrese 
graduate a period of practical work under the supervision of a senior scholar before 
allowing him enter the duties of the teaching or judicial career.‖96 Although in practice 
the system of mülâzemet would run in this way, the corruption that entered into this 
system was a point that many contemporary people complained about. Bakkalzâde 
Hilmi Efendi (d. H. 1014/1605-6) wrote a sardonic kasîde (poem) accusing kadıaskers 
of bribery and granting mülâzemet in return, even a capable scholar would not gain any 
posts without giving a bribe to the kadıasker.97 
Apart from the bribery, high-ranking ulema within the state ranks could also 
grant mülâzemet. Also, upon the accession of a new sultan to the throne, the sultan‘s 
first military expedition or his victories, and the birth of a şehzâde (prince) were various 
instances when mülâzemets were distributed as a kind of gift. Furthermore, the sultan 
might grant office to certain people who attracted the attention of the sultan with their 
literary endowments.
98
 Baki Efendi was such a poet that he gained the patronage of 
strong people in the state ranks and gained important posts in ilmiye. Actually Baki 
Efendi as being an able poet registered as mülâzım without waiting and then was 
promoted to a teaching position by the sultan himself.
99
 
As Madeline Zilfi points out, the Ottoman ulema of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries ―possessed a recognized hierarchical path from medrese education 
novitiate through elementary and advanced professorship to major judgeships 
culminating in the judgeship of İstanbul, followed by the two chief judgeships and the 
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şeyhülislamate.‖100 However, the ulema‘s career was not that smooth. As mentioned 
above, a student had to gain the favor of a high-ranking official to get a teaching license 
and to obtain the mülâzım status. Abdülaziz Efendi did not have any of the troubles that 
a medrese graduate most likely had.
101
 Thanks to his father‘s powerful position, 
Abdülaziz Efendi‘s first appointment was a teaching position in the medrese of 
Gazanfer Agha, who was at the time the chief eunuch of the palace and a political ally 
of Hoca Sadeddin Efendi. During this time in 1595 Hocazâde Abdülaziz was twenty 
one years old.
102
 Such a rapid appointment for a newly graduated medrese student who 
did not have strong ties with important people could only be a dream. Abdülaziz Efendi 
could circumvent the normal career track thanks to the position of his father. There was 
special previleges for the sons of the sultans‘ teachers that they could be appointed to a 
post without waiting as other mülâzims.103 Hocazâde Abdülaziz‘s rapid rise did not stop 
as he continued his career in Sahn-ı Semân in 1596.  
By 1596, Hoca Sadeddin seemed to have expanded his influence on Mehmed III. 
In that year, he played important roles during the sultan‘s Eğri campaign against the 
Habsburgs. Contemporary historians report the beneficial services of Hoca Sadeddin 
during the campaign. Sadeddin‘s political prestige and power must have grown bigger 
during the campaign when the Ottoman army was about to lose the main battle of the 
campaign at Haçova, Hoca Sadeddin Efendi encouraged the sultan to stay at the 
battlefield to encourage the fleeing soldiers to fight back and thus he contributed to the 
Ottoman victory.
104
 Sadeddin Efendi, having proved himself to be a good counselor, 
was able to consolidate his power in the court to the extent that he seemed to influence 
appointments. The contemporary historian Mehmed b. Mehmed emphasized that his 
second son Esad Efendi became the judge of Edirne by the time of Eğri campaign.105 
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His son‘s rapid rise in the ilmiye ranks can be the evidence of Hoca Sadeddin‘s 
influence on the appointments.
106
 
In March/April 1598, Abdülaziz Efendi was appointed to Sultân Selîm Hân 
Medresesi.
107
 This was an important date for his father‘s career in that Hoca Sadeddin 
became the şeyhülislâm upon the death of his old rival,108 Bostanzâde Mehmed Efendi 
in March/ April 1598.
109
  
After being appointed as şeyhülislâm, Hoca Sadeddin‘s power reached such an 
astonishing level that he was now able to make and unmake viziers. Such a powerful 
figure unavoidably created his own rivals and enemies in court politics. When Hoca 
Sadeddin was appointed as the chief mufti, the Grand Vizier Hasan Pasha tried to 
prevent him from assuming this important position in the first place. Hasan Pasha 
wanted the appointment on Karaçelebizâde Hüseyin Efendi or the chief judge Baki 
Efendi as chief müfti instead of Sadeddin Efendi. However, the grand vizier‘s plans 
failed as the sultan appointed Hoca Sadeddin as the chief mufti.
110
 The grand vizier‘s 
stance prepared his own end. Having the post, one of the first acts of Sadeddin Efendi as 
the chief müfti was to convince the sultan to depose his powerful enemy. Apparently, he 
was also effective in the execution of Hasan Pasha as contemporaries interpreted this 
event as the result of the enmity between Hoca Sadeddin and Hasan Pasha.
111
 
As Zilfi points out, ―a successful father had served above all as the patron to his 
sons.‖112 When Sadeddin Efendi became the şeyhülislâm, he probably wanted to secure 
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influential positions for his sons. When the chief judge of Rumelia Ebussuudzâde 
Mustafa Efendi died, the chief mufti Hoca Sadeddin requested his son‘s appointment to 
this post.
113
 Hence, his eldest son Mehmed became the chief judge of Rumelia in 
1599.
114
 Meanwhile, his second son Esad Efendi was appointed to the judgeship of 
İstanbul.115 Abdülaziz was appointed to a professorship at Süleymâniye.116 Moreover, to 
be able to strengthen his power, Sadeddin Efendi did not hesitate to discharge those who 
were not from his intimate circle. For instance, he deposed Şeyh Bekir who was 
appointed as a preacher to Sultan Selim Mosque by Bostanzâde Mehmed. Hoca 
Sadeddin deposed this person, seemingly for the reason that he had been close to 
Bostanzâde Mehmed while he had never visited Sadeddin Efendi.117 In short, by the 
time of his death in 1599, Hoca Sadeddin had already established a very powerful ulema 
family.
118
  
In this context, it should be noted that Sadeddin Efendi also established crucial 
marriage alliances for his sons with the most influential ulema families of the period. 
For instance, Hocazâde Abdülaziz was married to the daughter of Ebussuudzâde 
Mustafa Efendi (d. 1599). From this marriage, it should be noted, he had a son, Bahai 
Mehmed Efendi (d. 1653),
119
 who would eventually become the chief mufti during the 
reign of Sultan Mehmed IV (r. 1648-1687). Similarly, Hoca Sadeddin‘s second son 
Esad Efendi was married to the daughter of Bostanzâde Mehmed Efendi (d. 1598), who 
had served as the chief mufti under Murad III and Mehmed III.
120
 It seems that Hoca 
Sadeddin did not hesitate to build a marriage alliance with his rival Bostanzâde 
Mehmed. This incident shows that power networks formed among the Ottoman elites 
were designated by rapidly changing personal allegiances or loyalties. In sum, such 
marriage alliances with the influential families of the period helped members of the 
Hocazâde family to further strengthen their positions by reinforcing political alliances 
with such powerful families.  
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I.2. The İlmiye Careers of Hocazâde Abdülaziz and His Brothers after Hoca 
Sadeddin 
Although the Hocazâde brothers lost their most powerful patron in the person of 
their father, they continued to have influential positions in the ilmiye ranks after Hoca 
Sadeddin‘s death. They had no trouble in finding powerful allies to acquire the top 
ulema positions. 
Yemişçi Hasan Pasha was one such ally. Hocazâde Mehmed became the chief 
mufti upon the dismissal of Sunullah Efendi by Grand Vizier Yemişçi Hasan Pasha‘s 
request on 2 August 1601, whereas Esad became the chief judge of Anatolia following 
his brother‘s appointment as the chief mufti.121 Meanwhile, having completed his career 
in the Süleymâniye Medresesi, Abdülaziz became the judge of Bursa in place of 
Bostanzâde Mehmed Efendi (d. 1626), who was son of the late mufti Bostanzâde 
Mehmed (d. 1598), in February 1602.
122
 The Hocazâde brothers continued to rise to 
higher positions in the ilmiye ranks, thanks to a possible enmity between Sunullah 
Efendi and Yemişçi Hasan Pasha. However, their positions in those ranks did not last 
long since Sunullah Efendi was an equally powerful figure at the imperial court as well 
as a seasoned player in the intensified ―factional politics‖ of the period, a problem 
which Günhan Börekçi has examined in detail.123 
Yemişçi Hasan Pasha‘s failure in the campaign against the Habsburgs in 1603 
entailed the failure of the Hocazâde brothers as well. In January 1603, the political crisis 
in the capital reached its peak when a massive military rebellion broke out against 
Mehmed III and his court faction. This rebellion affected the careers of the Hocazâde 
brothers, because their ally, Yemişçi Hasan Pasha, was one of its main targets. 
The rebellion had its root in the campaign against the Habsburg forces in 1602. 
The campaign was initially opened to gain victory against the enemy, but the Ottoman 
forces failed in their mission when the commander-in-chief Grand Vizier Yemişçi 
Hasan Pasha made serious mistakes at critical moments during the engagements. As a 
result, after six months of fighting, the Ottomans lost some of the crucial fortresses 
along the frontier with the Habsburgs.
124
 When the Ottoman imperial cavalry army 
returned to İstanbul after a long miserable journey, with the disappointment of the 
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campaign, they united with the Janissaries and rebelled on 4 January 1603.
125
 They 
forced the sultan to dismiss some of the key officials including Yemişçi Hasan Pasha 
who was held responsible for the failure before the Habsburgs, Gazanfer Agha, the chief 
eunuch of the palace, and Osman Agha, the chief eunuch of the imperial harem.
126
 The 
rebellious soldiers blamed these men for the empire-wide turmoil, corrupting military 
affairs, intervening decisions conserning government issues beyond their competence, 
and for downplaying the threat posed by the Celâli rebels in Anatolia.127 The rebellion 
could be calmed only when Gazanfer Agha and Osman Agha were executed and when 
the deputy grand vizier Saatçi Hasan Pasha was dismissed.128 
The rebels also requested the reappointment of Sunullah Efendi, who was known 
to be the ally of rebellious sipahis, to the office of chief mufti, from which he had been 
deposed back in August 1601.
129
 In the midst of such chaotic events, Hocazâde 
Mehmed was dismissed from his position on 5 January 1603 while Sunullah Efendi was 
made the chief mufti once again. Esad Efendi was also deposed right after the dismissal 
of his brother from the office of chief mufti.
130
 Yemişçi Hasan Pasha was too deposed 
as being the main target of the rebellion. He was eventually executed in October 1603 
as he had alienated almost everyone in the court including his own favorites to counter 
the military rebellion.
131
 The Hocazâde brothers not only had lost an important ally but 
also their posts.  
Overall, the 1603 military rebellion directly affected the careers of the Hocazâde 
brothers. We do not know whether the turbulent events of this period affected 
Abdülaziz Efendi‘s life and career in the same way they changed those of his brothers. 
We can speculate that it must not have had a detrimental effect on Abdülaziz Efendi, for 
he did not hold as influential position in İstanbul as did his brothers during the rebellion. 
Indeed, Abdülaziz Efendi who was dismissed from the judship of Bursa in 1602, was 
already out of office during these chaotic events. Despite the negative effects of the 
rebellion, the Hocazâde brothers still did not wait too long to be appointed.  
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I.3. The Hocazâdes under Ahmed I 
 The Hocazâde brothers monopolized important offices of the ilmiye ranks from 
the 1600s onwards. They gained the most prominent positions in the ilmiye hierarchy by 
creating a web of relations with Ahmed I‘s royal favorites, such as Yavuz Ali, Kuyucu 
Murad and Derviş Pashas.  
When Sultan Ahmed ascended to the throne on December 21, 1603, Abdülaziz 
Efendi had already worked as müderris in the most illustrious medreses of the time. He 
then served as the judge of Bursa between 1601 and 1602. He became the judge of 
Galata in November 1603, a month before Ahmed I‘s accession. His brothers Mehmed 
and Esad had already performed the duties of the chief mufti and the chief judge of 
Anatolia respectively under Mehmed III.  
It is evident that the Hocazâde brothers could easily counter the negative effects 
of the 1603 rebellion on their career, as they found new powerful allies in the court of 
Ahmed I. According to Mehmed b. Mehmed, Hocazâde Esad was made the chief judge 
of Rumelia (Rumeli Kadıaskeri) upon the request of Grand Vizier Yavuz Ali Pasha on 
14 February 1604.
132
 Furthermore, when Esad Efendi attained such a powerful ulema 
position, he most possibly used his relationships with Yavuz Ali Pasha for the 
appointment his brother to strengthen the position of his family in the game of power. 
Hence, Abdülaziz Efendi was granted the judgeship of İstanbul in August/September 
1604 in place of Yahya Efendi who was the son of a previous mufti, Zekeriyya Efendi 
(d. 1592).
133
 
Here, it would be helpful to talk briefly about the career of Ali Pasha who had a 
significant effect on the Hocazâde brothers‘ gaining prominent status under Ahmed I. 
As Börekçi notes, Handan Sultan, the mother of Ahmed I, was influential in the 
appointment of Yavuz Ali Pasha to grand vizierate because Yavuz Ali Pasha was also 
of Bosnian origin like Handan Sultan herself. Handan Sultan was very influential on her 
son as the new sultan was very young, inexperienced and untested. As soon as her son 
took the throne, Handan Sultan began to create a network of alliances and clients for the 
well-being of her son‘s rule. The new sultan needed a qualified grand vizier to manage 
the crisis that plagued the empire until he could get personal hold of his rule. Handan 
Sultan probably considered Ali Pasha as the best candidate to fill the power vacuum in 
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the imperial government. Ali Pasha became the grand vizier with the support of Handan 
Sultan and thus of Ahmed I.
134
 Yavuz Ali Pasha would be a perfect ally for the 
Hocazâde brothers as he was a powerful person who enjoyed the support of the queen 
mother.  
Ali Pasha created a strong web of relations and won the support of many 
influential proponents such as Handan Sultan. He probably had many rivals, too. 
Mustafa Sâfî Efendi wrote that Ali Pasha had a name for spreading fear in the capital in 
that he was very resolute in eliminating persecutors and traitors to run the affairs of the 
state properly.
135
 This account implies that Yavuz Ali Pasha also must have gained lots 
of enemies in the faction-ridden environment of the court.  
In December 1604/January 1605, Hocazâde Esad and Abdülaziz lost their 
offices following Yavuz Ali Pasha‘s death.136 Although there were no signs of any 
intra-elite struggles in the relevant primary sources, their sudden dismissals following 
Yavuz Ali Pasha‘s death implies the involvement of the Hocazâde brothers in such 
struggles against the opponents of the pasha. Having lost a powerful ally in the person 
of the grand vizier, they probably could not counter the attacks made by his rivals.  
 Upon Abdülaziz Efendi‘s dismissal, Bostanzâde Mehmed was again made the 
judge of İstanbul. Bostanzâde‘s reappointment in place of Abdülaziz reminds us of the 
rivalry between their late fathers Hoca Sadeddin and Bostanzâde Mehmed. Hoca 
Sadeddin‘s sons appeared to ave inherited the power networks created by their father; as 
well as rivalries.  
In the mean time, Derviş Pasha became the grand vizier on 24 May 1606.137 As 
being one of the most trusted favorites of the sultan, he had unprecedented power, such 
that he could fill many important positions with his clients and could repress his rivals 
brutally.
138
 He began to make and unmake many important high-ranking officials. He 
tried to fill significant positions with his allies to be able to discharge potential threats 
and empower his position in the faction-ridden court. Derviş Pasha built a critical 
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alliance with the influential Hocazâdes. Immediately after assuming the grand vizierate, 
he petitioned Ahmed I to replace the chief judges of Rumelia and Anatolia, Yahya 
Efendi who was the son of a former mufti, Zekeriya Efendi, and Taşköprüzade 
Kemaleddin Efendi whose late father was the judge of İstanbul, with Hocazâde Esad 
and Abdülaziz Efendis on 9 June 1606.139 Also, the chief mufti, Sunullah Efendi was 
dismissed on 27 July 1606 on Derviş Pasha‘s request. He was replaced with the former 
mufti of Ahmed I‘s early reign, Ebu‘l-Meyamin Mustafa Efendi, who was a protégé of 
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi and seemingly an ally of the Hocazâde brothers. Therefore, the 
Hocazâde brothers began to dominate the most important ilmiye positions and became 
powerful players in the factional politics thanks to the intermediation of Derviş 
Pasha.
140
 
Meanwhile, Derviş Pasha had a quarrel with Sunullah Efendi, who was the chief 
mufti at that time. Their quarrel had begun when Sunullah Efendi insisted on the 
campaign against Safavids, which Ahmed I wanted to postpone upon the death of Lala 
Mehmed Pasha on the grounds that it was too late in the year for a campaigning and that 
the imperial treasury lacked the funds for an immediate war. The chief mufti insisted 
that it would not be proper to postpone the campaign and to send the armies back to 
İstanbul. It would not be good for image of the empire as foreign ambassadors were 
present in the capital. Dervis Pasha interpreted Sunullah‘s insistence on the campaign as 
an indication the chief mufti‘s desire to send him off to war. And he persuaded the 
young sultan to dismiss the mufti.
141
 
The best candidate to fill the office seemed to be Hocazâde Mehmed Efendi. 
However, Derviş Pasha hesitated to appoint Hocazâde Mehmed as the chief mufti 
because the two brothers of Hocazâde Mehmed were holding the chief judgeships of 
Anatolia and Rumelia which were highly prominent posts. Derviş Pasha considered the 
risk that three Hocazâde brothers would come together and might challenge his 
status.
142
 Having these calculations in mind, Derviş Pasha appointed Ebu‘l-Meyamin 
Mustafa Efendi as the chief mufti. However, Mustafa Efendi had died in a short while 
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and Ahmed I reinstated Sunullah Efendi because he believed Mustafa Efendi had died 
because of Sunullah‘s curse.143 
Sunullah Efendi was another powerful player in the factional politics. His 
reappointment would be dangerous for Derviş Pasha. His fears proved to be true. 
―Sunullah Efendi gave a fetva for his execution on the grounds that he oppressed many 
people and ruined many innocent lives.‖144 Finally, Derviş Pasha was executed on 9 
December 1606 for oppressing people, misusing his power and misconducting imperial 
affairs.
145
 
Derviş Pasha‘s execution did not have a huge effect on the Hocazâde brothers 
and they continued to hold their positions. The Hocazâde brothers, now being high-
ranking ulema, consolidated their power. Hocazâde Abdülaziz and Esad performed the 
duties of chief judge until 1608.
146
 After their dismissals, their positions were filled by 
Damad Mehmed Efendi, who was the son-in-law of Murad III‘s courtier, Raziye 
Kadın,147 and Kethüda Mustafa Efendi, whose grandfather, Sinan Efendi, had served as 
chief judge of Anatolia under Süleyman I. 148  It is not certain in the contemporary 
accounts whether any power dynamics among the rival factional groups in the imperial 
court were effective in the dismissal of the Hocazâde brothers from their offices in 
1608. However, the fact that they were dismissed at the same time alludes to their 
involvement in such a struggle. 
 However, once again, we see the two Hocazâde brothers both occupying the top 
positions in the ilmiye hierarchy as well as enhancing their potential influence in the 
power struggles by using the networks that were dominated by such elites of the court 
as Kuyucu Murad Pasha and Mirahur Mustafa Pasha. In 1609, one year after his 
dismissal, Abdülaziz Efendi returned to a more prominent ulema position; he was 
appointed to the chief judgeship of Rumelia in place of Damad Mehmed Efendi. 
According to Mehmed b. Mehmed, a vigilant contemporary chronicler, Abdülaziz 
Efendi‘s appointment was made upon the request of Grand Vizier Kuyucu Murad 
Pasha, who became the favorite vizier of Ahmed I as he was a tireless fighter 
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culminating Celâli threat.149 Moreover, his elder brother Mehmed Efendi became the 
chief mufti, through the mediation of the Deputy Grand Vizier Mirâhur Mustafa Pasha 
in September 1608.
150
 This would be an important moment in the careers of the 
Hocazâde brothers because their power peaked as they occupied these top ilmiye 
positions.  
Kuyucu Murad Pasha would be a good ally for Hocazâde Abdülaziz as he was a 
powerful vizier. During his grand vizierate, as will be seen in the second chapter, the 
empire was relieved from much of its troubles while Sultan Ahmed found a stable 
ground to realize his ideal of creating the image of a just, pious, devoted and powerful 
ruler just as his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman was. The ambitious young sultan 
worked hard to achieve this end by creating several agents of power to help him to do 
so.
151
 As will be mentioned in the second chapter, El-Hac Mustafa Agha was one of 
these favorites who helped the sultan in image-making. He worked as the overseer of 
the construction of the imperial mosque, Ahmediyye, which was the most explicit sign 
of Ahmed I‘s efforts to imitate Sultan Süleyman. 152  Likewise, literary productions 
commissioned by Ahmed I and his patronage brokers like El-Hac Mustafa can be 
considered in this context of Ahmed‘s eagerness to imitate his ancestor Süleyman and to 
generate an image of a just and pious ruler. 
Yet, in 1610, Kuyucu Murad Pasha went to the eastern front to face the Safavids 
and to reclaim territories lost to them. The restless grand vizier was very old, and he 
died during this campaign in Diyarbekir.
153
 After the death of Murad Pasha, his rival 
Nasuh Pasha replaced him as the new grand vizier.
154
 He enjoyed enormous prestige 
and power as being the son-in-law and favorite of Ahmed I.
155
 Nasuh Pasha‘s claiming 
the grand vizierate would be dangerous for the careers of the Hocazâde brothers. Peçevî 
reported that there was a strong hostility between Hocazâde Mehmed and Nasuh 
Pasha.
156
 The reasons for this enmity are not clear, but it might have resulted from the 
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rivalry between Kuyucu Murad Pasha, who was the ally of the Hocazâde brothers, and 
Nasuh Pasha. 
When Nasuh Pasha claimed the grand vizierate in 1610, Hocazâde Abdülaziz 
Efendi was dismissed from the chief judgeship of Rumelia. Nasuh Pasha might have 
been effective in Abdülaziz Efendi‘s dismissal. Abdülaziz Efendi remained unemployed 
while waiting for reappointment to a suitable position. Around this time, El-Hac 
Mustafa Agha asked him to translate Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî into Ottoman Turkish. Abdülaziz 
Efendi translated the book and named it Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî.157 This issue will be 
examined in detail in the next chapters.  
After completing Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, Abdülaziz was reappointed to the chief 
judgeship of Rumelia in 1612.
158
 In the chronicles of contemporaries, we do not see the 
involvement of any powerful agent in this reappointment as had been case in previous 
ones. Hocazâde Abdülaziz most probably regained the favor of the sultan as he had 
performed an important service by translating a valuable book on ethics for the sultan, 
who apparently gave immense weight to commissioning such books.  
Abdülaziz Efendi held the office of the chief judgeship of Rumelia for two years 
until 1614. This time we see Abdülaziz in the close circle of Ahmed I. He attended 
important events undertaken by Ahmed I, like his hunting trips to Edirne. These 
expeditions had particular significance for the young sultan. In order to impress every 
observer, he was ordering spectacular military demonstrations as if he was going to a 
military campaign.
159
 Hocazâde Abdülaziz and his brothers‘ presence in these hunting 
trips might not be a point of particular interest in that they were high-ranking ulema and 
it was usual for them to take part in such undertakings by the sultan. However, we can 
also read this proximity to the sultan as a sign of the Hocazâde brothers‘ power and 
prestige.  
Even more consolidating their position in the court of Ahmed I, the Hocazâde 
brothers had enough power to counter the power of Grand Vizier Nasuh Pasha. 
According to contemporary Ottoman authors, Hocazâde Mehmed was instrumental in 
the execution of Nasuh Pasha in 1614.
160
 Although we can presume that there must have 
been various reasons for the execution of the grand vizier, it seems that the 
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unprecedented power of Hocazâde Mehmed Efendi, which the contemporary authors 
ascribe to him, enabled him to bring about the execution of Nasuh Pasha.
161
 
After Nasuh Pasha‘s execution, Hocazâde Abdülaziz lost the judgeship of 
Rumelia. He was replaced by Bostanzâde Mehmed in October-November 1614. 162 
During the time he was unemployed, however, Abdülaziz Efendi made another 
translation for Ahmed I again with the intermediation of El-Hac Mustafa Agha. This 
text was Muhammed b. İbrahim b. Muhammed el-İci‘s Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde fî Kavâidi‟s-
Siyâde (The Key of Felicity for the Principles of Virtuousness) which was a work on 
ethics explaining the virtues of ideal rulers. After he completed his translation in 1616, 
he presented it to Sultan Ahmed I.
163
 At this moment, it seems that he did not have any 
expectation for another appointment as he went to Mecca to become a pilgrim soon 
after completing his work. Eventually, he died in 1618 in İstanbul.  
I.4. The Hocazâde Network  
Considering the top ulema positions they held, the Hocazâde brothers should be 
counted as a family faction as they clearly supported and protected each other in the 
faction-ridden political environment of the period. As mentioned previously, Hoca 
Sadeddin Efendi built a powerful web of alliances for his family while he had a large 
group of clienteles within the educational-judicial and administrative office-holders.
164
 
His sons no doubt used these connections in an efficient way and continued to widen the 
web of clients that they inherited from their father.  
We can follow the careers of such men who gained their mülâzemet from Hoca 
Sadeddin and continued to be in touch with his sons in biographies such as Kâtip 
Çelebi‘s Fezleke, Mehmed b. Mehmed‘s Târîh and Atâ‘î‘s Hadâ‟ik. For instance, 
Azmîzâde Mustafa Hâletî was one of these clients who gained his mülâzemet from Hoca 
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Sadeddin.
165
 Hoca Sadeddin most probably had acquaintance with Azmizâde Mustafa 
because he was coming from a prominent family. His father Pir Mehmed Efendi (d. 
1582) was the student of Kınalızâde ‗Alî (d. 1572), the famous writer of Ahlâk-ı „Alâî 
and the chief judge of Anatolia under Selim II. Having mülâzemet from Kınalızâde, Pir 
Mehmed Efendi managed to get important ilmiye positions and became the tutor of 
Prince Mehmed in November 1580.
166
 
Mustafa Efendi gained his mülâzemet from Sadeddin Efendi. He became a 
müderris in Sahn-ı Semân in 1596 after serving in number of medreses. He was 
appointed to Hâkâniye-i Vefâ Medresesi in place of Hocazâde Abdülaziz when the latter 
became the judge of Bursa in 1601. After performing as a teacher in number of medress, 
he was granted the judgeship of Damascus and Egypt respectively. He became the judge 
of Bursa in 1606.
167
 This appointment can be interpreted as a promotion in his career, 
for this office was close to the capital and he could be nearer to the power circles that 
would enable him to gain even more prominent positions.  
The appointment of Azmizâde Mustafa to the judgeship of Bursa happened at 
the same time when Hocazâde Abdülaziz and Esad Efendis were selected for the chief 
judgeships of Anatolia and Rumelia in 1606. This incident most likely was not a 
coincidence. Hocazâde Esad and Abdülaziz might have an effect in his appointment. As 
soon as they held the offices of the two chief judgeships, they possibly wanted to secure 
some ilmiye positions for those who were in their network. 
We know from the kasîdes (poems) and letters written by Azmizâde Mustafa 
that he tried to continue his ties with the ruling elite when he was holding offices in the 
provinces. Azmizâde addressed his poems and letters to Sultans, grand viziers, viziers, 
and high-ranking ulema including Mehmed III, Ahmed I, Nasuh Pasha, Hoca 
Saadeddin, Hocazâde Mehmed, Esad, and Abdülaziz. He either congratulated his 
addressee for a recent promotion, or conveyed his need for help. In this way, he kept his 
relations with top-ranking officials alive. As Walter Andrews suggests, kasîdes had an 
important function in creating links (intisâb relations) with prominent figures who could 
provide goods and services. Andrews employs the terms ―the economy of gift‖ and 
―commodification of poetry‖ highlighting the material benefits of producing poems. 
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The official granting of gifts or positions in return for poems that commemorated 
special events or included celebrations were the basis for the economy of poetry. 
Commodification of poetry was not confined to the palace, it extended to elites who 
were members of the administration the ilmiye corps and the military.
168
 
Azmizâde‘s kasîdes and letters indicate that he always in touch with the 
Hocazâde family. Azmizâde seemed to seek every opportunity to send letters to 
members of the family to praise them for a new promotion or to offer his condolence for 
the death of a loved one. In these letters, he did not neglect to convey his wishes. He 
frequently talked about how gentle and kind is his addressee certainly in the hope of 
gaining his support for a promotion. We do not have exact dates of these pieces, but can 
infer approximate dates from the specific contexts reflected in them. In one of these 
letters, he wrote from Damascus to congratulate Abdülaziz Efendi on his appointment to 
the chief judgeship of Rumelia for the second time.
169
 At that time, Azmizade was 
already dismissed from the judgeship of Edirne and sent to Damascus because of 
castigating another judge.
170
 After praising Hocazâde Abdülaziz for his good deeds and 
new appointment, he mentioned the sorrow that he felt for being so distant from the 
intimate circle of his addressee implying his desire to return to the capital. We cannot 
know whether his kasîdes and letters were effective or not; but, he was appointed to the 
judgeship of İstanbul in 1614 when Abdülaziz Efendi was still the chief judge of 
Rumelia and Hocazâde Mehmed was the chief mufti. Having a taste for literary 
productions and for creating intisab relations, the Hocazâde brothers probably would 
not ignore such letters and poems written in an artistic style in order to glorify its 
addressee. 
The Hocazâde brothers were very visible in the intellectual environment of the 
capital. As noted above, Abdülaziz Efendi translated three books for Ahmed I, namely 
Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî (Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî), Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde and Gül-i Sad-Berg with 
the intermediation of El-Hac Mustafa Agha. Abdülaziz Efendi was not the only person 
in the Hocazâde family who produced literary works. Esad Efendi also took part in 
literary circles. He translated Gülistan (The Rose Garden) of Sa‗di Shirazi (d. 1292) for 
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Ahmed I and named his translation as Gül-i Handân.171 What is interesting here is that 
all these translated books that were presented to Sultan Ahmed were originally written 
in Persian under the much celebrated Timurid rulers such as Hüseyin Baykara (r. 1469-
1506).  
I.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have tried to mainly scrutinize the career of Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz together with those of his brothers. I aimed to show how the Hocazâde 
brothers, functioning like a family faction, were involved in the power networks and 
politics of the period. In this respect, they were in fact following a pattern that came into 
being in the late sixteenth century. A few ulema families in fact monopolized top ulema 
posts while gaining enormous power and prestige. In other words, the Hocazâde family 
was one of these prominent families. They gradually created their own networks of 
power strengthening their position in the political and cultural circles of the capital 
during Ahmed I‘s reign. The next chapter will deal with the cultural environment under 
Ahmed I in the post-1609 period when Ahmed I began to establish his personal rule and 
worked hard to create a powerful image for himself. In this sense, I will scrutinize his 
large scale architectural projects, auspicious ceremonies and hunting expeditions to 
Edirne. Also, I will examine several books on ethics which were commissioned by the 
sultan and his patronage brokers to fashion his kingly virtues. Also, I will try to the 
patronage relation between Hocazâde Abdülaziz and El-Hac Mustafa Agha as they 
produced three important translations on behalf of Ahmed I.  
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CHAPTER II 
THE REIGN AND ROYAL PATRONAGE OF AHMED I  
The aim of the second chapter is to unpack the historical context within which 
Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî was written from another perspective. As will be seen, Ahmed I was 
very eager to revive and surpass the achievements of his great grandfather Sultan 
Süleyman I (r. 1520-1566). He showed great effort to present himself as a ―second 
Süleyman‖ by imitating the virtues behaviors associated with Sultan Süleyman, who 
was the ideal ruler in the eyes of Ahmed I. I think, the sultan‘s commissioning of many 
books on ethics mostly talking about the kingly virtues of ideal sultans was very much 
related to his desires to fashion such an image. In this respect, the first part of this 
chapter will focus on Sultan Ahmed I and his endeavors to emulate his great grandfather 
Sultan Süleyman. I will try to have a closer look at his life-long endeavors to realize his 
plans for reflecting a powerful sultanic image imitating that of Sultan Süleyman as a 
just, powerful, dynamic and pious ruler. In this sense, I will respectively scrutinize the 
beginning of his imperial mosque Ahmediyye in 1609, restoration of Ka‗ba in 1611-
1612, hunting trips to Edirne accompanied by military processions in 1612-1614, 
wedding ceremonies in 1612 and his literary patronage, which were all conducted as a 
series of auspicious events to help Ahmed I present himself in the image of his great 
grandfather. 
172
 
In the second part, I will examine the manuscript patronage by Ahmed I‘s royal 
favorite and chief eunuch of the harem, El-Hac Mustafa Agha, who was one of the most 
influential figures in the court of Ahmed I. Sultan Ahmed intentionally created multiple 
power and patronage brokers so as to search for talented people, because, as Madeline 
Zilfi puts it, ―the eloquent poet, the clever salon guest, the accomplished writer, all 
added to the patron‘s repute.‖173 In this sense, I will try to understand the patronage of 
El-Hac Mustafa Agha and his relationship with Hocazâde Abdülaziz. I think that they 
came together for their shared interest in literature; they produced three books on ethics 
on behalf of Sultan Ahmed I. In this sense, they helped the sultan to strengthen his 
Süleymanic image.  
In the third and final part, I will examine the books on ethics that were both 
personally commissioned by Ahmed I as well as by his courtiers on behalf of the sultan. 
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Overall, such a study of the books presented to Ahmed I will serve to better understand 
the ideological functions lying behind the production of those manuscripts. It is thus 
crucial to uncover Ahmed I‘s literary patronage in order to give a much more nuanced 
understanding of the historical circumstances within which the translation of Ahlâk-ı 
Muhsinî was carried out. 
II.1. An Overview of Ahmed I‟s Reign 
From the very beginning of his rule, Ahmed I wanted to portray himself as a 
warrior sultan as, by his time, it was still expected from the Ottoman sultans to conquer 
new lands, thus expanding the imperial territories. To respond to such expectations, 
Sultan Ahmed presented a very lively persona. As Nebahat Avcıoğlu discusses, young 
Ahmed was very eager to follow in the footsteps of Sultan Süleyman, who was regarded 
by the Ottomans as a true warrior sultan under whom the territories of the empire had 
expanded at an unprecedented scale. In a sense, the immediate successors of Sultan 
Süleyman, including Ahmed I, were judged by these standards.174 Sultan Süleyman‘s 
successors, particularly Selim II and Murad III, did not personally join any military 
campaign.
175
 As opposed to these predecessors, Ahmed I wanted to be a warrior sultan. 
He tried to create an image of a just, pious and active ruler just like his great grandfather 
Süleyman; the hallmark of his reign would be impartial justice.176 
Hence, immediately after the death of his mother in 1605, he decided to 
personally lead a campaign to Bursa against Celâli rebellions with the encouragement 
of Nasuh Pasha, who was recently entrusted with the command of government forces 
against the Celâlis, and defeated by one of the most famous rebels, Tavil Halil.177 The 
sixteen-year-old Ahmed was very influenced by Nasuh Pasha‘s claims that the Celâlis 
were oppressing people in Bursa and approaching the capital and that the rebels could 
only give up fighting if they saw the sultan personally leading the imperial army. 
Therefore, Ahmed I decided to fight against the enemy although his royal tutor, the 
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mufti and other viziers tried to persuade him that this would be very dangerous on the 
ground that the sea was not pleasant.
178
 Ahmed wanted to show his ―assertiveness‖ in 
ruling the empire. As Börekçi suggests, he wanted to present himself as the opposite of 
his father for he thought that the legitimacy of his father had suffered because of his 
style of sedentary rule while the imperial affairs necessitated the direct involvement of 
the sultan in times of crisis.
179
 
Therefore, as Börekçi observes, he did not consider the objection of his advisors 
and departed for the campaign, but it lasted in two weeks, and ended in because of the 
harsh weather conditions, lack of a proper plan for the expedition and Ahmed I‘s illness 
due to either cold weather or drinking contaminated water. Therefore, the assertive 
sultan was forced to cancel the campaign. Instead of fighting with Celâlis, Ahmed 
visited the tombs of his ancestors in Bursa. Having realized the hardships of war, 
Ahmed agreed to pardon a hundred Celâli rebels who came to the sultan in order to ask 
for forgiveness before returning to the capital.
180
 The Bursa campaign remained his one 
and only military activity. A short time after, he wanted to campaign against the Safavi 
Shah Abbas I (r. 1588-1629); yet, his tutor Mustafa Efendi managed to change his mind. 
Nevertheless, the young sultan never gave up his desire to campaign in person as long 
as the empire was at war. As we will see later in this chapter, the sultan continued to 
present the image of a warrior sultan by frequently conducting hunting trips and trying 
to imitate Sultan Süleyman I in other ways.181 
Although the sultan was forced to cancel the Bursa campaign and pardoned 
many Celâli rebels, the conflict with the Celâlis had not been completed. Ahmed‘s 
decision to appoint Kuyucu Murad Pasha as the grand vizier proved to be right. Kuyucu 
Murad Pasha‘s grand vizierate was a turning point for Ahmed I‘s rule. Murad Pasha was 
a very successful in repressing the rebels. He fought adamantly against the Celâli rebels. 
The favorable Zitvatoruk peace treaty he signed with Habsburgs and his consequent 
appointment as the commander-in-chief of all Ottoman forces bolstered his self-
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confidence.
182
 He managed to uplift the empire from the Celâli problem that troubled it 
for many years. 
Thanks to Kuyucu Murad Pasha‘s success over the Celâli revolts in 1609, 
Ahmed found a stable ground to realize his projects to solidify his image as a powerful, 
just, and pious ruler.
183
 Also, we can consider the heavy production of books on ethics 
under the last ten years of his rule in the context of his endeavor to create a Süleymanic 
image.  
II.2. Ahmed I and his Endeavor to Become a “Second Süleyman” 
Ahmed I wanted to present a very powerful sultanic image. He wanted to 
distance himself from his father‘s much damaged reputation and to create an image of 
an assertive sultan who was personally involved in the business of ruling. Hence, he 
took his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman as his model. According to a contemporary 
European account, as Börekçi observes, Ahmed I had the desire to create an empire 
which is more prosperous than previous times by emulating his ancestor‘s virtuous 
behaviors.
184
 Likewise, Avcıoğlu, in her outstanding article refers to another European 
source, a letter written by a foreign author addressed to a Jesuit priest, according to 
which Ahmed I wanted to become the next Süleyman the magnificent.185 In this sense, I 
will examine Ahmed I‘s endeavors to present himself in the perceived image of his 
ancestor Sultan Süleyman. I will examine the construction of Ahmediyye, the 
restoration of the Ka‗ba, his hunting trips to Edirne, auspicious ceremonies, and 
commissioning of books as evidences of his desire to become a ―Second Süleyman.‖  
II.2.1 Ahmediyye: A Sign of Piety  
Ahmed I took the necessary steps to initiate his expensive project, the construction of 
the Sultan Ahmed Mosque (Ahmediyye), in October 1609.
186
 Ahmediyye, also known 
as Blue Mosque, was the cornerstone of Ahmed I‘s image-making endeavors because an 
imperial mosque would be the visual expression of his wealth, power, and piety. By 
ordering the construction of such a magnificent building, the pious sultan wanted to 
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leave an eternal sign proving that he was a good ruler. To quote Howard Crane, ―the 
imperial mosques stood as silent but ever present affirmations of the wealth, power, 
piety, permanence, and majesty of the Ottoman dynasty, of the sultans who were their 
builders and of the social order that these rulers embodied.‖187  Thus, he began his 
imperial mosque project in 1609 and completed it by 1616. 
His desire to build a new imperial mosque did not go uncontested. Ahmediyye 
created discontent among some of the senior ulema in that the sultan had not won a 
major victory that would legitimize commissioning such an expensive project.
188
 It was 
expected for a ruler to construct an imperial mosque using booty gained from new 
victories.
189
 Ahmed I did not have the victory or the booty. Yet, the young sultan was so 
obsessed with imitating and even surpassing Sultan Süleyman that, as Necipoglu 
suggests, he broke this tradition. He built his mosque with a desire of recapturing the 
glorious past in spite of the protests of the ulema.
190
 
It was the custom that every Ottoman sultan had to begin his reign with a major 
victory as a sign of his ability for rule.
191
 The suppression of Celâli revolts in Anatolia 
in 1609 helped Ahmed to present himself triumphantly, like Süleyman. Indeed, for 
Ahmed I, the victory against Celâlis, which was a long-lasting trouble that he inherited 
from earlier times, made him a victorious sultan, proving his capacity to safeguard 
peace. Hence, immediately after the success of Kuyucu Murad Pasha against the rebels, 
the sultan ordered the construction of his mosque. As Nebahat Avcıoğlu relates, Ahmed 
used this victory over the rebels as an excuse to build a royal mosque carrying his own 
name.
192
 We can find the traces of this justification in the chronicle of Mustafa Sâfî who 
was the sultan‘s personal imam and chronicler. He states that the sultan could not find 
the opportunity for the construction of his mosque because of ongoing wars with Celâli 
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rebels.
193
 Therefore, he depicts the construction of the Ahmediyye as a sign of the 
victory against Celâlis, probably with an intention to justify the project. 
Ahmed I wanted to build his mosque in the place known as At Meydanı near 
Hagia Sophia and the Topkapı Palace. For this reason, the sultan sent Mustafa Agha to 
Hocazâde Mehmed Efendi, the chief mufti of the time, to get his legal opinion (fetvâ). 
However, the chief mufti did not want to issue the necessary fetva in order for the 
mosque to be built on the grounds that there was not a sufficiently large Muslim 
community in that neighborhood to fill the mosque. However, El-Hac Mustafa Agha, 
who was one of the strongest favorites of the sultan being the chief eunuch of the 
imperial harem and overseer of the construction, had the chief mufti issue the necessary 
fetvâ, claiming that once the mosque was built, it would not be hard to find such a 
community.
194
 Ahmed I and his patronage broker Mustafa Agha seem to have totally 
disregarded the discontent among the conservative ulema. 
Also, the selected site housed many mansions owned by palace grandees and 
other buildings that has to be demolished to clear the site for construction. Ahmed paid 
more for those buildings than their price.
195
 For instance, he paid 30,000 gold akçes for 
Ayşe Sultan‘s mansion, which was at the exact construction site of the mosque.196 Sâfî 
explains the reasons for demolishing those buildings with the suitability of that place for 
a mosque. It is close to the sea and has good air. Also, it is near the palace and very 
lively and crowded, so such a crowded place would be the most suitable place for a 
mosque to be built.
197
 
Ahmed was very excited by his project. He was present at the opening ceremony 
together with Kuyucu Murad Pasha, who opened the way for Ahmed I to realize his 
projects by being successful against Celâlis as indicated above. Also, the chief mufti 
Hocazâde Mehmed, the chief judge of Rumelia Hocazâde Abdülaziz, other senior 
members of the ulema corps and Şeyh Mahmud Hüdayi Efendi, who was a prominent 
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Sufi master, were present during the ceremony. According to Sâfî, Ahmed I modestly 
worked at the foundation site of the mosque by digging the ground. A feast was 
organized and substantial meals were prepared for the participants, especially for those 
who were needy.
198
 He was declaring his power by this ostentatious state ceremony. 
The opening ceremony was a chance for Ahmed to show himself triumphantly in ways 
reminiscent of his great grandfather Süleyman. This was an important moment because 
the mosque would be the proof of his concern for justice, piety and power. Woodhead 
notes that sultanic authority would be evident in the eyes of the subjects through the 
building of public buildings such as mosques, colleges, roads, bridges, etc.
199
 
As Antony Black notes, adherence to Islam and pious observance were 
significant means for the sultans to show their entitlement to government.
200
 Likewise, 
performing as the spokesman for the sultan, Sâfî explains the construction of such an 
expensive mosque with the religiosity of his sultan. He legitimizes the construction by 
quoting a verse from Qur‘an; ―The mosques of Allah are only to be maintained by those 
who believe in Allah and the Last Day.‖201 
Therefore, Ahmed was showing his religiosity at every opportunity to legitimize 
his project. According to Sâfî Efendi‘s account, the sultan wanted the Friday sermon to 
be delivered in his Mosque on 5 November 1610 when the construction was still 
continuing.
 202
 Such occasions could be effectively used for presenting a positive image 
as members of the court, high-ranking ulema and other subjects of the sultan were 
present during the sermon. 
Sâfî continues his account by explaining how Ahmed I was a generous and just 
ruler having a good moral character. Upon the order of the generous sultan, very rich 
tables were prepared for the attendants to feast on this special occasion. According to 
Sâfî, such a sumptuous feast had never been evident in the times of previous sultans. 
Sâfî Efendi did not forget to praise the sultan for his moral character either. As the 
inheritor of the crown of Sultan Süleyman, Ahmed did not permit the spread of the 
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offenses of troublemakers towards his subjects. He provided his soldiers with necessary 
ammunitions to fight such wrongdoers. As a just and decent sultan, he behaved with 
generosity towards his soldiers.
203
 It seems that Sâfî tries to legitimize such showy 
feasts that the sultan was very eager to organize because the ulema did not see his 
mosque as a legitimate project because it was not constructed with the booties of a 
major military victory. Gülru Necipoğlu relates that during the second foundation 
ceremony on 4 January 1609, the grand mufti, the ulema and sheikhs consecrated the 
building with prayers, but they urged the sultan to undertake the conquest of Crete so as 
to provide legal revenues for his mosque in the manner of Sultan Süleyman.204 
After this great feast, Şeyh Mahmud Hüdayi delivered the Friday sermon, and 
the sultan gave a sable fur to Şeyh Mahmud Efendi as a sign of his respect for şeyhs and 
hence his piety. These strategies to demonstrate his piety and promote his religious 
qualities were effective in legitimizing his actions. Karateke‘s account is worth quoting 
at length to explain my point in a clear way;  
 
―The sultan‘s procession to the mosque for Friday prayers was an established 
ritual in Islamic polities. Still, like other public attestations to the religious way 
of life practiced in the palace, such an act can be regarded as so much 
propaganda. Other examples are the bed-i besmele ceremonies that took place 
when Ottoman princes began reading the Qur‘an and the khatim ceremonies held 
when they finished; the recitations of the mevlid, a ritual commemorating the 
anniversary of the Prophet‘s birth, usually celebrated at the Sultan Ahmed 
Mosque; the visit to the Mantle of the Prophet on the 15th of Ramadan. These 
and other public rituals all suggest close and conscious attention to the religious 
theatrics of sovereignty.‖205 
 
The architectural design of the mosque followed the examples of the mosques 
built by Sultan Süleyman. Nebahat Avcıoğlu notes that Ahmed‘s mosque was a tribute 
to the artistic canons created by Süleyman and his architect Sinan. Its design lent itself 
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to a series of analogies with the mosques of Süleymâniye and Şehzâde.206 Furthermore, 
the mosque was part of an imperial program implying that the golden age, which was 
the reign of Süleyman for Ahmed I, was recovered. As Woodhead states, the word 
―recovery‖ is important. It gives clues about the nature of the Ottoman outlook that 
what is important for a powerful ruler is to bring the golden age of the past back rather 
than creating something new. It is clear that ―the Ottoman utopia lay definitely in the 
past.‖207 Ahmed‘s emulation of Süleyman was more than a feeling of respect; it was a 
struggle for identity. Ahmed had a desire to surpass his ancestor by reviving his cultural 
corpus. Ahmediyye was a way to show the superiority of Ahmed I as the reigning 
sultan. 
208
 Therefore, Ahmediyye was part of the image-making that Ahmed I and his 
favorite El-Hac Mustafa sponsored. The sultan was aiming to present a persona that was 
religious, moral and ambitiously following the right path of Islam.  
II.2.2. The Restoration of the Ka„ba in Mecca 
As mentioned above, Ahmed I undertook large-scale architectural projects to 
present himself as a pious ruler. The restoration of Ka‗ba in Mecca was one of these 
projects to which the sultan attributed great importance in order to show the depth of his 
adherence to Islam. Such architectural projects, which would be known to all the 
subjects, were influential ways to display his religiosity and wealth; also these projects 
demonstrated that the strength of his empire had reached its peak. 
While the construction of the mosque was continuing, Ahmed I ordered the 
restoration of Ka‗ba upon the exhortation of the retired mufti Sunullah Efendi in 1611. 
After returning from the pilgrimage, Sunullah warned the sultan that Ka‗ba needed 
restoration. The pious sultan immediately ordered the restoration to show his care for 
Islam. Further, he ordered the conduits and the calligraphies of Ka‗ba to be decorated 
with gold. When the repairers returned to the capital, they were welcomed with an 
ostentatiously reverent ceremony. The pious sultan paid close attention to the holy relics 
of Ka‗ba which were rigorously put into their places in the palace treasury.209 
Sâfî Efendi‘s account contains significant details revealing the motivation 
behind the restoration. Sâfî Efendi repeatedly refers to the Süleyman-like behavior of 
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Ahmed, reminding us of his magnificence and religiosity. According to Sâfî, Ahmed 
was as great as his great-grandfather in that Ka‗ba was also decorated with pure gold in 
the time of Sultan Süleyman.210 The vigilant historian Sâfî Efendi, I think, purposely 
emphasized the resemblance of Ahmed I to Sultan Süleyman to remind the reader that 
Sultan Ahmed was such a replica of his ancestor.  
II.2.3. A Warrior Sultan or A Passionate Hunter 
Ahmed did not want to be a secluded sultan; rather he wanted to be a warrior 
emperor leading his armies. For this reason, he announced his desire to go to war for 
many times.
211
 In this sense, he organized hunting trips to cultivate an image of a 
hunter/warrior sultan who was powerful, dynamic and active.
212
 As Artan observes, 
such a hunting party ―stood out as prominent symbol and manifestation of power.‖ The 
similarities between the hardship of war and of hunting enabled the young sultan to 
present himself as a hunter-warrior sultan exalting his sovereignty.
213
 As Börekçi 
observes Ahmed‘s mother and regent, Handan Sultan, advised him to act in this way in 
order to impress the public that he had the capacity to rule this vast empire at such a 
young age in such difficult times.
214
 
Ahmed had a passion for hunting as we know from Mustafa Sâfî who wrote long 
passages on the sultan‘s love for hunting in his Zübde. Such hunting expeditions were 
helping Ahmed present himself as an ―assertive sultan‖ in the image of Sultan 
Süleyman, who was also a passionate hunter and a warrior sultan. Süleyman‘s royal 
hunting was not only a leisurely elite activity but also a martial activity.
215
 Sultan 
Süleyman used to organize hunting parties in Edirne before or after going on a military 
campaign.
216
 Ahmed I followed in the footsteps of Sultan Süleyman and organized 
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hunting trips to Edirne accompanied by military processions in 1612 and 1614. Also, 
the sultan hunted in areas near İstanbul.  
In 1612, for example, Ahmed I arranged extravagant events for his departure for 
Edirne. These auspicious events, displays of power and wealth, were designed for an 
audience that could help Sultan Ahmed cultivate the powerful image of himself that he 
had wanted to project. El-Hac Mustafa Agha, who was the most active actor helping the 
sultan in this image-making process, left the capital before Sultan Ahmed and made 
necessary preparations in Edirne. Together with El-Hac Mustafa Agha, the high-ranking 
members of the court and the ulema corps accompanied the sultan during the trip to 
Edirne. Grand Vizier Nasuh Pasha, Şeyhülislam Hocazâde Mehmed Efendi, Hocazâde 
Esad, and Hocazâde Abdülaziz, who was the chief judge of Rumelia at that time, were 
among them. Such hunting parties could become suitable environments to establish and 
reinforce patronage ties. Ahmed visited many places such as Florya, Silivri and Çorlu 
all the way to Edirne and he organized hunting parties at these places. When they 
arrived at Edirne, Mustafa Agha, the favorite of Ahmed I, prepared a welcoming 
ceremony for the sultan and the royal party. When they entered into the palace, he 
poured gold and silver over their heads so that those who were present reported that 
they walked on a ground that was covered with gold and silver.
217
 This account was 
probably told by Sâfî with some exaggeration to show the wealth and power of the 
sultan. 
 Ahmed I spent the winter in Edirne, and made several hunting trips around the 
city. In April 1613, Ahmed I left Edirne for İstanbul, hunting all the way to the capital. 
Mustafa Sâfî emphasizes that the sultan never forgot to perform his prayers during these 
hunting parties. Sâfî‘s emphasis on the sultan‘s care for the prayer reminds us that he 
tried to legitimize these extravagant hunting trips by Ahmed‘s religiosity.218 When they 
reached İstanbul in May 1613, an imperial ceremony was organized. Sultan Ahmed 
entered into the city as if he were returning from a victorious military campaign.
219
 The 
ideal of a war-leading sultan continued to live in symbols rather than in action.
220
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Mustafa Sâfî presents these hunting trips as a proof of Sultan Ahmed‘s power 
and justice, which were the pillars of ideal rule. According to Sâfî, the sultan organized 
such hunting trips not only for entertainment but also to observe the condition of his 
subjects in the provinces. Also, the hunting trips were intended to strike fear in the 
hearts of the enemy by appearing near the frontiers.
221
 The sultan showed that he was 
personally dealing with the problems of his people as well as the well-being and 
happiness of his subjects.
222
 
Artan observes that as the sultans of the post-Süleymanic period became more 
sedentary sultans abandoning personal leadership of military campaigns, the Edirne 
hunting parties of this recent past in the vicinity of Edirne became less frequent. Against 
the background of that recent past, the aghas of the court seem to have manipulated 
Ahmed I to conduct such hunting expeditions to create an image for the sultan who was 
as grand and victorious as his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman.223 
II.2.4. Auspicious Ceremonies as Signs of Prosperous Times  
As is evident in the case of ceremonies conducted to celebrate the construction 
of the Mosque, Edirne trips, and weddings, Ahmed I liked to conduct auspicious 
ceremonies at every opportunity, because they served the sultan to display a powerful 
persona as a ―second Süleyman.‖ The exercise of power and its underlying concepts can 
be read from such ceremonials and other political actions.
224
 Ahmed I was advertising 
the glory and wealth of his empire by such conspicuous consumption because the 
exhibition of wealth was an indispensible ingredient of a high position in Ottoman 
society.
225
 
In 1611, the sultan married his daughter to Nasuh Pasha, who was one of his 
popular favorites. The sultan sponsored an ornate wedding ceremony for the couple. As 
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Sâfî Efendi reports, everyone living in the capital was invited for this special event. The 
high-ranking ulema, viziers and janissaries were present and they were treated with 
respect and honor. Very rich tables were prepared for the attendants.
226
 As Günhan 
Börekçi notes, ―such special events were observed by the general public as if they were 
festivals marking the ends of wars and the beginning of prosperous days.‖227 
II.2.5. Ahmed‟s Patronage of Manuscripts  
As part of his endeavor to bring the golden age of Süleyman back, Ahmed I tried to 
revive the literary corpus of the period of his great grandfather.
228
 For instance, 
Kınalızâde‘s Ahlâk-ı „Alâî was copied in 1610/1611, the years that witnessed a very 
lively literary environment.
229
 That coincided with the period when similar books on 
ethics were produced for Ahmed I such as Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, Gül-i Sadberg (The 
Rose with a Hundred Leaves), Mir„âtü‟l-Ahlâk (The Mirrors of Morality), and Gül-i 
Handân (The Rose of Handân). As in the case of commissioning architectural works, 
there was an ideological significance behind Ahmed I‘s insistence on the production of 
such books on ethics. They were serving the aim of exalting Ahmed I‘s kingly virtues 
and creating a sultanic image that was law-abiding, just, pious, generous and brave. 
Ahmed gave importance to commissioning of books on ethics, and he—as being 
the biggest patron of all arts—patronized gifted people to write and translate important 
works in his own behalf.
230
 Also, Ahmed‘s several courtiers performed as patronage 
brokers for the sultan, and they commissioned the books that were suitable to their 
sultan‘s literary tastes. Ahmed supported writers from various backgrounds; a strong 
member of ulema, a Sufi sheikh or a preacher could be among those writers.  
The sultan wanted to hold all the power in his own hands; hence he issued an 
imperial edict to reform the ilmiye and to renovate the allocation of promotions of the 
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members of the ulema corps.
231
 On the one hand, Sultan Ahmed was effectively using 
such patronage networks to fill offices. As in the case of Mustafa Sâfî, those who played 
the right card would be promoted to one of the high-ranking offices in the court. On the 
other hand, he ordered the high-ranking ulema to grant offices to the deserving. Further 
he ordered that no one was to be appointed solely by intercession and without any 
examination. This reform decree was dated to the period around 1610 when there was a 
very lively environment considering promotions. As we will see later in this chapter, 
there were complex networks of patronage allowing people to find patrons and to gain 
posts. Also, such an environment helped patrons to widen their web of alliances and to 
promote their clients to important offices. It seems that Ahmed I tried to organize such 
networks for the benefit of his rule.  
To be able to fully understand the reasons behind the commissioning of arts, 
architecture, books or auspicious ceremonies, and to see the connection between the 
physical and the symbolic, the historian must have an insight into the social and 
ceremonial activities and scrutinize the ideological purposes behind them.
232
 In this part, 
I have scrutinized the reasons behind social, cultural and ceremonial activities 
conducted by Ahmed I who had the desire to become a ―second Süleyman.‖ 
II.3. Patronage Networks in the Court  
In order to uncover the role of El-Hac Mustafa as a strong figure in the court of 
Ahmed I, the centrality of favorites in the politics of the court should be understood. In 
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, the sultans preferred to be secluded 
from the public view; hence, only the favorites of the sultan had access to the secluded 
sultan. The sultan‘s preference to stay at the palace situated the court personnel at the 
very center of power politics. The sultan began to rely more on his favorites for an 
efficient rule. Those who wanted to have a powerful place in this game of politics had to 
be proximate to the person of the sultan. This situation was turning the court into an 
arena in which the factions and favorites became determining factors for the political 
environment of the capital.  
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In such a court setting, palace eunuchs became important players in political 
affairs because their duties in the palace put them physically close to the person of the 
sultan. They also acted as the gate keepers of the palace, so they could control all the 
information that reached the sultan. In essence, they became very influential figures in 
the imperial affairs. They also took active part in commissioning of books.
233
 Such court 
favorites created by the sultans were indispensable agents of power. Babüssa„âde ağası 
(the chief eunuch of the palace) and Darüssa„âde ağası (the chief eunuch of the 
imperial harem) were important examples of such aghas.  
Ahmed I did not present a secluded character but his reign did not differ from its 
earlier counterparts in creating and relying on palace favorites to strengthen his personal 
rule. As Börekçi observes, Ahmed I‘s royal favorites were very critical figures in 
establishing and improving his personal rule in the faction-ridden court. They also acted 
as power brokers, helping the sultan model himself after Sultan Süleyman.234 El-Hac 
Mustafa Agha who was one of the most important players in the political arena backing 
the sultan.  
El-Hac Mustafa was the chief eunuch of the imperial harem during the reign of 
Ahmed I.
235
 He became the most powerful favorite in the court of Ahmed I after the 
death of Handan Sultan who played a critical role in the political arena as a powerful 
regent in the early years of her son‘s reign. Mustafa Agha filled the power vacuum that 
the queen mother Handan Sultan‘s death in 1605 left. He took control of the affairs of 
the imperial harem and became even more powerful.
236
 As we will see, he worked hard 
to advertise a powerful sultanic image for Ahmed emulating that of Sultan Süleyman 
that was examined in the first part of this chapter. 
II.3.1. The Patronage of El-Hac Mustafa and His Relationship with Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz Efendi  
As Jane Hathaway points out, black eunuch aghas became highly prominent 
figures in the political arena from the late sixteenth century onwards as harem politics 
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began to flourish. The influence of the chief eunuch increased by the seventeenth 
century; he even began to rival the grand vizier for the control of political affairs.
237
 In 
such a setting, the chief eunuch Mustafa Agha appeared as a strong figure in court 
politics and manuscript patronage during the reign of Ahmed I. Tülün Değirmenci 
asserts that the new nature of the court in which the sultan relied on favorites for an 
efficient rule was also transforming the identity of the courtiers who could demand 
illustrated manuscripts that were central to the arts produced in the palace.
238
 Hence, El-
Hac Mustafa‘s role as the patronage broker makes him significant for the arguments of 
this study. 
We know that Mustafa Agha was present at the court of Mehmed III. According 
to Sâfî Efendi‘s account, he was sent to Egypt in 1602: a year before Ahmed‘s 
accession to the throne. We do not have enough information about the position of 
Mustafa Agha in the court of Mehmed III, but we can infer that Ahmed and Mustafa 
Agha were already acquainted before Ahmed‘s accession to the throne. Moreover, the 
Hocazâdes must have known Mustafa Agha earlier, as their father Hoca Sadeddin was a 
powerful figure during the reign of Mehmed III. Mustafa Agha was called back to 
İstanbul after Cevher Agha‘s exile to Egypt in 1604. Ahmed I appointed him as the 
chief eunuch of the imperial harem one year later. Sâfî does not explain the reasons of 
this situation, but it is a reminder that Mustafa Agha most probably had to work to 
recreate a network for himself, as he was away from the center of power during his 
exile.
239
 
It is not certain in the contemporary chronicles, such as Sâfî‘s Zübde, how 
Mustafa Agha rose to prominence in the court of Ahmed I. However, it is certain that 
Handan Sultan‘s death in 1605 was a turning point for El-Hac Mustafa‘s career. 
Mustafa was appointed as the chief eunuch of the imperial Harem on 5 November 1605 
just before Handan Sultan‘s death.240 He became the highest authority in the harem, and 
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he probably managed to use the absence of such a powerful figure as like the queen 
mother in the court to strengthen his position. He was in the immediate circle of the 
sultan as the chief eunuch holding the gates of the imperial harem. Mustafa Agha 
probably was clever enough to use this proximity for his benefit in the complex political 
environment of the court. He was able to become the most intimate favorite of the 
sultan.  
Mustafa Agha most probably had great influence on the young and 
inexperienced sultan. Peçevî wrote in his account that Mustafa Agha was given the 
responsibility for all affairs of state during the reign of Ahmed I.
241
 After the death of 
Handan Sultan in 1605 period, he served Ahmed I as the main power broker.
 242
 He 
helped the sultan to promote a powerful sultanic image mirroring that of Sultan 
Süleyman. His role as royal favorite protecting the interests of the sultan gave El-Hac 
Mustafa enormous political power. He did not leave the sultan alone in the business of 
ruling, but accompanied him as a trusted advisor. Peçevi‘s account reveals Mustafa 
Agha‘s importance in court politics as a trustee and helps us to understand the influence 
of Mustafa Agha on Ahmed I. 
Mustafa Agha was entrusted by Sultan Ahmed with some very special tasks. 
One of those tasks was to carry out the business related to the construction of the 
imperial mosque. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Sultan Ahmed‘s not having a 
major victory over an enemy subjected the construction of the mosque to criticism. El-
Hac Mustafa vigorously resisted the criticisms and worked to legitimize the 
construction. As mentioned earlier, he was very visible in every occasion, backing his 
sultan and legitimizing his actions.  
Mustafa Agha was also clever enough to build a web of clients to secure his 
position in the faction-ridden court. He managed to strengthen his position in the court 
by using his power to distribute patronage. Kalender Pasha, for instance, was one of the 
most important protégés of the Mustafa Agha.243 Tülün Değirmenci notes that the first 
known example of Mustafa Ahga‘s patronage relationship for manuscript production 
was with Kalender Pasha.
244
 Understanding Mustafa Agha‘s patronage of Kalender will 
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help us to understand the nature of possible patronage relations between Mustafa and 
Hocazâde Abdülaziz. 
Unveiling the network of relations that Kalender was involved in, Mehmed b. 
Mehmed wrote about Kalender‘s close relationship with the eunuchs of the imperial 
harem. It seems that Kalender was already aware of the importance of building relations 
with harem eunuchs to be able to have better posts. Mehmed b. Mehmed gave particular 
attention to the relationship between Kalender and El-Hac Mustafa. According to 
Mehmed b. Mehmed, Kalender‘s appointment, first as the deputy finance director 
(defterdâr-ı şıkk-ı sânî) and then as the building supervisor (binâ emîni) of the 
Ahmediyye Mosque was thanks to the intermediation of Mustafa Agha.
245
 Mustafa 
Agha wanted his protégé to be appointed as building supervisor of the mosque; 
however, Ahmed stipulated certain conditions for his appointment. He asked Kalender 
to compose an album of calligraphy to see if he was skillful enough to supervise the 
construction. Kalender prepared the album upon the request of Ahmed I and he was 
appointed to the post. In 1614, Kalender was promoted to the vizierate in return for his 
services.
246
 The case of Kalender reveals Mustafa Agha‘s role as patronage broker and 
his influence on appointments not only for the mosque but also for ather important 
positions. Kalender was not the only person sponsored by El-Hac Mustafa. Baki Tezcan 
states that he ―sponsored the careers of such men as the future grand viziers Tabanıyassı 
Mehmed Pasha, the vizier and finance minister Hasan Pasha, and two other viziers, 
Sarrac Hasan Pasha and Hamidi Mustafa Pasha.‖247 
El-Hac Mustafa‘s role as a powerful patron gives reasonable ground to conclude 
that he had such a patronage relation with Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi. They worked for 
the formation of a new powerful sultanic image for Ahmed I. They shared the 
intellectual concerns that were predominant in the court of Sultan Ahmed. Therefore, 
they were involved in the production of books of advice, promoting Ahmed as a pious, 
just, brave and powerful ruler.  
Tülün Değirmenci notes that El-Hac Mustafa‘s interest in illustrated manuscripts 
began in the period after 1609 when the political power of the sultan was highest.
248
 I 
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further assert that his interest was not only in illustrated manuscripts but also books on 
ethics, as we know that he sponsored the production of three important books on ethics 
for Ahmed I. Three books were Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî (Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî) Gül-i 
Sadberg, and Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde that were translated by Hocazâde Abdülaziz from 
Persian into Turkish. Abdülaziz wrote in the preface of his books Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde and 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî that he made these translations thanks to the intermediation of 
El-Hac Mustafa.
249
 El-Hac Mustafa commissioned the production of such important 
books which were very suitable for the sultan‘s individual taste.  
Moreover, Abdülaziz wrote in Gül-i Sadberg, which was sent to Abdülaziz for 
translation along with Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, 250  that he translated this piece into 
Ottoman Turkish at the request of the sultan. He wrote that ―the sultan had sent me this 
blessed pearl to translate it on his behalf.‖251 Abdülaziz Efendi‘s testament suggests that 
the person who brought ―the pearl‖ was probably El-Hac Mustafa Agha, because he was 
the chief patronage broker of Ahmed I.  
These accounts enable us to think that Hocazâde Abdülaziz and Mustafa Agha 
came together in their interest in manuscript production. Having an enthusiasm to create 
an image of a powerful, just, generous and religious emperor, Ahmed probably liked to 
read such books on ethics. Mustafa Agha would enhance this image to be able to secure 
his position as the favorite of the sultan, hence he probably give prominence to 
production of such books on ethics to attract the favor of the sultan. El-Hac Mustafa‘s 
ability to sponsor books shows the level of power he gained. His visibility as a patron 
proves his proximity to the sultan as a favorite and powerful patronage broker seeking 
talents to serve his sultan‘s tastes. 
Abdülaziz Efendi began to translate the book when he was dismissed from the 
chief judgeship of Rumelia in 1610. He gained his position back after finishing the 
translation in 1612. We do not know whether Mustafa Agha was influential in the 
reappointment of Abdülaziz upon finishing his translation; however, Abdülaziz Efendi 
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did not forget to praise El-Hac Mustafa for his good character, reliability and religiosity 
in the preface of his book.
252
 
Mustafa Agha was not a producer of books; people like Hocazâde Abdülaziz, 
Hocazâde Esad, or Mustafa Sâfî formed the intellectual environment in the court of 
Ahmed I. Mustafa Agha sponsored a number of works to be translated from Persian into 
Turkish. The patronage of such books probably allowed Mustafa Agha to take part in 
the literary circles and to establish himself as a literary patron, strengthening his 
position among the elites of the court.
253
 Having the ability and power to produce books 
reflects his presence in the elite culture. This cooperation served Abdülaziz‘s interests 
as well, for thus he had a powerful ally who had a great influence on the sultan. 
As a final note, it is hard to explain whether El-Hac Mustafa Agha had a 
relationship with other Hocazâdelis, namely Hocazâde Mehmed and Hocazâde Esad 
Efendis, who held important ilmiye positions and were powerful political players. The 
dispute between Mustafa Agha and the chief mufti Hocazâde Mehmed over the 
construction of Sultan Ahmed Mosque shows that Mustafa Agha had enough power to 
challenge the authority of the chief mufti. However, Mustafa Agha most probably 
counted the possible negative outcomes of contesting such influential people who had 
many adherents. Therefore, the fact that he build a patronage relation with Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz can be interpreted as his willingness to have good relations with such an 
ulema family. 
The appointment of Seyyid Kasım Gubârî (d. 1625) who was the protégé of the 
chief mufti Hocazâde Mehmed Efendi254 for writing the calligraphies of the mosque 
could be an indication of the relation between the Hocazâde brothers and Mustafa Agha. 
As mentioned earlier, Mustafa Agha was responsible for conducting all of the business 
related to the construction of the Mosque. Therefore, the selection of Gubârî for this 
business must have been subject to Mustafa Agha‘s approval. Hence, we can think that 
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Mustafa Agha might enter into agreement with Hocazâde Mehmed because they 
probably had common personal interest in arts and literature with political motivations.  
As part of this study, manuscript production and its relation to patronage 
networks were scrutinized with the examples of El-Hac Mustafa and Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz. The intellectual environment was determined by both the subject matter and 
the form of the manuscripts produced. Who was shaping the intellectual environment; 
the writer or the patron? What was the role of favorites in shaping the intellectual 
environment? Ahmed created many favorites such as El-Hac Mustafa Agha and Hafiz 
Ahmed Pasha; they were influential figures in manuscript production as we know from 
many manuscripts whose prefaces declare that they were written thanks to the request of 
such favorites. They had an increasingly visible power in the court and certain literary 
tastes and interests as patrons. Although the interest of patrons was a determining factor 
for the books promoted, the most important factor for production of a book was 
probably the sultan‘s tastes and interests. To be able to present a book to the sultan and 
to gain prominence in return, it would have to cater to his literary tastes. In this respect, 
I have tried to portray El-Hac Mustafa Agha as a power and patronage broker for 
Ahmed in creating an image as powerful as that of Süleyman I, whose reign was the 
―golden age‖ for Ahmed I. Also, we have seen the relation between El-Hac Mustafa 
Agha and Hocazâde Abdülaziz in terms of their interest in producing books of advice.  
II.4. Manuscript Patronage: The Books on Ethics Presented to Ahmed I  
I will examine the books on ethics personally commissioned by Ahmed I, as 
well as those commissioned by his courtiers on his behalf. Overall, such a study of the 
books presented to Ahmed I will serve to better reveal the ideological functions lying 
behind the production of these manuscripts. When we scrutinize the books written for 
Ahmed I, we can easily conclude that Ahmed was really interested in reading books on 
ethics because of the large number of books of advice written upon his own request. I 
believe that such books served the sultan to present his kingly virtues and to solidify his 
image as a religious, just, law-abiding ruler.  
One of the earlier examples of ethical advice books translated for Ahmed I was 
Muhammed Âsafî‘s ―The Story of Celâl u Cemâl‖ by Mustafa Sâfî around 1607.255 
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Âsafî was a distinguished poet who lived in the period of Sultan Hüseyin Baykara. 
Sultan Baykara‘s court was a lively environment. Sultan Baykara housed celebrated 
writers, poets, calligraphers and painters in his court; Hüseyin Vâiz Kâşifî (d. 1505) 
who wrote Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî, Devlet Şah who wrote a Tezkire-i Şuarâ, poets Câmî (d. 
1492), Âsafî (d. 1510) and ‗Alî Şîr Nevâyî (d. 1501).256 The commission of Celâl u 
Cemâl by the sultan proves that Ahmed I had a particular interest in the books produced 
at the Timurid court, as we know that he also commissioned the translation of Ahlâk-ı 
Muhsinî, which was also produced at the court of Hüseyin Baykara. Mustafa Sâfî wrote 
in the preface of his book about Ahmed‘s interest in reading books on the lives of past 
rulers in order to learn lessons about how to become a just ruler.
257
 Whether Ahmed was 
extracting lessons from such books or it was part of an image-making project that we 
mentioned before, we know that Sultan Ahmed liked to read on the lives of past kings, 
especially on the reign of his great-grandfather Süleyman. Nebahat Avcıoğlu writes that 
―Ahmed promised his people an empire more flourishing than ever before by ‗imitating 
the virtues of his predecessor Süleyman.‘ ‖258 
In the preface of the book, Mustafa Sâfî gives clues about selection of the books 
for translation. According to his account, Ahmed I saw several books in the palace 
library. He scrutinized every book in detail and his advisors summarized the content of 
the books and explained how those books would be useful.
259The Story of Celâl u 
Cemâl was worth translating into Ottoman Turkish in that it had a very detailed 
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structure written for a very prominent Timurid sultan. Also, it gave details about the 
virtues of kingship and contained stories sermonizing good advice.
260
 
Mustafa Sâfî was chosen to translate the story thanks to Hafız Ahmed Pasha who 
was recently appointed to the vizierate. 
261
 This translation task was a key to gain favor 
for Sâfî, so he would be promoted to prominent positions. Sâfî wrote in the epilogue of 
Celâl u Cemâl about his desire to be employed in the court. Mustafa Sâfî became very 
successful in his duty, such that Ahmed appointed him as his personal preacher.
262
 This 
incident gives clues about how manuscript patronage functioned in the court of Ahmed 
I. As a young dynamic sultan, Ahmed‘s eagerness to read a variety of books and extract 
lessons from them served those people who wanted to gain prominence and prestige like 
Mustafa Sâfî.  
Sâfî managed to show his literary abilities by his translation and gained the favor 
of Ahmed I. In 1609, through the intermediation of Hafız Ahmed Pasha and upon the 
direct order of the sultan, he began to write a history of Ahmed‘s reign: Zübdetü‟t-
Tevârih (The Quintessence of Histories).263 The first volume of Zübde mainly talks 
about the virtues of Sultan Ahmed I; he exemplified Ahmed I‘s qualities as the ideal 
virtuous king, resembling to what he did in Celâl u Cemâl. Rhoads Murphey likens the 
first volume of Zübde to Nasîhatü‟l-Mülûk (Counsel for the Sultans) of Gazâlî and 
Siyasetnâme of Nizamü‘l-Mülk and notes that Zübde fits better with that tradition than 
with any pre-existing form of Ottoman historical writing.
264
 Therefore, it is proper to 
count the first volume of Zübde among the books on ethics that were written for Ahmed 
I. In Zübde, Sâfî portrayed Ahmed I as a virtuous ruler, meaning a pious, generous, just 
and warrior sultan who had the high moral values, intellectual capacity and physical 
strength ascribed to the figure of the ideal sultan.
265
 Sâfî, performing as the defender of 
his sultan, legitimized his actions. According to his account, ―sultanic generosity 
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formed a basic source of the state‘s well-being and a principal cause of the dynasty‘s 
preservation.‖266 
Mustafa Sâfî also was charged to translate another important book, El İsti„âb fî 
Ma‟rifeti‟l-Ashâb (The Collection of the Erudite Companions of the Prophet).267 This 
book was written by Abdülberr b. Ömer Yusuf b. Abdullah (d. 1070). It is a 
biographical book, including the life stories of Prophet Muhammed‘s companions. 
Mustafa Sâfî could not complete the translation, as he died in 1616. Taşköprülüzâde 
Kemaleddin Mehmed continued it but he also could not complete it, because of 
Ahmed‘s death in 1617. This book is a very detailed manuscript with individual 
portraits of the Prophet‘s companions who should be role models for a pious sultan, 
which Ahmed I was by all accounts.  
Another translation commissioned by Ahmed I further illustrates his interest in 
books on ethics written in the courts of past rulers. Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde fî Kavâidi‟s-Siyâde 
(The Key of Felicity Concerning the Principles of Virtuousness) was translated by 
Hocazâde Abdülaziz in 1616 by the order of the sultan.268 It was originally written in 
Persian by Muhammed b. Ibrahim b. Muhammed el-Îcî on behalf of Şah Şücâ‗(d. 1384), 
a Muzaffarid ruler of Southern Iran (d. 1389/1390). Miftâh can be considered as an 
example of advice literature. In almost every section, the book talks about the necessary 
principles to be a virtuous ruler. Probably for this reason Ahmed was interested in its 
translation. It contains four main parts revealing principles of ideal kingship. The first 
part is about the real meaning of the throne. The second part covers the duties of 
prominent persons, favorites of the sultan, judges and governors who should conduct 
their work justly. The third part is about the morals that viziers, persons of prominence 
and favorites must have. The fourth part contains stories and verses on wisdom.  
Gül-i Sadberg was also translated by Hocazâde Abdülaziz for Ahmed I.269 It is a 
translation of Reşidüddîn Vatvat‘s (d. 1182) book which was written in Persian; 
Matlûb-u Külli Tâlib min Kelâmi Emîrü‟l-Mü‟minîn ‗Alî b. Ebî Tâlib. It contains the 
hundred sayings of Prophet Muhammed‘s disciple Ali. Reşidüddîn Vatvât translated 
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Ali‘s hundred sayings into Persian and he added explanations. He presented his book 
first to Harizmşah Atsız (1128-1152) who was the founder of Kharizmian Dynasty and 
then to Ebu‘l-Kâsım Mahmud b. İl Arslan (d. 1193).270 Abdülaziz Efendi translated this 
piece into Ottoman Turkish by Sultan Ahmed‘s order. Abdülaziz also praised Ahmed I 
for being a just sultan who earned a reputation for his generosity, good character and 
morality. According to the translator, Ahmed I was very ambitious to spread 
knowledge, therefore many books were produced on his behalf. Abdülaziz said that 
these hundred sayings of Ali organize the right way, they are the case of the reserves of 
the truth. If one were to live according to these sayings, one would reach the goal (of 
virtuousness).
271
 Apparently, this book was aiming to give counsel to show ―the right 
way of Islam.‖ 
Like his brother Abdülaziz, Hocazâde Esad also took part in the literary circles. 
He translated Sa‗di Şirâzî‘s (d. 1292) Gülistân from Persian into Turkish. Sa‗di wrote 
his piece in a very elaborate style for Ebu Bekir b. Sa‗d b. Zengî in 1258. In the reign of 
this prominent Salghurid governor (1231-1260), Shiraz became a center for art and 
literature. Sa‗di‘s Gülistân was a book on ethics. Sa‗di‘s aim in writing such a book was 
to be beneficial not only for rulers but also for common people, in that the book 
includes stories from daily life that provide moral lessons. The book is composed of 
eight parts on the nature of sultans, the morals of dervishes, the grace of contention, the 
advantage of being silent when necessary, love and youth, weakness of old age, the 
impression of good behavior and the rules of conversation.
272
 Esad translated this book 
for Ahmed I and he named his book Gül-i Handân (The Rose of the Gracious). The 
book was probably named after Ahmed‘s mother, Handan. In the preface of the book, 
Esad emphasized the good character of Ahmed I who was law abiding, pious and 
decent, implying Ahmed I already had the good image that was mentioned in the book. 
According to Esad, Ahmed was very enthusiastic to spread the knowledge (ilm), hence 
many important pieces were written in the name of the sultan.
273
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Apart from the books written upon the order of Ahmed I, there were members of 
Ottoman literati producing such books in the hope of presenting them to the sultan. 
Ahmed‘s passion for books created possibilities for gaining prestige. Therefore, many 
books were produced to gain the favor of the sultan.  
Bostanzâde Yahya‘s Mir‟âtü‟l-Ahlâk (The Mirror of Morals)274 had very similar 
content to that of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî and Gül-i Handân, talking on the characteristics of 
the ideal sultans. Bostanzâde Yahya was the son of the chief mufti Bostanzâde Mehmed 
Efendi. Yahya had a career in the ilmiye. He served as müderris in illustrious medreses 
of İstanbul and as a judge between 1601 and 1614. He was dismissed from the 
judgeship of İstanbul in 1614. He completed his book in 1615 when he still did not hold 
any position. In the preface of the book, Bostanzâde explained that he wrote Mir‟âtü‟l-
Ahlâk, a book on ethics, because he was living under the reign of Ahmed I who was 
known for his respect for the ulema, and for righteous and virtuous people.
275
 We do not 
know whether Yahya was able to present his book to the sultan, yet it is clear that he 
wrote his book with an aim to do so as he wrote a long part praising Ahmed I in the 
preface of his book.  
Around the same time as Hocazâde Esad and Bostanzâde Yahya did their 
translations, Veysî who had a judicial career, wrote his Hâbnâme (The Book of 
Dreams). It is believed that Veysî presented his work to Ahmed I in 1608. However, 
Tunç Şen asserts that he presented his book to Nasuh Pasha while he was grand vizier; 
therefore, the exact date of its presentation must have been between 1611 and 1614.
276
 It 
is not certain whether Veysî managed to present his book to Ahmed. However, 
Hâbnâme is important as an example reflecting prevalent concerns of the period.  
Hâbnâme can be considered among advice literature in that Veysî gave counsel 
in the form of a dream setting in which Alexander the Great has a conversation with 
Ahmed I on state administration. In this setting, Alexander explains how the sultans are 
the heart of the universe. If the heart deviates from the right path, the body would be 
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injured.
277
 In response, Ahmed talks about the social and political problems of his time. 
He says that if his ancestors had left him a more peaceful empire, he would have ruled 
better with greater justice and equity. Alexander the Great replies that there have always 
been problems in the world which had never been that rich and prosperous.
278
 On the 
one hand, Veysî tries to raise his questions on the ongoing disorders and to find 
solutions to the problem of the time. On the other hand, he did not go further in his 
criticisms by having Alexander the Great speak in a tender voice explaining the troubles 
of previous times. What was the aim of Veysî in situating Alexander the Great side by 
side with Ahmed I? Did he try to appeal to the sultan by using the example of 
Alexander the Great who ―represented an exemplary sultan figure bearing all the ideal 
characteristics a king had to have‖? 279  According to Tunç Şen, Veysî reflected his 
concern over the political instability of his time and his desire to gain patronage by his 
Habnâme.280 
Apart from the members of ilmiye, there were a good number of sufi preachers 
writing on political issues in the form of nasîhatnâme (advice literature). According to 
Derin Terzioğlu, it was in the last decades of the sixteenth, and the first three decades of 
the seventeenth century that the Sufi meşâyih truly came into their own as political 
writers. Terzioğlu relates the involvement of the meşâyih the political scene to the crises 
of the central state during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. There was 
increasing political social and economic instability as well as intensified conflict 
between different power groups.It was an era of political and social mobilization in 
which discontented groups from all levels of society, soldiers, medrese students, sufis or 
members of ulema who had been dismissed from office, tried to convey their grievances 
through petitions, nasîhatnâme or in the form of rebellions.281 Abdülmecid Sivâsî was 
one of these influential sufi preachers living in the period of Ahmed I. He was involved 
in the political sphere by conveying his ideas in the form of an advice book.  
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Abdülmecid Sivâsî wrote his Letâifü‟l-Ezhâr ve Lezâizü‟l-Esmâr, also known as 
Nesâyihü‟l-Mülûk (Advice to Rulers),282 upon the order of Ahmed. This book can be 
considered as an example of advice literature. Its content was organized in order to give 
good advice and show the right path for a Muslim to take. Sivâsî talks about the 
problems of the period and gives recipes to solve those problems. According to Sivâsî, 
the reason for immoral behaviors is grounded in not having the real belief. To be able to 
refrain from immoral behaviors, one should keep away from people who perpetrate 
mischief and should be in the company of righteous people (ehl-i hak). According to 
Sivâsî, the sultan should always act according to the shari„a (Islamic law), because he 
sets an example for his people. If the sultan takes the right path of shari„a, the people 
would follow him. If the sultan wants the state to live long, he must find the people who 
are righteous, and he must take their advice as they are the mirrors of God‘s wisdom.283 
Sivâsî completes his book by praying for Ahmed I.284 
Kadızâde Mehmed İlmî was another sufi who wrote an advice book, Nüshü‟l 
Hükkâm ve Sebeb-i Nizâm (Advice for the Rulers and the Reason of Order). He 
presented his book first to Kuyucu Murad Pasha. Murad Paha loved the book and he 
wanted Kadızâde İlmî Efendi to present it to Ahmed I. It seems that Kadızâde İlmî 
Efendi wrote this book to give advice for a better rule. He writes in the preface of his 
book that it is necessary for the sultan to read this book seven times, even seventy times 
with an open mind, to understand it and act accordingly, because this book is a cure for 
the armies of Islam to become victorious and for the enemies of the religion and state 
(dîn ü devlet) to become defeated.285 
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Both the high-ranking ulema and people with modest backgrounds wrote upon 
the request of Ahmed I. People like Kadızâde İlmî Efendi286 who did not hold a high-
ranking post managed to find the means to convey their ideas to the sultan. What was 
Ahmed I‘s aim in creating such a wide channel for book production? ―Was it an attempt 
to built alternative channels of influence and alliance against the more powerful 
elites?‖287 It seems that there was a twofold benefit both for Ahmed and these writers; 
by producing for the sultan they had opportunities to gain some benefits in return and to 
become involved in the administrative machinery. Moreover, Ahmed tried to disperse 
his influence over all the layers of the society by using patronage networks very 
efficiently and he was promoting his image as a just and law-abiding ruler who highly 
valued the ideas of the ulema representing the shari„a. 
―The ulema were expected to be a unifying force in society, bringing together 
diverse structures of the faith and legitimizing the sovereign authority.‖ 288  For this 
reason, they probably became involved in the business of writing for the sultan. 
However, beyond their legitimizing role, what was their aim by being involved in this 
cultural environment? Can we build a connection between the youth of the sultan and 
the considerable number of books written for and presented to him? Was there a real 
concern by the ulema to consult the young sultan in order to advise him the right way to 
become a virtuous ruler? Did these books have a politically practical value? Did Ahmed 
really read and learn from these books? A very important part of their motivation was 
probably to build power and patronage networks. Perhaps they had the aim of 
influencing the young sultan as well, as Ahmed I was very young when he was 
enthroned. Ahmed gave value to the advice of the ulema and we know from Sâfî that he 
liked to learn about the reigns of previous rulers and extract lessons from these 
accounts.  
II.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I looked at the general political-ideological problems behind 
Ahmed I‘s royal patronage while discussing his reign with respect to how he tried to 
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emulate Sultan Süleyman in a time of ―crisis and change‖ in the early seventeenth-
century Ottoman imperial establishment. In this regard, I particularly focused on the 
questions of how the power and authority of the sultan were defined and legitimized 
through purposely commissioned works by Ahmed I and how the books of ethics 
became tools to legitimize the actions of a young sultan. We have seen that Ahmed 
worked systematically to advertise such a powerful image by commissioning an 
imperial mosque, conducting auspicious ceremonies, hunting expenditures and 
supervising many other public works to show his power and wealth mirroring that of 
Süleyman. Also, we saw that Ahmed I placed emphasis on the production of books on 
ethics. He supervised the production of books that had similar contents and messages 
especially on sultanic justice, governance, piety and morality. Ahmed I created favorites 
and patronage brokers helping him to fashion himself as reviving the golden age of 
Süleyman. In this respect, we have seen the role of El-Hac Mustafa Agha and his 
relationship with Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi. They came together for their interest in 
the production of books of advice. They produced three books for the sultan, 
representing him as just, pious, and powerful having all the good moral character 
necessitated for a legitimate ruler. In order to clarify my point, I gave examples from the 
books that were written for Ahmed I. In the next and final chapter, I will examine the 
translation and the content of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî to see how the kingly virtues of 
Ahmed I were constructed by Abdülaziz Efendi. 
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CHAPTER III 
A DISCOURSE ON THE SULTANIC IMAGE OF SULTAN AHMED I AS IT IS 
CONSTRUCTED IN AHLÂK-I SULTÂN AHMEDÎ 
The main aim of this chapter is to show how one particular book on ethics, namely 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, served as a ―domain to discuss the political‖ during the reign of 
Ahmed I.
289
 In other words, in what follows, I will examine the content of Ahlâk-ı 
Sultân Ahmedî with respect to the question of how a book on ethics helped Sultan 
Ahmed to create and strengthen his sultanic image as ―a second Süleyman.‖ Overall, 
this chapter aims to uncover the contemporary discourses on kingly virtues of Ahmed I 
as they are constructed and propagated in his book by Abdülaziz Efendi as well as by 
other books commissioned by the sultan in a similar context. In this sense, first of all, I 
will concentrate on the preface section of the book to uncover the reasons of the 
translation and authorial intentions of Abdülaziz Efendi. It will serve to understand how 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî was written to fashion Ahmed I‘s moral qualities. Then, I will 
compare the content of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî with another contemporary book, 
Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh which was written around the same time in the name of Sultan 
Ahmed. This comparative perspective will give a nuanced understanding of how these 
books, which had similar contents talking about the characteristics of ideal sultans, were 
commissioned to promulgate the exceptional moral character of Sultan Ahmed. Finally, 
I will examine the stories and anecdotes cited in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî to uncover the 
arguments on the kingly virtues of Ahmed I as constructed by Abdülaziz Efendi. Also, I 
will compare the content of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî with the themes on Ahmed I‘s 
kingly virtues as constructed by Safi Efendi in his Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh.  
III.1. The Purpose of the Translation: The Preface of the Book 
As mentioned before, Hocazâde Abdülaziz translated Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî in 1612, 
and named his book Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. He did not make a word-for-word 
translation; rather he added his original poems and sections on the virtuous qualities of 
Ahmed I. Hence, the translation was shaped by Abdülaziz Efendi‘s interventions.  
Here the question may arise why Abdülaziz Efendi translated this book into 
Ottoman Turkish although it had been hitherto translated a number of times. The 
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motivation behind this translation was the request of Sultan Ahmed I who was very 
interested in reading books on ethics, covering anecdotes on the virtuous behaviors of 
ideal rulers of the past. As mentioned in the second chapter, he wanted to create an 
image that was just, pious, brave and generous working for the happiness of his 
subjects. By inserting his original poems and anecdotes praising kingly virtues of 
Ahmed I, Abdülaziz Efendi, indeed, portrayed Sultan Ahmed as one of such ideal rulers 
cited in the book, and contributed Sultan Ahmed‘s positive image. Therefore, it is safe 
to conclude that the aim of the translation, as will be seen, was to present kingly virtues 
of Ahmed I.  
The name of the book also reveals the intention of presenting Ahmed I‘s moral 
character. Abdülaziz Efendi says that he translated this book from Persian into Ottoman 
Turkish to spread these valuable stories among those who did not know Persian. He 
wrote the preface of the book in a stylistic language in the name of Ahmed I and named 
it as ―Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî‖ as the book was covering many stories on wisdom and 
moral lessons that were ornamented with the name of the sultan and with expressions 
exalting his good character.
290
 Abdülaziz makes a word play by equating the name 
Sultân Ahmed with the name Muhsin (beneficent) implying that Sultan Ahmed, who 
commissioned this work to be translated, had all the dispositions and good deeds which 
a ruler had to have to be the true ideal ruler.  
I will devote the first part of this chapter to examining the political discourse 
found in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî‘s preface section. The introductory section of any 
Ottoman political text reveals much about why and how it was produced. As 
demonstrated in a recent article by Baki Tezcan, the invocations sections are useful 
tools to understand the discursive problems found in an Ottoman text, enabling the 
reader to see the intentions of the translator and the purpose of the translation through 
the arguments stressed when invoking God, praising the prophet, four caliphs, and most 
importantly the sultan.
291
 As Baki Tezcan observes, these sections can tell much about 
the subject of the text by the attributes that they emphasize. Also, one can foresee the 
central argument of the text in question if he is familiar with the socio-political context 
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within which the book was situated.
292
 Therefore, this part will be devoted to the 
preface section of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî to reveal the purpose of the translation through 
the arguments stressed by Abdülaziz Efendi.  
III.1.1. The patrons: Ahmed I and El-Hac Mustafa as They are Presented in the 
Preface Section 
It is possible to read the purpose of the translation from the sections invocating 
God, praising the prophet, four caliphs and the sultan in the introductory section. Hence, 
this part will focus on these sections in order to elucidate the central argument of Ahlâk-
ı Sultân Ahmedî. I will search for key sentences, words and attributes to see how the aim 
of the book is to present the virtuous qualities of Sultan Ahmed. 
Through the arguments in the sebeb-i te‟lîf (reasons for the composition) section, 
Hocazâde Abdülaziz gives clues about the arguments in the rest of the book. It is 
obvious that the translator emphasizes the good qualities of Ahmed I through the use of 
verses from the Qur‘an. ―We have not sent you except as a mercy to the worlds.‖293 
―(Allah) gives sovereignty to whom he wills.‖294 Abdülaziz stresses that the throne was 
bestowed upon Ahmed I who is equipped with ―the ethics of God‖295 and his good 
moral character is safe and secure from all deficiencies (ahlâk-ı cemîleleri … noksân u 
mehâkdan me‟mûndur). The sultan is known for his kindness (mekârim-i ahlâk) as well 
as his mercy and acts of affectionate solicitude (merâhim-i eşfâk). As can be seen, the 
translator gives a hint in the preface of the book about his preoccupation that the sultan 
already has perfect moral qualities. Therefore this signals that the arguments in the rest 
of the book will reveal the greatness of Ahmed I as the ideal sultan.  
As mentioned in the second chapter of this study, Sultan Ahmed wanted to 
portray himself as a ―second Süleyman‖ and his empire as the revival of Süleyman‘s 
ideal period. This aim of presenting Ahmed I as a ―second Süleyman‖ is very explicit in 
the preface of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. Abdülaziz repeatedly emphasizes that Sultan 
Ahmed is the inheritor of the throne of Süleyman (vâris-i evreng-i Süleymân odur).296 
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Ahmed I is the shadow of the grace of God (sâye-i rahmet-i ilâhî)297 as he is like a 
shining sun removing the tyranny of insubordination and rebellions. He is the shadow of 
God on earth (es-sultânu zıllu‟llâhi fi‟l-arz)298  that he represents the authority and 
justice of God. Hence, the happiness of the subjects is guaranteed at the time of his just 
rule. 
By complying with the tradition, Abdülaziz Efendi writes long passages 
invoking God, praising the deeds of the prophet, and four caliphs. Although the 
invocation and praising section uses a conventional language that is largely considered 
as a part of the modus operandi of book production in the Ottoman world, still we can 
see the messages of the author behind this conventional language. For instance, in the 
part where he is praising the prophet, Abdülaziz Efendi emphasizes the name of the 
prophet as Ahmed (the most praised one). In this section, he composed a kasîde (poem) 
in which he praises Prophet Muhammed by writing that ―Ahmed (the prophet) was 
chosen by God… He has a praised character.‖299 The fact that he addresses the prophet 
as Ahmed gives a reasonable ground to speculate that he uses the name Ahmed 
allegorically to bring to minds the sultan and his good character following the example 
of the prophet and the right path of the Sunna.
300
 Probably, he wants to make the reader 
remember the name of the sultan, and that his good deeds resemble those of the prophet 
implying the sultan was chosen by God to rule. Ahmed I also believed that he was 
chosen by God to be the sultan. Ahmed wrote his poems under the penname Bahtî 
(literary, fortunate). Mustafa Sâfî explains the meaning of this name with Ahmed‘s 
good fortune in ascending to the throne.
301
 Ahmed was the third son of Mehmed III. He 
ascended to the throne despite having expectations that one of his elder brothers would 
probably take the throne. Hence, he strongly believed that God bestowed the throne on 
him.
302
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Abdülaziz Efendi continues with praising four caliphs. He exalts Ebu Bekir for 
his justice („adl), moral maturity, grace and generosity (fazl u kerem),303 Ömer for his 
justice, for his bravery (şecâ„at) and for being destroyer of those who cause trouble 
persistently (hâdim-i bünyân-ı fesâd u „inâd), 304  Osman for his moral maturity, 
clemency and modesty (hilm u hayâ), and ‗Alî for his bravery against the enemy and for 
the strength of his sword (hayder-i kerrâr-ı sâhib-i Zülfikâr). Abdülaziz possibly 
focused on these exemplary characters of the four caliphs to prepare the ground to speak 
to the commendable character of Ahmed I. As we will see in the second part of this 
chapter, Abdülaziz Efendi attributed these good moral behaviors such as justice, 
bravery, and generosity to Ahmed I through inserting passages about the sultan‘s moral 
qualities when translating the book. Also, as will be comparatively seen later, Sâfî 
Efendi attributed all these good characteristics to Ahmed I as well. Sâfî relates stories 
from the life of Sultan Ahmed to prove that he carries all these moral behaviors 
necessary for a ruler to be considered as great, magnificent.  
There is a conscious attempt to strengthen the religious image of Ahmed I, 
which is the subject of the first chapter of the translation. Abdülaziz gives special 
importance to the use of collocations such as ―helper of God concerning the affairs of 
the world and religion‖ (mu„înü‟d-dünyâ ve‟d-dîn), ―the protector of the people of Islam 
and the guardian of the lands of the Muslims‖ (hâfız-ı beyzatü‟l-İslâm, hâmî-i bilâdü‟l-
Müslimîn), ―reinforce of the religion of Islam‖ (takviyet-i dîn-i mübîn), and ―whose 
desire is to spread the words of Allah‖ (dil-hâhı i„lâ‟-i kelimetu‟llâh). This portrayal of 
Ahmed I as a saintly figure protecting the religion which is first put forward in the 
invocation of God, the praise of the prophet and his companions, spreads through the 
whole text of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. 
According to Abdülaziz Efendi, the sultan‘s biggest desire is to spread the words 
of God everywhere. Hence, the lands of Islam are protected and flourish as his soldiers 
have been gaining victories in every war.
305
 Under the shadow of his justice, Muslims 
know that they are protected from the evils of tyranny.
306
 In these lines, the sultan is 
praised for his kingly qualities such as justice as well as strength and bravery against the 
enemies of Muslims. Although there was no major victory against the enemies of Islam, 
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Ahmed I, Abdülaziz Efendi portrays him as a victorious sultan having an all-victorious 
army protecting Muslims from the oppressions of enemies.  
Hocazâde Abdülaziz also notes that although there has been disorder and 
sedition (fitne vü fesâd) in previous times, the empire has recovered from these 
problems as the evildoers (ehl-i fesâd) were banished from the cities at the time of 
Ahmed I. Hence, the complaints (cevr ü sitem) have vanished and the subjects live in 
peace.
307
 The translator probably alluded to the victory against the Celâlis. As 
mentioned in the second chapter of this study, Ahmed used the victory against Celâli 
rebels to present himself triumphantly like the previous emperors fighting in the name 
of Islam. We see the same argument in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî that Abdülaziz Efendi 
overrates the successes of Ahmed I to prove that he is the ideal ruler of the empire 
fighting for the happiness and well-being of his subjects.  
As a final crucial note, Abdülaziz Efendi does not forget to talk about El-Hac 
Mustafa Agha. He begins to praise El-Hac Mustafa immediately after the sultan. 
According to the translator, Mustafa Agha is the quintessence of the honorable 
(zübdetü‟l-emâcîd ve‟l-mükerremîn), source of clemency and modesty (menba„-ı hilm ü 
hayâ), source of truthfulness (ma„den-i sıdk), keeper of the reality and loyalty (gencîne-i 
hakîkat u vefâ). His services are numerous and he is known for his trustworthiness and 
religiosity (hidmetleri vüfûr, emânet u diyânetle ma„rûf). He is qualified with devotion 
and uprightness (sadâkat ve istikâmetle mevsûf). Hocazâde Abdülaziz underlines the 
religious character of the agha who endowed some of his property (vakf) for the needy 
living in Mecca and Medina (haremeyn). He pays attention to collect the revenues of the 
vakf and send them to Mecca and Madina to gain the favor of Allah.
308
 After praising 
the agha, Abdülaziz says that the book was sent to translate through the medium of El-
Hac Mustafa. Hocazâde writes that the agha whose only thought is to learn lessons from 
the righteous ulema and to dispense mercy brought the book to translate in order to 
relate the unique, unprecedented example of the sultan as a result of his deference 
towards the sultan.
309
 
As examined in the second chapter, El-Hac Mustafa, who was a powerful 
favorite and patronage broker, worked hard to help the sultan to fashion a powerful 
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sultanic image. Hence, he became a very powerful figure in the court of Ahmed I. 
Proving El-Hac Mustafa‘s power and prestige in the court, Abdülaziz Efendi uses a very 
inflated language when praising Mustafa Agha in the preface of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. 
It seems, for Abdülaziz, El-Hac Mustafa is equally worth praising together with the 
sultan. This situation shows that the patronage broker, El-Hac Mustafa, was acting like 
a co-ruler of this translation project together with Sultan Ahmed I.  
To conclude, it can be inferred from the key sentences stressed by Abdülaziz 
Efendi that the aim of conveying the example of Ahmed I among the ideal sultans cited 
in Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî is the real motive behind producing the translation. Hence, the main 
arguments of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî should be examined to be able to understand how 
the sultanic image of Ahmed I was represented in the book. ―Mirrors for princes‖ 
usually have a conventional style and they present similar political ideals. However, this 
aspect of the mirrors does not necessarily disqualify them from being mirrors of 
contemporary society. In the following parts, I will try to show how the discourse of 
power was constructed through this refined and pleasant prose illustrated by stories on 
the lives of previous emperors. 
III.1.2.The Intentions of the Translator: Expectation for a Reappointment 
Abdülaziz relates that Ahmed I regularly spent his glorious times reading 
famous and important books, and also wanted these reputable stories and good deeds to 
be written down in order to make these commendable moral dispositions and admired 
works known among society. Toward that end, the sultan frequently ordered the 
members of the ulema to write books, histories and pamphlets.
310
 We know from Sâfî 
Efendi that Ahmed liked to read about the lives of previous rulers and extract lessons 
from them. In this sense, Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî probably attracted the attention of the 
sultan in that the book covered many anecdotes on the moral virtues of previous rulers. 
Moreover, sponsoring the translation of such an admired book would bring prestige to 
its owner.
311
 
Similarly, Sultan Ahmed wanted Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî to be translated on his 
behalf; therefore, he sent the book to Abdülaziz Efendi in order to be translated with the 
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intermediation of El-Hac Mustafa Agha. Abdülaziz Efendi translated the book into 
Ottoman Turkish to make it known to those who did not know Persian.  
Abdülaziz Efendi gives crucial information on the book that he translated. He 
relates that Kâşifî wrote a book when he learnt that some of the previous sultans 
attended the assemblies of the ulema, and esteemed for the good advice of such virtuous 
people. Therefore, upon hearing the stories of these sultans who took good advice from 
wise people, Kâşifî wrote Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî to commemorate these sultans and to 
relate stories of morality from their lives. Having commented on the motives of Kâşifî, 
Abdülaziz remarks that if Kâşifî had seen the Ottoman sultans, he would forget about 
these previous rulers and become silent. He would become a servant in the assembly of 
Ottoman sultans, listening only to those compassionate rulers. In this sense, Abdülaziz 
Efendi begins to praise Ottoman sultans for their adherence to shari„aand sunna of the 
prophet, their desire to carry out war to defend Islam, and their care and esteem for the 
ulema. Abdülaziz says that thanks to the good characters of Ottoman sultans, the lands 
of Islam have thrived and prospered and those who were in error (küfr) were ruined.312 
By relating this story on Kâşifî and his motives writing Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, 
Abdülaziz probably tries to position his translation above Kâşifî‘s work as he is 
translating this book for an Ottoman sultan who has exceptional ethical qualities, 
making this translation more valuable than Kâşifî‘s book.  
Abdülaziz‘s intentions become quite visible as the narrative goes on. For 
instance, he surprisingly makes references to the reigns of Murad III and Mehmed III 
rather than Sultan Süleyman, who was Ahmed I‘s role-model, as noted before. He 
continues with explaining how these sultans showed respect to his father, Hoca 
Sadeddin, revealing their great esteem for the ulema. In this respect, Abdülaziz relates 
the story of Mehmed III‘s Eğri Campaign in 1596 to uncover his father‘s benevolence 
with his wise counsels during the war. After narrating Hoca Sadeddin‘s benevolence 
during the reigns of Murad III and Mehmed III, he then writes that they also showed 
great esteem for Sadeddin Efendi‘s sons. After reporting the great reverence of these 
previous rulers for the ulema by using the example of his family, he continues to narrate 
how Ahmed I showed respect to the ulema. He explains his point by giving examples 
again from his family. He says that during the reign of Ahmed I his brother Mehmed 
was appointed as the chief mufti, and Esad was given the office of the chief judgeship 
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of Rumelia. And the translator himself became the chief judge of Anatolia and Rumelia 
respectively. Obviously, the translator gives the example of his family to remind Sultan 
Ahmed I of his position as a member of a strong ulema family.  
Why does Abdülaziz place such strong emphasis on the role of the ulema? Why 
does he refer to the recent past rather than the period of Süleyman who is the role model 
of Ahmed I? Why does he relate the story of his father and his brothers to explain the 
importance of the ulema? Abdülaziz refers to the recent period that he also experienced. 
In that past, the ulema and their children were held in high esteem. As mentioned in the 
first chapter, Abdülaziz Efendi was out of office while writing his work. By 
aggrandizing the periods of Murad III and Mehmed III, he probably tried to create 
grounds to question his removal from the office. By placing such stress on the role of 
the ulema as showing the right path and giving good counsel, he probably advertised his 
role as a member of ulema in order to be reappointed to the judgeship of Rumelia. We 
can speculate that Abdülaziz wants Ahmed I to remember what a good, pious and 
powerful ulema family he came from and how he deserves to be reappointed to a high 
position. 
In the very beginning of his book, as mentioned above, Abdülaziz Efendi writes 
a kasîde exalting the exceptional moral quality of the prophet and he intentionally 
addresses the prophet as Ahmed. Abdülaziz ends this kasîde by saying, ―Give Aziz a 
hand, my sultan // Repair my devastated heart //… // Look at me with kindness of your 
glance// Let me be assembled along with your companions.‖313 Although one cannot be 
sure whether Abdülaziz wants to be closer to the prophet or to the sultan, the fact that he 
wrote these lines when he was deposed from the judgeship of Rumelia gives an 
impression that the actual addressee is Ahmed I. Hocazâde Abdülaziz probably made 
this allegory to ask the sultan for a reappointment by uttering how much he desired to 
be ―assembled along with (Ahmed‘s) companions.‖  
III.2. A Comparative Perspective: Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî and Zübdetü’t-Tevârîh  
As seen in the second chapter, Sultan Ahmed had an interest in books on ethics 
talking about the virtuous moral character of ideal sultans. Several books on ethics, 
examined in the second chapter, were written in the name of Ahmed I. Indeed, the 
sultan had a concern to cultivate a powerful image for himself that he commissioned 
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many books on ethics that had similar contents revealing the kingly virtues of ideal 
sultans. Sultan Ahmed probably wanted his name to be remembered among these ideal 
sultans. Safi‘s Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh can be a good example of this kind. The first volume 
of Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh was actually was more than a history book; it was a way to 
propagate the beneficial actions of the sultan and to fashion a powerful image. 
Moreover, the sultan commissioned many Persian books on ethics to be translated into 
Ottoman Turkish; such as Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî, Celâl u Cemâl and Miftâhü‟s-Sa„âde. As 
mentioned in the second chapter of this study, all these books serve Ahmed I to 
strengthen his image; they were translated with a concern to relate Ahmed I‘s kingly 
virtues. The translators situated Sultan Ahmed among the ideal virtuous kings of the 
past by inserting long parts praising Ahmed I. This situation shows how these books 
were produced as part of the same political and intellectual agenda.
314
 Therefore, they 
become meaningful when we read them comparatively. In this part, therefore, I will 
compare the contents of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî and Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh. 
The chapter titles of these two books will provide an overview. Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî covers 40 chapters; 1) Divine worship (‗İbâdet), 2) Sincerity (İhlâs), 3) Prayer 
(Du„a), 4) Thanksgiving (Şükr), 5) Patience (Sabr), 6) Contentment (Rızâ), 7) Reliance 
on God (Tevekkül), 8) Modesty (Hayâ), 9) Continence (‗İffet), 10) Decorum (Âdâb), 11) 
Ambition (‗Ulüvv-i Himmet), 12) Resolution (‗Azm), 13) Effort and striving (Cidd ü 
Cehd), 14) Firmness (Sebât), 15) Justice (‗Adâlet), 16) Forgiveness (‗Afv), 17) 
Clemency (Hilm), 18) Politeness and courtesy (Hulk u Rıfk), 19) Compassion and mercy 
(Şefkat ve Merhamet), 20) Charitable works (Hayrât ve Meberrât), 21) Generosity and 
graciousness (Sehâ ve İhsân), 22) Humility and reverence (Tevâzu‟ ve İhtirâm), 23) 
Trustworthiness and probity (Emânet ve Diyânet), 24) Keeping pledges („Ahde Vefâ), 
25) Truthfulness (Sıdk), 26) The satisfaction of the needs (of people)(İncâh-ı Hâcât), 
27) Careful deliberation (Te‟ennî ve Te‟emmül), 28) Taking counsel and planning 
(Meşveret ve Tedbîr), 29) Prudence (Hazm), 30) Bravery (Şecâ „at), 31) Zeal (Gayret), 
32) The punitive capacity (of the sultan)(Siyâset), 33) Vigilance and watchfulness 
(Teyakkuz ve Hıbret), 34) Sagaciousness (Firâset), 35) Keeping secrets (Kitmân-ı 
Esrâr), 36) On seizing opportunities and striving to acquire a good name (İğtinâm-ı 
Fırsat)37) Respecting (people's) rights (Ri„âyet-i Hukûk), 38) Keeping company with 
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the righteous (Sohbet-i Ahyâr), 39) Repulsing the wicked (Def„-i Eşrâr), 40) The 
treatment of courtiers (Tertîb-i Hadem ve Haşem).315 
Sâfî‘s Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh was written by the sultan‘s personal preacher around 
the same time as Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî between 1609 and 1615. Sâfî Efendi wrote this 
book upon the order of the sultan to reveal his kingly virtues. The first volume of Zübde 
comprises twelve chapters. I will give related chapters: 1) Sultan Ahmed‘s justice and 
piety, 2) Sultan Ahmed I‘s practicing worship with the community, 3) Sultan Ahmed‘s 
care for building projects, 4) Sultan Ahmed‘s intelligence and judgmental character, 5) 
Sultan Ahmed‘s modesty 6) Sultan Ahmed‘s generosity, 7) The chanting of the Mevlit 
in Sultan Ahmed Mosque, 8)Sultan Ahmed‘s order for the restoration of Ka‗ba, 9) 
Sultan Ahmed‘s order for the construction of other public buildings, 10) Sultan 
Ahmed‘s physical strength, good horsemanship and talent for using weapons, 11) Sultan 
Ahmed‘s having a great interest in hunt, 12)Sultan Ahmed‘s bravery. Sâfî devotes this 
volume to the stories (menâkıb) from the life of Sultan Ahmed to illustrate the moral 
values that he had, so that the audience would know how Ahmed I was the ideal ruler. I 
quote Rhoads Murphey at length to clarify my point;  
 
The possession by the currently reigning Ottoman sultan of the high moral traits, 
intellectual abilities and physical attributes ascribed to the figure of the ideal 
ruler in the standard canon on Islamic statecraft deserved celebration not only 
because these high virtues were personified by the current Ottoman ruler, but 
because they typified the Ottoman regime itself.
316
 
 
As is evident from the chapter listed above, these two works, Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî and Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh have many chapters talking on similar issues . For 
instance, Abdülaziz Efendi inserts passages on Ahmed I in the chapters on justice, piety, 
generosity, and bravery. Also, he tries to justify Sultan Ahmed Mosque. As mentioned 
in the second chapter, we see the same concerns in Sâfî‘s Zübde. This situation shows 
that these books were a way to advertise a powerful sultanic image for Ahmed I. In this 
sense, one can say that Abdülaziz did more than translating a book that was written a 
hundred years ago for a Timurid Sultan. He situated the book within the political 
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context of his own period.
317
 Therefore, this translation can be a mirror reflecting the 
political, religious and cultural concerns that were prevalent in the court of Ahmed I 
who, as examined in the second chapter, showed great effort to portray himself as a ― 
second Süleyman‖ who was a just, pious, and strong ruler having a high moral 
character. In this sense, he sponsored large-scale architectural projects to show his 
religiosity, auspicious ceremonies to demonstrate that his reign was a time of prosperity, 
festivities to fashion his generosity, and hunting expeditions to prove his bravery and 
his desire to lead a campaign, and also sponsored many ethical advice books to be 
written or translated to strengthen his image as a ―second Süleyman.‖ 
III.3. Kingly Virtues of Ahmed I as Constructed in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî 
It is important to note yet again that Abdülaziz Efendi did not make a verbatim 
translation of Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî in that he frequently inserted his own passages and 
poems in order to praise Ahmed I, which, in a sense, shows how he followed a strategy 
to augment the sultanic image of Ahmed I.Therefore, those chapters which include the 
translator‘s own writings allow us to decipher a particular political intention that shaped 
the production of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî.  
Also, as mentioned earlier, to be able to build a reasonable argument, I will 
compare the content of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî with the stories on the sultan‘s morality 
related in Sâfî Efendi‘s Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh in order to see the reflections of the 
anecdotes cited in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî in the life of Ahmed I. This comparative 
perspective will give a nuanced understanding of how Ahmed endeavored to drive a 
portrait of an ideal sultan having high moral quality. Also, it will enable us to 
understand how these books on ethics commissioned by the sultan and his patronage 
brokers were part of the same political, cultural and intellectual agenda and how these 
books were part of a meaningful ensemble. As examined in the second chapter, such 
books helped Ahmed I in his endeavors to present an image of a powerful, just, active, 
generous and pious sultan. That said, let us look at the details of Abdülaziz Efendi‘s 
extra insertions and compare them with the themes on the kingly virtues of Ahmed I in 
Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh. 
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III.3.1.The Pious Sultan 
 Abdülaziz makes an effort to prove the religiosity of Ahmed I. The first chapter 
of the book is dedicated to divine worship (ibâdet). For the aim of presenting an image 
that is religious, Abdülaziz prefers to add a section and a poem praising Ahmed I for his 
adherence to Islam. A whole chapter is arranged to mention the religious character of 
Ahmed I.  
The dominant theme of the first section is that true happiness comes with 
practicing worship. Therefore, it is necessary to practice the religious duties of Islam 
and to avoid sins to be saved both in this world and hereafter. To be able to succeed in 
this end, the believers should follow the messages the prophet brought from Allah and 
his sunna.
318
 Then, the story continues with the necessity of worship for the sultans 
whom the subjects take as an example. Accordingly, the sultans should embellish and 
strengthen their character with worship (ibâdet). As they have the throne in this world, 
they should also work to prepare a beautiful afterlife in heaven. They should spend their 
days working for the well-being of the subjects, and their nights to worship Allah.
319
 If 
the sultan carefully practices worship, his subjects will follow the sultan‘s example.320 
According to this model drawn by the author, the ideal ruler should follow the right path 
that is ordered by God, so that he should lead his subjects towards happiness both in this 
world and hereafter.  
After giving examples from the life of the prophet‘s companion Ali, the 
translator illustrates his point with anecdotes on the life of Ahmed I. According to 
Abdülaziz, Ahmed is such a sultan that he seeks only for the will of God which leads 
the believer towards happiness. He tries to struggle to avoid the bad wishes of his soul 
(nefs). Abdülaziz clarifies his point with a verse from the Qur‘an; ―prevented the soul 
from the unlawful inclination.‖321 The translator writes that the sultan always performs 
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namâz with the community and the beautiful signs of the worship can be seen on his 
face.
322
 
As we know from Sâfî, his image as a religious sultan following the right path of 
Islam is very important for Ahmed I. Therefore, the theme of performing namâz 
(prayer) with the community is very dominant in Sâfî‘s Zübde. At the very beginning of 
the book, Sâfî reserves a chapter to talk about the sultan‘s care for performing namâz 
with the community.
323
 According to Sâfî, what is necessary for a ruler (imâm-i kavm) 
is to search for and prepare necessary conditions for the community and to avoid 
neglecting the prayer. Correspondingly, Sultan Ahmed I never quit namâz whether it is 
wartime or peacetime.
324
 To make his point clear, Sâfî relates many anecdotes on the 
sultan‘s religiosity and his insistence for performing namâz on time. By writing a verse 
from the Qur‘an, Sâfî tries to present a semi-sacred image for the sultan who will 
definitely have a beautiful afterlife.
325
 
In short, it is the ideal sultan‘s duty to preserve the religion and maintain the 
orthodoxy (right belief). The sultan should model himself on the ultimate moral criteria 
established by the sunna of the prophet. Both Hocazâde Abdülaziz and Sâfî Efendi 
portrayed Ahmed I in a way to show he was strict in religious practices. This insistence 
on religion might be the result of a defensive strategy by the patrons and the translator 
to speak against some contemporary writers‘ views that neglect of the religion was the 
primary cause of the problems; such writers wanted a strict religious observance. As 
mentioned in the second chapter, one such writer was Abdülmecid Sivâsî. He wrote that 
to be able to solve the problems of the empire, the ruler should follow the right path of 
sunna and avoid intemperance.
326
 Therefore, such writers demanded the flourishing of 
religion in response to perceived crises. The sultan probably took such counsel seriously 
because the adherence to religiosity was important for the credibility of the sultan.  
What is striking is that Abdülaziz seems to add this part on Ahmed I to prepare 
the ground to talk about the sultan‘s mosque, Ahmediyye. The construction was still 
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continuing when Hocazâde Abdülaziz translated Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî between 1610 
and 1612. As discussed in detail in the second chapter, building an imperial mosque was 
criticized by the ulema on the grounds that building an imperial project was a sign of 
profligacy when there was no booty gained from a conquest. Opposing such 
interpretations, Ahmed I and his favorite El-Hac Mustafa worked hard to counter all the 
objections and to justify this project. Also, we see the same aim in Sâfî Efendi‘s Zübde. 
He devotes a very long chapter to talk about his sultan‘s mosque, his religiosity and care 
for Islam. Sâfî Efendi legitimizes the imperial mosque with a verse from Qur‘an: ―The 
mosques of Allah are only to be maintained by those who believe in Allah and the Last 
Day.‖327 
 Likewise, the same conscious attempt to justify this expensive building project 
can be read in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. Hocazâde Abdülaziz tries to relate this imperial 
project and other building projects with the sultan‘s piety and charitable endeavors. He 
associates the mosque with the sultan‘s religiosity and his care for the benefit of the 
community.
328
 The anecdote on Sultan Ahmed is devoted to developing the theme of 
the sultan‘s lack of concern with the desires of his soul (müşteheyât-ı nefsâniyye) and 
sensuous aspirations (muktezeyât-ı şehevâniyye).329 This theme of a self-denying and 
moderate sultan who only strives for the sake of God is probably developed to counter 
the negative interpretations about the imperial mosque that it is a waste of the treasury‘s 
resources when there are financial problems.  
III.3.2. Sultanic Justice 
The fifteenth chapter of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî is on justice, covering many 
stories on the characteristics of a just ruler. I will scrutinize this chapter together with 
related subjects covered in the other chapters, siyâset, tertîb-i hadem ve haşem etc. The 
important point is that; rather than translating Kâşifî‘s eulogy of Sultan Baykara‘s just 
rule, Abdülaziz Efendi inserts a passage and a poem on the justice of Sultan Ahmed 
with an intention to show how Ahmed I is a just sultan who is personally concerned 
with the welfare of his subjects and his rule is a period of happiness. Such a 
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construction serves as a powerful propaganda for the personal legitimacy of the sultan. 
Abdülaziz Efendi talks about these virtuous qualities of Ahmed I to probably 
demonstrate that the sultan deserves to be mentioned among those previous sultans who 
are known for their just rule. Hence, I will examine the themes on justice in Ahlâk-ı 
Sultân Ahmedî and compare them with the related stories in Zübde so as to see the 
reflections of these virtuous qualities in the life of Ahmed I. 
By adding the part glorifying Ahmed I‘s justice, Hocazâde Abdülaziz probably 
tries to connect Ahmed I to the previous sultans who are known for their justice. The 
translator proves that Sultan Ahmed actually carries all the virtuous behaviors 
mentioned in the anecdotes cited in this chapter. According to Abdülaziz, ―all the works 
of Ahmed is to flourish the light of shari„a, hence the basis of his sultanate is stable and 
continuous and the building of his glory and felicity is strong. The light of the sun of his 
grace and beneficence is spread to the universe. It is clearly known that his mercy and 
kindness is written to the whole world; all the people are rejoice and cheerful. His 
biggest desire is to protect the country, to perform worship, to spread the justice, to 
make gazâ and cihâd (holy war), to stop sedition and disorder to repulse the people of 
unbelief, to remove those who deviate from the right way. Hence, the auspicious times 
of the subjects find peace and pleasure as well as the reasons of their gladness become 
excessive.‖330 These lines show how Ahmed is actually a just ruler, such that we can see 
the benevolent effects of his justice on the subjects.  
According to Ottoman political thinkers, an essential quality of an ideal ruler 
was to personally dispense justice so as to guarantee the happiness of the subjects. First 
and foremost, a ruler is absolutely necessary for justice to be spread. ―If there was no 
sultan who is the shadow of God on earth, people would devour each other and the 
order would perish.‖331 Therefore, divine law necessitates a ruling sultan at all times ―as 
the sultan is like the soul in the body.‖332 The sultan represents the authority of God in 
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that he institutes and implements necessary measures for justice to prevail among the 
subjects. The ruler maintains equilibrium in the society by using his coercive capacity 
(siyâset) 333  which is justified by his upholding of shari‗a.334  A sultan who spreads 
justice is the shadow of God on earth.
335
 According to this, ―one hour of justice of a 
sultan who protects his re‟âyâ (tax-paying subjects) is more appreciated than worship of 
sixty years because the worship is performed only for the benefit of one‘s self, but the 
benefit of justice is for everyone, both for the elite and common people. Also, justice 
will be rewarded in the afterlife.‖336 
The anecdotes citing the importance of justice exemplify the classic notions of 
advice literature. One such anecdote suggests that a just non-Muslim ruler is better than 
an unjust Muslim ruler because the subjects will only be happy if the ruler implements 
justice. To illustrate this point, the story of Haccac (d. 714) who was an Umayyad 
governor and Nuşiveran who was a Sassanian king is told. Nuşiveran is associated in 
the minds of re„âyâ (tax-paying subjects) with justice such that whenever they hear his 
name they remember his justice despite the king being a Zoroastrian (âteş-perestî). 
Although he was a Muslim ruler who saw the companions of the prophet, Haccac is 
remembered for his cruelty that people curse him for his injustice.
337
 Then the story 
continues with a saying of the prophet; ―a just ruler‘s body would never decompose.‖ 
According to the story, Abbasid ruler Me‘mun wanted to prove the truth of this saying. 
He ordered the grave of Nuşirevan to be opened and he saw that the body was fresh as if 
he was sleeping.
338
 In essence, justice is seen above the correct religion when it comes 
to the well being of the subjects. To those who have read this story, Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz‘s words on Ahmed I become more meaningful. Sultan Ahmed is portrayed as 
the ideal ruler in that he performed worship and spread justice, so the happiness of the 
subjects enormously increased at the time of his rule.
339
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One argument constructed in the stories of this chapter is about the necessity of 
an active sultan who personally deals with the business of ruling in order to guarantee 
justice. Corresponding to the idea of a sultan who is personally involved in the business 
of ruling, the sultan is expected to ensure that everyone will remain in their proper 
place, so that the weak would not be oppressed by the powerful. According to this, ―the 
society was divided into four groups; the first one is the military who resemble fire, the 
second is members of the pen (bureaucrats) who resemble air, the third is the members 
of artisans and merchants who resemble water and the fourth is the members of 
husbandmen (peasants) who resemble earth. The emphasis is laid on the preservation of 
equality among people. Therefore, one group cannot be dominant over the other groups. 
Every group should know its proper place and act accordingly.‖340 Otherwise, the order 
of the society and the state would face ruin.
341
 According to this theory of four status 
groups, society is seen like a body, composed of four substances; water, fire, air, and 
earth. These four elements should stay in equilibrium, so that justice would prevail. 
Abdülaziz Efendi writes that, 
―It is required from the sultans that they should perform the namâz (and other 
religious duties), act according to the sunna of the prophet, and also more importantly 
the sultans should behave towards the re„âyâ with justice and mercy. If the rulers do not 
protect the rights of re„âyâ, the strong would oppress the weak. If the weak are 
oppressed, the powerful would not remain in their proper place because people depend 
on each other for livelihood.‖342 
It is obvious that the most important element in this chain is the re„âyâ who are 
the producers of the wealth as tax-paying subjects of the sultan. However, they are more 
open to oppression by the powerful. Therefore, keeping these four groups in their own 
places is very much related to the circle of justice. And justice could only be ensured by 
the regulating force of the sultan‘s authority. To quote from Feleischer; 
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There can be no royal authority without the military; there can be no military 
without wealth; the subjects produce the wealth; justice preserves the subjects‘ 
loyalty to the sovereign; justice requires harmony in the world; the world is a 
garden, its walls are the state; the Holy Law orders the state; there is no support 
for the Holy Law expect through royal authority.
343
 
 
 The sultan should strive to gain the favor of Allah. ―Allah orders (the rulers) to 
be qualified with justice by saying in the Qur‘an that ‗indeed, Allah orders justice and 
good conduct.‖ This can be gained by hearing the voices of those who are subjected to 
injustice and by being beneficent towards the needy.‖344 Correspondingly, the sultan 
should personally supervise the affairs of the state; he must inspect the behaviors of his 
officials toward the subjects to be able to prevent them from being tyrannical.
345
 
It is the custom of the just sultans that they appoint trustworthy people to gain 
information on the conditions of their subjects. So, they can take necessary measures for 
the well-being of the people. In this way, the sultans can avoid being tyrannical.
346
 To 
have an efficient rule, a sultan should have four groups of trustworthy people to be 
informed, each of which is indispensable because the absence of any of these would 
result in the destruction of the ―building of the sultanate‖ (binâ-yı saltanat). The first of 
these is an emîr (military commander) who protects the frontiers of the empire and 
saves the sultan and the subjects from the evils of the enemy. The second is a vezîr who 
collects the taxes properly and distributes them justly. The third is a hâkim (judge) who 
controls the conditions of the people, provides justice for the weak, and overthrows the 
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seditious people. The fourth is sâhib-i haber (the head of intelligence) who collects 
information from the cities and villages and reports the condition of the elite and the 
common people.
347
 According to this principle, we see that the sultan should not be 
secluded. He should personally supervise the affairs of the state, and be aware of the 
situation of the subjects and the actions of officials, so that happiness would prevail. 
All in all, a secluded sultan is not seen as legitimate. The sultan should be 
actively involved in the business of ruling to provide happiness for the people. In Ahlâk-
ı Sultân Ahmedî, it is explained through the sultans‘ being aware of the situation of their 
subjects. Corresponding to this idea, the example of Caliph Mansur is cited. Mansur 
states that he needs trustworthy people to be informed on the condition of the soldiers 
and villagers, and to gain reports about what happens in the empire. By appointing such 
informants, happiness would be preserved among the subjects.
348
 
This theme of an active, not secluded, sultan is very dominant in Sâfî‘s Zübde as 
it is very essential for good government. Sâfî portrays Sultan Ahmed as an assertive 
ruler who personally deals with the business of ruling. In one of the anecdotes in Zübde, 
we see Ahmed‘s incognito inspection of the condition of the soldiers. Sâfî‘s informant 
Mustafa Pasha relates that when he was charged with the business of sending soldiers to 
Bursa, the sultan sent an imperial letter asking the situation of the soldiers from the 
pasha. Mustafa Pasha petitioned that he was standing at the port from morning until the 
evening and cautiously dealing with the soldiers‘ shipment. The sultan replied the pasha 
was not the only person standing at the port. Then, the pasha immediately realized that 
Ahmed I was controlling the business of sending the troops to Bursa by way of tebdîl-i 
sûret (changing appearance).349 
Likewise, Sâfî tries to connect Ahmed‘s first journey to Edirne in 1605 with his 
preoccupation with acquiring direct knowledge and solving the problems of his 
subjects. Sâfî reports that not any of the Ottoman sultans came to this city from Selim 
II‘s time until Ahmed I.350 By saying this, Sâfî puts Ahmed I above his predecessors, 
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and he emphasizes that Ahmed was interested in the happiness of his people as opposed 
to secluded sultans of earlier times. Sâfî reports on Ahmed I‘s Edirne trip to illustrate 
the sultan‘s interest in the situation of his subjects. According to the account, Ahmed 
went to Edirne in order to deal personally with the evildoers. He punished those who 
spread the oppression in and around the city.
351
 Also, we know that hunting expeditions 
had a distinguishing place in the life of Ahmed I. Sâfî endeavors to show that these 
hunting trips had many important functions. Most importantly, it served the aim of 
sultan‘s observing the conditions of the subjects and directly acquiring knowledge from 
his subjects rather than asking informants.
352
 By his struggle to prove that Ahmed‘s 
hunting trips were held not only for entertainment but also for good government, Sâfî 
Efendi gives a clue to Ahmed‘s endeavor to be seen as an active, not secluded, sultan. 
Then Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî continues with explanation of other necessary 
behaviors to implement justice. An important sign of an ideal ruling is that the subjects 
should have direct access to the justice of the sultan. ―The sultan should listen to the 
petitions of the oppressed; he should behave with mercy towards them and redress 
grievances.‖353 According to the story, an old woman came to Sultan Melikşah and 
petitioned that her orphan children were starving, because her cow was slaughtered and 
eaten by one of the sultan‘s men. Hearing the complaints of the woman, the sultan 
ordered the execution of the wrongdoer and gave seventy cows to the woman in place of 
the slaughtered one.
354
 True justice is strengthened with generosity and mercy towards 
the oppressed.  
There is a similar anecdote in the preface of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. Hocazâde 
Abdülaziz reports about Ahmed I‘s care for the property of orphans. Ahmed I was 
informed that one of his officials acted tyrannically and dared to infringe the property of 
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orphans with the aim of increasing the resources of the treasury. The sultan immediately 
ordered the punishment of that official. He said that he never gives consent to such 
tyrannical actions. The treasury would not be prosperous by infringing the properties of 
orphans.
355
 
We see corresponding anecdotes in Zübde. Sâfî reports a story by using Mustafa 
Pasha, who was the chief treasurer at that time, as his informant to show Ahmed‘s care 
for not including the properties of the orphans to the treasury. According to the account, 
when a man died, his property of 300,000 akçes were put into the treasury because the 
inheritors were absent at the time of their father‘s death. When the inheritors finally 
came and asked for their financial rights, the defterdâr (the chief treasurer) refused to 
return the whole sum because the inheritors had to give a part of the inheritance to the 
treasury according to the legacy. However, the sultan ignored the decision of his 
defterdâr, and gave all the money back to the legal inheritors. The sultan thought that 
the property of orphans would bring no benefit to the treasury.
356
 This story is told by 
Sâfî Efendi to show that Ahmed listened to the complaints of his subjects and showed 
mercy towards them; therefore, he is indeed generous, merciful, and just.  
There must be a balance between mercy and punishment according to the theory 
of justice constructed in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. On the one hand, there is a considerable 
emphasis on the punitive capacity of the ruler. Punishment is seen as necessary to 
implement justice. ―The flourishing of the honor of the empire and the subjects (mülk ü 
millet)
357
 and goodness of the state and the religion would be possible through the 
punitive capacity (siyâset) of the ruler … any right (hakk) can be preserved without the 
rules of the shari„a and the affairs of the religion and shari„a cannot be put in order 
without the controlling capacity of the punishment (siyâset).358 The story of the Tamgaç 
Han is cited to illustrate the subject. One day a man brought a banquet of roses to 
Tamgaç Han. The sultan asked the man where he had bought them. The man answered 
that he did not buy the roses, but he picked them from other people‘s gardens because 
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the people would not care about it. The sultan said in response that if a person enters 
into the gardens of other people and picks up roses without taking permission, he might 
pick up fruits of the trees in the future. The sultan said that such evildoers should be 
punished to preserve the mülk ü millet. So the man was punished by cutting off his 
hand.
359
 
On the other hand, the ruler should not exceed the limits of the shari„a when 
punishing someone. One of the significant principles of justice is to protect the rules of 
God (ahkâm-ıilâhiyyeyi muhâfaza). The idea is strengthened with a verse from Qur‘an; 
―Unquestionably, his is the judgment.‖360 If the ruler follow the orders of God and 
perform the worship, the subjects will follow the example of the ruler.
361
 To illustrate 
the subject, the story of Amr b. Leys (d. 1496), who was successor of Ya‗kub b. Leys 
who was the founder of Saffarid dynasty in Persia, is told. Having relied on the words 
of selfish, rancorous people (sâhib-ı garaz), Amr b. Leys imprisoned a humble man 
who had not done anything wrong. The mother of the man came to the sultan and 
petitioned why her son was imprisoned although he did not commit any mistake. The 
sultan said in response that those who come against the laws of the sultan would be 
punished in this way. Then, mother replied what about the laws of God (ahkâm-ı şerîfe-i 
ilâhîye); how can you establish laws as whatever you like (without taking ahkâm-ı 
şerîfe-i ilâhîye into account)? Hearing the words of mother, the sultan showed mercy 
and forgave the man.
362
 
We see that Mustafa Sâfî Efendi also tries to show such a balance between 
mercy and punishment in the actions of Ahmed I. In one of the anecdotes in Zübde, the 
sultan is portrayed as showing forgiveness towards a horse thief. Sâfî relates from 
Mustafa Pasha that when the horse thief was arrested, the sultan insisted the thief be 
punished with forced labor rather than with execution. Theft was a minor crime 
according to the principles of the shari„a; hence, capital punishment would be 
exceeding the limits of the shari„a. In another story, however, Ahmed I is seen very 
determinate in punishing those who oppressed his subjects to implement justice. When 
the inhabitants of Gebze came to the sultan and complained about the oppression of the 
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peasants and disturbance of the peace by an evildoer who had company with Celâlis, the 
sultan immediately ordered the execution of the evildoer to preserve the public good.
363
 
Another behavior essential for justice is that the sultan should sincerely intend 
the well being of his people, because the intention of the sultan is influential. If the 
sultan wants justice to prevail, blessings will occur as a result; but if the intention of the 
sultan is tyranny, the crops will not be abundant.
364
 According to the theory constructed 
in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, the happiness of the subjects, a full treasury, the prosperity in 
villages and cities, and the strength and the longevity of the empire would be ensured by 
justice (‗adl). The result of tyranny (zulm) would be the destruction of order and the 
decline of the state. 
365
 Correspondingly, Abdülaziz Efendi reports that the biggest 
desire, intention of Sultan Ahmed is to protect the empire (himâyet-i bilâd), to spread 
justice (işâ „a-i merâsim-i „adl ü dâd), and to stop disorders and sedition, so that the 
subjects will be happy.
366
 
III.3.3. Sultanic Generosity 
Similarly, Abdülaziz also inserts a passage on Ahmed I at the end of the section 
on generosity and graciousness (sehâ ve ihsân). This section is very much related to the 
previous one which is on charitable activities (hayrât ve meberrât) as it prepares a 
perfect ground to talk about sultanic generosity. By praising the benevolence of Ahmed 
I, Abdülaziz Efendi provides a reminder about all the charitable activities of Sultan 
Ahmed which proves how the sultan excelled in his acts of generosity. 
It is well-known theme in ―mirror for princes‖ genre that the ideal just sultan 
should act generously and kindly towards his subjects. ―Showing generosity to people is 
the most virtuous quality to be gained, in that it enables one to be happy both in this 
world and hereafter. Generosity is a source of happiness in this world because it would 
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only be possible to guarantee the loyalty of the subjects by being generous towards 
them.‖367 
It is the duty of the rulers to build necessary infrastructure. It will bring glory in 
the hereafter that such charitable activities perpetuate the name of the founder even after 
his death.
368
 The construction of roads, building of bridges,
369
 mosques,
370
 medreses,
371
 
and helping the poor
372
 are the services expected from the rulers.  
After explaining the importance of being generous towards the subjects, the 
exceptional generosity of Hatim el-Tâî who was chief of the Arabian Tayy tribe in the 
seventh century is recorded.
373
 According to the story, the sultan of Yemen was so 
benevolent that both the rich and the poor could benefit from his generosity. However, 
the sultan did not like to hear any word on the graciousness of Hatim, whose kindness 
and magnanimity reached beyond the boundaries of his country. The sultan of the 
Yemen decided to kill Hatim. He found a strong young man and paid him for this duty. 
On the way to the tribe of Tai, the young man was hosted by a very kind man. The 
house owner asked the young man about the purpose of his journey. Very impressed by 
the generosity and kindness of the house owner, the young man relied on his secrecy 
and talked about his aim of killing Hatim. Hearing the intention of his guest, the house 
owner said: ―I am Hatim. If you need my head, I would give it because you are my 
guest. It is a pleasure for me to fulfill the wishes of my guests.‖ Hearing Hatim‘s words, 
the young man deeply regretted his behavior and asked for forgiveness.  
After giving this very impressive story, Abdülaziz adds a part and a long poem 
on the generosity of Ahmed I. Abdülaziz likens the generosity and charitable disposition 
of Ahmed I to that of Hatim. Hatim rewards someone who does not deserve to be 
rewarded because of his bad actions. Abdülaziz tries to remind the reader of this quality 
in the sultan by likening the high generosity of Sultan Ahmed to that of Hatim.  
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According to Abdülaziz Efendi, Ahmed clearly surpasses Hatim by his 
generosity. In Ahmed I‘s time, the poverty and grievances are gone. His generosity is so 
abounded that his charitable activities removed the evils of poverty and brought the 
happiness of wealth and prosperity.
374
 It is a well-known theme in ―mirror for princes‖ 
genre that generosity is the essential prerequisite for effective and just rule. The sultan 
has the responsibility of caring for his people. The sultan should be generous especially 
towards the poor and vulnerable subjects. In this sense, Hocazâde Abdülaziz portrays 
the reign of Ahmed I as a period of prosperity and happiness. Abdülaziz Efendi 
probably tries to fashion such an image for the sultan by highlighting his exceptional 
acts of generosity and drives a portrait of an empire in which the subjects live in 
prosperity and happiness. Also, this theme of a prosperous empire suits well the aim of 
Ahmed I to create an empire more prosperous than the empire of his great-grandfather 
Sultan Süleyman.375 
Likewise, Mustafa Sâfî relates stories portraying Ahmed‘s high generosity and 
acts of kindness. As mentioned in the second chapter of this study, Ahmed showed his 
generosity at every opportunity. He frequently ordered the preparation of substantial 
meals for the needy. To illustrate, as discussed in the second chapter, such occasions 
were held during the opening ceremony of Sultan Ahmed Mosque
376
 and wedding 
ceremonies of the sultan‘s daughters. Moreover, the sultan showed great effort to 
improve the living conditions of the subjects by his charitable acts. For instance, Ahmed 
ordered the completion of a bridge whose construction began at the time of Sultan 
Süleyman. Also, the sultan constructed fountains to solve the problems caused by water 
shortages.
377
 
In another story, Ahmed is seen on a boat trip between Üsküdar and Eminönü. 
The Sultan has a conversation with the owner of the boat who is a zımmî (a non-Muslim 
subject). Ahmed invites him to convert to Islam. Although the man does not accept the 
invitation, Ahmed rewards him with gold coins at the end of the trip. The owner of the 
boat is surprised by the high generosity of the passenger. He immediately understands 
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that this was not only a rich man but also a man with noble spirit.
378
 Also, Mustafa Sâfî 
reports that Ahmed I rewarded his successful men by giving richly ornamented robes of 
honor (hıl„at) and by filling their hoods (üsküf) with gold. Sâfî gives his own experience 
as an example: when he completed one year in his service, the sultan rewarded his 
personal preacher with three hıl„ats and 200.000 akçes (iki yük akçe).379 
In any case, charity is an important way of good administration and 
implementing justice. In return, it secures the subjects‘ loyalty and construction of 
political legitimacy. Acts of generosity show the personal care of the sultan for the 
welfare and happiness of his subjects.  
III.3.4. Sultanic Bravery  
Abdülaziz Efendi adds verses to praise Ahmed I and prose to pray for the 
continuity of his rule and victories at the end of this section on bravery. According to 
Abdülaziz Efendi, Ahmed I is the possessor of the victorious sword, he is the guarantee 
of the state and the religion. His victorious soldiers fight like a shining fire; they show 
resolution in the battlefield and they remain determined in bravery and courage.
380
 It is 
evident that Abdülaziz Efendi portrays the sultan as the victorious ruler of the empire 
who fights adamantly in the name of Islam. As discussed in detail in the second chapter, 
Ahmed I had a desire to personally lead a campaign. He wanted to be portrayed as a 
true warrior sultan just like his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman. To this end, 
Abdülaziz Efendi constructed an image of a warrior sultan fighting in the name of Islam 
in his Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî. 
Bravery is an illustrious virtue that both God and the people love. This idea is 
strengthened by a saying attributed to the prophet; ―my livelihood is under the shadow 
of my sword.‖381 Then stories on the bravery of Halid b. Velid and ‗Alî who are the 
companions of the prophet are cited. Ali was so brave and courageous that he fearlessly 
fought against the enemies. Even if the number of the enemy were high, he would attack 
violently without any fear. When people asked him how he struck out at the enemy 
without showing any sign of fear, he replied that there is no escape when death comes, 
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so there is no reason to be afraid.
382
 Then, the prose continues with the tale of 
Alexander the Great. When some people asked Alexander the Great about the 
distinctive signs of bravery, he replied that the important thing is not to learn the 
number of the soldiers, but to learn the condition of the enemy.
383
 Even if your soldiers 
are superior in numbers, it is necessary to take every precautionary measure.
384
 Another 
virtuous behavior is that a sultan should go into battle at the head of his army, so that he 
can counterbalance the problems caused by the frustration of the soldiers and prevent 
possible disorders in the army.
385
 Indeed, the purpose of the war should be the pure 
good (hayr-ı mahz), triumph of the faith and repelling the oppression and sedition.  
Corresponding stories are reported by Sâfî Efendi with an endeavor to show how 
Ahmed I was very brave. One such story is on the Bursa campaign of Ahmed I. In 1605, 
the sultan led the Bursa campaign at the head of his army to stop the oppressions and 
sedition caused by the Celâlis. During the campaign, he inspected the enemy by 
entering into their tents by way of tebdîl-i sûret. According to the account, Ahmed and 
one of his trusted men changed their appearances and went outside. They toured in the 
city center, checked the bazaar and went outside of the city following the village road. 
They reached the tents of the enemy and Ahmed I attentively inspected and learnt the 
situation of the enemy.
386
 Sâfî says that this story shows Ahmed I‘s courage, and he 
praises the sultan for his outstanding bravery. Ahmed‘s hunting expeditions are also 
related to his bravery and his desire to personally lead campaigns. According to Sâfî, 
one of the beneficial effects of hunting trips is to strike fear in the hearts of the enemy 
by appearing near the frontiers.
387
 
III.4. Conclusion  
To conclude, Ahmed was 19 years old by the end of 1609. He was still young; 
but he was now an experienced ruler. Also, he took a personal hold on the business of 
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ruling.
388
 Therefore, he found a stable ground to achieve his life-long endeavor to 
present a virtuous character imitating that of his great-grandfather Sultan Süleyman. He 
and his patronage brokers sponsored books revealing the good moral character of the 
sultan to achieve this end. As can be seen from the themes and anecdotes on the virtues 
of ideal sultans covered in this chapter, we can conclude that it was a morality play and 
books of ethics written in the name of Ahmed I, such as Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî and 
Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh, were important tools in this play, portraying the sultan as the 
champion of the faith, the persecutor of the wrong doers, restorer of the order, protector 
of the poor from the pressure of the powerful. All in all, such books helped Ahmed I in 
his endeavor to strengthen his image as an ideal sultan. In this vein, I have firstly 
scrutinized the preface of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî ina detailed way to uncover the 
political discourses found in the invocation of God and praise of the prophet, four 
caliphs and the sultan. I have tried to read the underlining meaning behind the 
conventional language of the preface section to reveal the purpose of the translation 
which, as explained throughout this chapter, was to portray Ahmed I as a just, pious, 
brave, and generous ruler working for the happiness of his subjects. We have seen that 
the aim behind producing such a translation was to fashion a powerful sultanic image 
for Ahmed I. Also, I have scrutinized the main themes, stories and anecdotes cited in 
Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî so as to understand how the kingly virtues of Ahmed I were 
constructed by Abdülaziz Efendi in his translation. Besides, we have seen how the 
arguments put forward in the preface section permeated through the whole text. 
Moreover, I have compared the themes on the sultanic virtues of Ahmed I with the 
themes on Ahmed I‘s moral qualities constructed by Sâfî Efendi in his Zübdetü‟t-
Tevârîh. Such a methodology allowed us to comprehend that these books were 
commissioned as part of the same political and intellectual agenda. 
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CONCLUSION 
This thesis has offered a literary-historical analysis of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî, an 
early seventeenth-century Ottoman treatise on ethics prepared for Sultan Ahmed I by 
one of the most prominent ulema figures of the period, Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi. 
This book on ethics stands at the crossroad of several perspectives including the 
political, social, intellectual, and cultural context of its time. A study based on the 
literary historical analyses of such a book on ethics requires taking each dimension into 
account. Therefore, I have tried to study this text in view of its author, including his 
social status and the social group he represents. Also, I have searched for evidence 
about the author and the patrons as well as the political, social and intellectual trends in 
the contemporary scene. Moreover, I have tried to reconstruct the historical context of 
the reasons for its production to be able to read its political, social and cultural meaning, 
as Rıfaat Abou-El-Haj suggested.389 Such a methodology helps better contextualize the 
text in the light of the political, social, and intellectual climate of its period.  
The political, economic, military and social transformations that took place in 
the post-Süleymanic period have been interpreted by conventional historiography on the 
early modern Ottoman Empire as representing an ―inevitable decline.‖ Declinist 
scholars analyzed this period as one of deterioration and decline by exploiting political 
treatises written by contemporary intellectuals. These accounts, namely nasîhatnâmes or 
mirrors for princes, were used as unquestionable sources of information proving the 
decline of political, economic, and social institutions. Declinist historians mostly 
studied such political treatises without paying critical attention to their political, social, 
and intellectual contexts as well as the socio-political position of each author.  
This study is influenced by works of modern historians who made seminal 
studies on Ottoman history by relying on a corpus of texts; such as Cornell Fleischer‘s 
important study of an Ottoman bureaucrat and intellectual Mustafa Âlî, Also, it is 
influenced by Douglas Howard‘s leading article on the Ottoman decline literature and 
most importantly Rıfaat Abou-El-Haj‘s ―Formation of the Modern World” and his other 
important articles on nasîhatnâme literature. Following the methodology used by these 
leading scholars, this thesis basically claims that such political treatises could reveal 
political, intellectual, and social discourses of the period in which they were written, 
and suggests that the production of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî should be understood as part 
                                                          
389
 Rifa‗at Abou-El-Haj, ―Fitnah, Huruc Ala al-Sultan and Nasihat,‖ p. 191.  
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of a much larger political agenda carried out by Ahmed I, who tried hard to present his 
reign and rule as a recovery from the turbulent years of wars and rebellions that 
followed the late 1590s. 
Consistent with this methodology, the first chapter has sought to provide a 
meaningful portrait of Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi in relation to the social, political and 
intellectual realities of the period he lived in. Toward this end, Hocazâde Abdülaziz 
Efendi and his brothers‘ lives, professional careers, political expectations, patronage ties 
as well as factional positions were scrutinized in order to elucidate the historical context 
within which Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî was produced. 
The second chapter unpacked the historical context within which Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî was written. The first part of the chapter focused on the personality of Sultan 
Ahmed I and his endeavors to imitate the achievements of his great-grandfather Sultan 
Süleyman, so as to see the cultural, intellectual, and political concerns that were 
prevalent in the court of Ahmed I. The second part has sought to examine the patronage 
activities of Ahmed I‘s favorite advisor, El-Hac Mustafa Agha, and the latter‘s 
relationship with Hocazâde Abdülaziz, who was likewise interested in manuscript 
production. In the third part, the books commissioned by Ahmed I or by the courtiers 
for the sultan were examined to have a better sense of the ideological functions lying 
behind the production of these books.  
The main aim of the third chapter was a close reading of Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedîwith respect to the question of how a book on ethics helped Sultan Ahmed to 
create and strengthen his sultanic image as ―a second Süleyman.‖ In general, it 
attempted to uncover the contemporary discourses on kingly virtues of Ahmed I as they 
are constructed and propagated in his book by Abdülaziz Efendi as well as by other 
books commissioned by the sultan in a similar context. The first part concentrated on 
the preface section of the book to uncover the reasons behind the translation and 
authorial intentions of Abdülaziz Efendi. Then, the contents of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî 
was compared with two other contemporary books, Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh and Mir‟âtü‟l-
Ahlâk which were written around the same time in the name of Sultan Ahmed in order 
to have a nuanced understanding of how these books, which talked about the 
characteristics of ideal sultans and promulgated the exceptional moral character of 
Sultan Ahmed. Finally, the stories and anecdotes cited in Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî were 
examined in detail to uncover the arguments on the kingly virtues of Ahmed I as 
constructed by Abdülaziz Efendi. Also, the content of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî was 
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compared with the themes on Ahmed I‘s kingly virtues as constructed by Safi Efendi in 
his Zübdetü‟t-Tevârîh to see the reflections of the anecdotes cited in Ahlâk-ı Sultân 
Ahmedî in the life of Ahmed I and to understand how these books on ethics, 
commissioned by the sultan and his patronage brokers, were part of the same political, 
cultural, and intellectual agenda. 
Undeniably, there are some points which have been either incompletely 
examined or cannot be touched upon in this study. First of all, information regarding the 
biography of Abdülaziz Efendi and his family is based on the use of biographic 
dictionaries, and contemporary chronicles. An examination of archival sources could 
provide more detailed information regarding the careers and political connections of the 
Hocazâde family. The Hocazâdes, being one of the most influential ulema dynasties of 
the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, still await the interest of historians. Without 
mirroring the full picture of Hocazâde Abdülaziz Efendi and without examining all of 
his literary productions, an interpretation of Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî is bound to remain 
incomplete. Secondly, Ahlâk-ı Sultân Ahmedî is a work translated from its Persian 
original, Ahlâk-ı Muhsinî. Therefore, a comparative literary analysis with its Persian 
original is essential for a better understanding of the authorial intentions and strategies 
of Abdülaziz Efendi as well as the discursive preferences of his era.  
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